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Complexity has been studied under the perspective of both
physical and functional domains. In the former one, it takes
into account aspects of the system structure and configura-
tion, the variety of products it can process, and the system’s
resources, such as humans, machines, buffers, and their
interdependencies as well as the behavior of the system. In
the latter case, complexity is considered as a measure of
uncertainty in achieving functional requirements, taking into
account aspects of manufacturing system design, its states,
and the degree to which it can handle the variety of demand.

Today, manufacturing enterprises are o
en facing the
challenge of having to manufacture highly customized prod-
ucts in small lot sizes. One solution to react to the rapidly
varying demands andmake the use of resourcesmore flexible
lies in the digitalization of the manufacturing systems; this
still remains a major challenge in industry. Information
and material flow over the production and distribution
are becoming increasingly complex. �e advent of Indus-
try 4.0 initiative and the modern technologies, such as
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Internet of �ings (IoT),
open new horizons towards the industrial digitalization
by enabling automated procedures and communication by
means that were not available in the past. �e increased
connectivity and interaction among systems, humans, and
machines enable the integration of various automated or
semiautomated systems, increasing flexibility and productiv-
ity.�is will also lead to interconnected Industry 4.0-enabled
manufacturing systems and networks that will constitute an
integrated whole that delivers the needed products to the

right place, at the right time, taking into consideration a
number of newly created parameters and factors.

Although the adoption of Industry 4.0 and IoT paradigms
in manufacturing reveals great potential, the increased com-
plexity that may occur in different areas, including product,
information,machine, shop-floor, and enterprise, as well as at
a network level, is a main challenge. �e technology foreseen
in the context of Industry 4.0 paradigm aims to reduce
the complexity of the systems; nevertheless managing the
amount of generated data, dealing with the increased number
of variables, and integrating different tools are all fields of
further investigation. In particular, the way the generated
data and information from different sources and levels
can be integrated into methods and systems for adaptive
and effective decision-making needs to be further analyzed,
aiming to manage the different and conflicting decision
variables. In Industry 4.0 systems and networks, advanced
monitoring techniques and novel automation systems are
integrated and the overall degree of complexity is highly
affected. Existing approaches and methods, including chaos,
nonlinear dynamics, and information theories as well as
hybrid approaches (Heuristics-Indexes), need to be further
exploited, taking into consideration the increased number
of parameters and variables of Industry 4.0 systems and
networks.

�erefore, the main objective of this special issue is to
collect and consolidate innovative and high-quality research
contributions, mainly focusing on methods and tools to
model, quantify, and control Industry 4.0 complexity. �is
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special issue provides insights on how Industry 4.0 technolo-
gies may support effective decision-making, while reducing
systems’ and networks’ complexity through the submitted
scientific contributions in the form of both research and
review papers.

�is special issue includes 5 original papers selected by
the editors, featuring significant research contributions in the
above-mentioned topics. �e list of papers is as follows.

(1) “Multilayer Network-Based Production Flow Analy-
sis” by T. Ruppert et al.

(2) “On the Design Complexity of Cyberphysical Pro-
duction Systems” by L. Ribeiro and M. Hochwallner.

(3) “Smart Scheduling: An Integrated First Mile and Last
Mile Supply Approach” by T. Bányai et al.

(4) “Topological Structure of Manufacturing Industry
Supply Chain Networks” by S. S. Perera et al.

(5) “Green Supplier Selection for Process Industries
Using Weighted Grey Incidence Decision Model” by
J. Quan et al.
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Proper supplier selection to meet production demand is a major aspect of all manufacturing and process industries. Green supplier
selection has been one of the most critical factors for environmental protection on account of increasing consumption levels and for
sustainable development as well. This paper aims at developing an applicable methodology for green supplier selection for the
process industry. In this study, both economic and environmental criteria are considered and a comprehensive weighted grey
incidence decision approach for green supplier evaluation and selection in a process industry is proposed. First, an overall green
supplier selection index system for process industries is considered; then a weighted grey incidence decision-making model with
improved grey incidence coefficients and weighted degree of grey incidence is provided. Improved grey incidence coefficients are
defined using transformation sequences of the initial data. To eliminate the ill effects from the use of equal weights, the
maximum entropy method is used to determine the weights of the improved grey incidence coefficients. An application example
is proposed with the data collected for the chemical processing industry, which provides acceptable results in determining the
better supplier. In the end appendix, some theory regarding the weights for grey incidence coefficients is proposed. The
empirical results indicate that the model is of great practical value for green supplier selection in the process industry.

1. Introduction

The supply chain is a series of activities to procure materials,
process them into intermediate goods and final products, and
deliver them to customers, which encompasses all links from
suppliers to customers. Supply chain management quests to
conduct the physical and information flow exchanged
amongst all actors in a supply chain [1] best. Effective supply
chains can establish a long-term effective collaboration
amongst different businesses. Supplier selection is the process
in which companies identify, evaluate, and contract with sup-
pliers [2]. In today’s Internet world, competitive business cir-
cumstances have caused many companies to elevate the
importance of supply chain management and supplier selec-
tion, and businesses pay particular attention to identification
and selection amongst alternative supply sources. Once a
supplier becomes a partner, the relationship between the
buyer and supplier will have a critical effect on the competi-
tiveness of the entire supply chain. As most companies

expend a considerable amount of their revenues on purchas-
ing, the supplier selection process has become one of the
most important issues for establishing an effective supply
chain management system [3]. As organizations become
more and more dependent on suppliers, the direct and indi-
rect consequences of poor decision-making in selecting sup-
pliers will become more critical [4].

Supplier selection is a complex decision-making process.
Before the companies made decisions based almost exclu-
sively on price and quantity, most of the modern researchers
consider that the combination of factors should fit not only
the economic and technical requirements but also a com-
pany’s strategy [5]. Ho et al. suggested that global criteria
should be applied to effectively evaluate supplier selection
[6]. Traditional supplier selection models focus on suppliers’
economic and technical efficiency but ignore the ecological
efficiency of the supplier. Today, organizations should con-
sider the environmental awareness of suppliers and demand
that their suppliers reduce their environmental impacts [7].
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Apart from the common criteria such as cost and quality, the
research [8] discussed the green issues which can play an
important role in sourcing and proposed critical environ-
mental variables which can be used in supplier selection.

With the advent of industrialization, green supply chain
management can be regarded as a strategy in which all sup-
ply chain members attain more value. Today’s competitive
markets have forced companies to focus on environmental
issues aligned with other critical factors (cost, quality, service
level, etc.) to increase the supply chain value. Hence, green
supplier selection to reduce the purchase risk is one of the
most important decision-making issues. There are many
studies dedicated to supplier selection based on conventional
criteria [4], while more and more literature [9–14] regarded
green supplier evaluation or works which considered envi-
ronmental criteria.

There are many different ways based on data envelop-
ment analysis, cluster analysis, categorical methods, case-
based-reasoning systems, decision models for the final choice
phase, linear weighting models, statistical models, mathemat-
ical programming models, and artificial intelligence models
[15, 16] for supplier selection decision.

Grey theory was proposed by Deng [17–19], and it is a
mathematical theory that was derived from the concept of
the grey set theory. It is one of the effective methods used
to solve uncertainty problems under sparse data and incom-
plete information. The major advantage of the grey theory is
that it is suitable to handle both incomplete information and
unclear problems. It is used as an analysis tool when there is
not enough data. Grey theory has been widely applied to
prediction analysis [20–22] and decision-making [23]. As
a significant portion of grey theory, grey incidence analysis
has been successfully applied to social, economic, industrial,
and agricultural fields and has solved a large number of scien-
tific and production problems [24].

Grey incidence analysis is largely applied in the areas of
project selection, prediction analysis, and performance evalu-
ation. Tsai et al. [25] have developed a supplier selection
model for the garment industry using grey incidence analysis.
Yang and Chen [26] proposed an integrated model by com-
bining the analytical hierarchy process and grey incidence
analysis to evaluate and select the supplier for a notebook
computer manufacturer. Li et al. [27] used the rough set
theory for supplier selection. They converted the linguistic
variable assigned to the alternatives into a grey number;
based on grey theory, the suppliers were ranked. Wu et al.
[28] discussed the use of a grey multiobjective decision-
making approach to select a better site for a hypermarket in
a Taiwanese city. They compared their findings with the mul-
tiplicative competitive interaction model and found that the
grey approach yielded the better solution. Cao et al. [29]
developed an integrated grey decision model for the selection
of the material of a product.

Supplier selection decisions have become one of the most
significant responsibilities of managers as well as the most
critical and complex issues they must deal with. Furthermore,
green supply chain performance measures must be consid-
ered in the supplier selection process, and green supplier
selection decision-making for the chemical process industry

has seldom been studied. Most methods for supplier selection
are analytic hierarchy processes [1, 3, 4], which depend on
subjective data provided by experts. In [25–29], grey inci-
dence analysis with equal weighting has been used for sup-
plier selection, as it does not require large or regular data
samples and hence has an important practical significance.
However, their methods require subjective data from experts
and equally weighted factors and initial data to form behav-
ioural sequences are needed to calculate the degree of grey
incidence in Deng’s grey incidence analysis. However, certain
grey information cannot be directly obtained, and the corre-
lation coefficients of each sequence at different times are of
different importance to the system. Therefore, in this context,
a suitable green supplier selection decision-making method
for the chemical process industry based on an improved grey
incidence model is proposed, in which both economic and
environmental criteria for chemical processing industry sup-
plier selection are considered, and improved grey incidence
coefficients are defined using transformation sequences of
the initial data. The updated weighted grey coefficient opti-
mization model is then established to determine the weights
to obtain improved correlation coefficients.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section 2, we construct a green supplier selection index
system for process industries. The improved weighted
grey incidence decision model is presented in Section 3. In
Section 4, a practical application of the green supplier
evaluation and selection decision method for process
industries is demonstrated. The discussion of the advantage
of the weighted grey incidence decision model compared
to other related methodologies is given in Section 5. In
Section 6, some relevant conclusions on the green supplier
evaluation and selection decision model are discussed.
Finally, the appendix contains the proofs of the mathematical
statements in the paper.

2. Green Supplier Selection Index System for
Process Industries

In this section, we discuss what criteria should be taken
into account in green supplier selection processes. In
reviewing the literature, several conventional criteria have
been identified by scholars. Ho et al. [6] concluded in a
literature review of supplier selection models that the most
popular economic criteria amongst researchers are cost,
quality, delivery, management, technology, and flexibility.
With a focus on environmental awareness, more and more
authors are addressing supplier selection in the light of
environmental aspects, such as Handfield et al. [10], Lee
et al. [13], and Sarkis [30]. Yang et al. [31] first used the
Delphi method to determine the critical activities and
developed the system of environmental management and
green product. Environmental criteria may include pollu-
tion production, pollution control, resource consumption,
green product, environmental management, ecodesign, green
image, green competencies, staff environmental training, and
management commitment.

However, a firm should consider both environmental and
conventional factors in order to select the most appropriate
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supplier for partnership. Existing works have generally con-
sidered environmental aspects only, for example, Lee et al.
[13] and Kuo et al. [14]. This study intends to present a com-
prehensive green supplier selection framework by consider-
ing both economic and environmental criteria and is
conducted to extract both classic and green performance
measures. We concentrated on business issues such as cost,
quality, delivery, service, and technology to create opportuni-
ties for long-term collaboration with suppliers. Green criteria
such as pollution control, green product, and environmental
management systems are also integrated with the selection
criteria for better consideration of the supplier selection pro-
cess [8]. Having compared different studies in the literature,
in this study, we select eight criteria: cost, quality, delivery,
service, technique capability, pollution control, green prod-
uct, and environmental management, as the main factors of
the green supplier selection process according to previous
research. Table 1 presents the summary of the most impor-
tant criteria in the research literature.

(1) Cost: cost can be viewed as one of the most impor-
tant factors for supplier selection decision-making.
Proper suppliers can reduce the cost and provide
buyers with better competencies in the market. Cost
consists of product price, logistics cost, manufactur-
ing cost, inventory charge, energy charge, mainte-
nance expense, inspection expense, and security
expense, as well as waste disposal costs as an environ-
mental factor and cost reduction performance

(2) Quality: to improve production quality, the manage-
ment must consider quality control and process
improvement. Quality assurance can meet customer
demands for optimal utilization of resources and
coincides with a firm’s objectives. Total quality man-
agement and quality-related certificates such as ISO
9000, EN 29000, and BS 5750 are taken into account.
Low toxicity and rejection by customers can also
reflect the quality

(3) Delivery: to satisfy the customer market, firms
must cooperate with the right supplier, who pro-
vides their requirements at the proper time, at
the right place, under the right conditions, and with
the right service. Order fulfilment capability consists
of order fulfilment planning, product execution, dis-
tribution management, and cross application integra-
tion. Order processing speed, supplier lead time,
delivery time, delivery reliability, delivery delays,
waiting time, and credible delivery are the main com-
ponents of lead time

(4) Service: in the 21st century’s competitive business
environment, companies not only have to try to sat-
isfy the demand of customers for high-quality prod-
ucts at competitive prices but also must operate at a
high service level with good stock management and
design capability to achieve customer satisfaction.
Firms can achieve this goal by fast deliveries, low
costs, minimum wastage, quick response, high pro-
ductivity, low stocks, no damage, few mistakes, high
staff morale, and so on

(5) Technique capability: technique capability is the life
of a company. Advanced manufacturing technology
will assist the enterprise to become a leader in its
field. Therefore, manufacturing capabilities and new
technology development capabilities of the supplier
are necessary to meet the current and future demands
of the firm. Additionally, a new product design by the
supplier, technological compatibility, capacity, and
speed in development should be considered

(6) Green product: there has been a greater focus on a
green competency amongst vendors and suppliers,
which has strategic value and favours company image
in recent years. Green packaging is a type of packag-
ing which aims at protecting the environment by
using environment-friendly materials which can be
recycled or reused

Table 1: Green supplier selection criteria.

Number Criteria Related attributes

1 Cost Product price, logistics cost, manufacturing cost, waste disposal cost, cost reduction performance

2 Quality
Product stability, product qualification ratio, low toxicity, process improvement, quality assurance,

quality management, quality-related certificates, rejection by customers

3 Delivery
Order processing speed, supplier lead time, delivery time, delivery reliability, delivery delays,

waiting time, credible delivery

4 Service
Warranty, responsiveness, stock management, capability of design, capability of technology

support, flexibility

5 Technique capability
Manufacturing capacity, technological development, technological compatibility, technology

level supplier’s speed in development, capability of preventing pollution

6 Green product Green packaging, recycling, remanufacturing, reuse

7 Pollution control
Solid wastes, waste water, energy consumption, average volume of air pollutants, harmful

materials released, use of harmful materials

8 Environmental management
Environment-related certificates such as ISO 14000, green process planning, internal control

process, and low carbon measures
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(7) Pollution control: pollution control is an impor-
tant reference indicator which influences the choice
of a supplier. Suppliers’ attitude toward pollution is
becoming a determining factor for partnerships.
Pollution not only destroys the environment with
solid wastes and wastewater but also leads to super-
fluous energy consumption. Therefore, contamina-
tion control can lead to proper usage of energy for
suppliers. To reduce pollution in general, the use of
harmful materials must be confined

(8) Environmental management: the goals of environ-
mental management systems are to compel firms to
reduce the negative impacts of production to the envi-
ronment and force buyers to be more aware of the
environment, influencing firms in their decision-
making. Environment-related certificates such as ISO
14000, green process planning, internal control pro-
cess, and low carbon measures are the main consid-
ered indicators of environmental management

In summary, green supplier selection has become an
interesting topic to researchers owing to increasing aware-
ness of environmental protection and its long-term effect
on business and marketing performance.

3. Proposed Weighted Grey Incidence
Decision Model

Grey incidence analysis uses information from the grey
system to dynamically compare each factor quantitatively.
The relational analysis suggests how to make predictions
and decisions and generates reports that offer suggestions
for supplier selection. Grey incidence analysis is a method
to analyse the relational grades for discrete sequences. This is
unlike the traditional statistics analysis handling the rela-
tionships between variables. Statistical analysis works with
sufficient data, and the data distribution must be typical.
However, grey incidence analysis requires fewer data and
can analyse many factors that can overcome the disadvan-
tages of the statistics method.

The following preliminaries can be found in [23, 24].
In system analysis, one first chooses the quantity which
reflects the characteristics of a system best. Afterwards, the
factors that influence the behaviour of the system are
determined. Then a quantitative analysis is considered; sub-
sequently, one needs to process the chosen characteristic
quantities, and the available data are converted to relevant
nondimensional values of roughly equal magnitude by using
sequence operators. The main procedure of grey incidence
analysis first translates the performance of all alternatives
into a comparability sequence. This step is called grey rela-
tional generating.

Definition 1 [24]. Assume that Xi is a factor of a system, and
its observation value at the ordinal position k is xi k , where
k = 1, 2,⋯, n. Then, Xi = xi 1 , xi 2 ,⋯, xi n is called a
behavioural sequence of factor Xi. If k stands for the time
order, then xi k represents the observational value of factor

Xi at the time moment k, and Xi is called a behavioural time
sequence. If k is an ordinate of some criteria and xi k is the
observation of the factor xi at the criteria k, then Xi is called a
behavioural criterion sequence. If k is the ordinal number of
the object observed and xi k stands for the observation of
the factor Xi of the kth objective, then Xi is called a behav-
ioural horizontal sequence.

Regardless of the sequence (time, criterion, or horizon-
tal), the required incidence analysis can always be conducted.

Definition 2 [23]. Let Xi = xi 1 , xi 2 ,⋯, xi n be a
behavioural sequence of factor Xi, where i = 1, 2,⋯,m. D
is a sequence operator such that XiD = xi 1 D, xi 2 D,⋯,
xi n D , where xi k D = xi k /xi 1 , xi 1 ≠ 0, and k = 1,
2,⋯, n. Then, D is referred to as an initializing operator,
and XiD is the initial image of Xi .

According to these sequences, a reference sequence (ideal
target sequence) can be defined.

Definition 3 [24]. Assume that X0 = x0 1 , x0 2 ,⋯, x0 n
is a sequence of data representing a system characteristic,
and for all i, Xi is a sequence of relevant factors. For a given
real number ξ ∈ 0, 1 , let

γ0i k = γ x0 k , xi k

=
min

j
min
r

x0 r − xj r + ξ max
j

max
r

x0 r − xj r

x0 k − xi k + ξ max
j

max
r

x0 r − xj r
,

γ X0, Xi = 1
n
〠
n

k=1
γ x0 k , xi k

1

Then, γ X0, Xi is called the degree of grey incidence of
Xi with respect to X0, γ x0 k , xi k is the incidence coeffi-
cient of Xi with respect to X0 at point k, and ξ is the distin-
guishing coefficient.

The grey incidence coefficients between all comparability
sequences and the reference sequence are then calculated.
Based on these grey incidence coefficients, the grey incidence
grade between the reference sequence and every comparabil-
ity sequence is calculated. If a comparability sequence trans-
lated from an alternative has the highest grey incidence grade
between the reference sequence and itself, that alternative
will be the best choice.

In this study, the procedure used in the improved
weighted grey incidence model for green supplier selection
consists of eight steps: (I) determination of selection index
data, (II) generation of referential series, (III) normalization
of the data set, (IV) construction of the differential infor-
mation data, (V) set up of the grey incidence coefficient,
(VI) determination of the weight of grey incidence coeffi-
cient, (VII) calculation of the degree of grey incidence,
and (VIII) determination of the grades of suppliers. The
supplier with the highest degree of grey incidence is consid-
ered the optimal supplier.
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3.1. Step I: Determination of Selection Index Data.Green sup-
plier selection is based on the critical factors comprising the
selection index: cost, supply quality, lead time to delivery,
warranty and capacity of the supplier, green product, pollu-
tion control, and environmental management. The decision
criteria may be represented by C1, C2,⋯, Cn. Experts were
also asked to consider industry specifications within the
decision-making process. The structure of the decision prob-
lem consists ofm alternatives: supplier 1, supplier 2,… , sup-
plier m. Each alternative can be evaluated in terms of the
decision criteria in both qualitative and quantitative terms.

X1 = x1 1 , x1 2 ,⋯, x1 n ,
X2 = x2 1 , x2 2 ,⋯, x2 n ,
… ,
Xm = xm 1 , xm 2 ,⋯, xm n

2

3.2. Step II: Generation of Referential Series X0. The refer-
ential series X0 is the optimal value for each criterion,
where x0 k is some observation value, and it may be
the largest or the smallest of x1 k , x2 k ,⋯, xm k .
When the larger value of some criteria is better, we let
x0 k be the largest of x1 k , x2 k ,⋯, xm k . When
the smaller data of some criteria is better, we let x0 k
be the smallest of x1 k , x2 k ,⋯, xm k . X0 is used to
compare with the value of all alternative suppliers.

3.3. Step III: Normalization of Data Set. The main idea of grey
incidence is to determine whether the relationship between
sequence curves is close according to the similarity of their
shape. The aim is to display the correlation between factors
quantitatively. Incidence analysis is the basis for grey system
analysis and forecasting. To obtain grey information of the
factors quantitatively, we perform the following grey trans-
formation. The series data in this case can be normalized
using one of two approaches; for a criteria whose larger value
is better (quality, warranty and capacity), it can be normal-
ized using formula (3a), while for a criteria whose smaller
value is better (cost and delivery), it can be normalized using
formula (3b).

yi k = x0 k
xi k

, if x0 k is the smallest one of

xi k , i = 1, 2,⋯,m, k = 1, 2,⋯, n,
3a

yi k = xi k
x0 k

, if x0 k is the biggest one of

xi k , i = 1, 2,⋯,m, k = 1, 2,⋯, n
3b

Then, we can obtain the normalization sequences:

Y1 = y1 1 , y1 2 ,⋯, y1 n ,
Y2 = y2 1 , y2 2 ,⋯, y2 n ,
… ,
Ym = ym 1 , ym 2 ,⋯, ym n

4

3.4. Step IV: Construction of the Differential Information
Data. Now, we construct the differential information of grey
incidence as follows:

Δ0i k = 1
1 + λ 1 − yi k

, i = 1, 2,⋯,m, k = 1, 2,⋯, n,

5

where λ > 0 is some fixed number and yi k is defined by
(3a) and (3b). Thus, we obtain the differential information
sequences:

Δ01 =
1

1 + λ 1 − y1 1 , 1
1 + λ 1 − y1 2 ,⋯, 1

1 + λ 1 − y1 n
,

Δ02 =
1

1 + λ 1 − y2 1 , 1
1 + λ 1 + y2 2 ,⋯, 1

1 + λ 1 − y2 n
,

… ,

Δ0m = 1
1 + λ 1 − ym 1 , 1

1 + λ 1 − ym 2 ,⋯, 1
1 + λ 1 − ym n

6

3.5. Step V: Set-Up of Grey Incidence Coefficients. Assume
that X0 = x0 1 , x0 2 ,⋯, x0 n is a sequence of data
representing a system’s characteristics, and for all i, Xi
is a sequence of relevant factors. For a given real number
ξ ∈ 0, 1 , let

γ0i k =
min

j
min
r

Δ0j r + ξΔ0i k

min
j

min
r

Δ0j r + ξ max
j

max
r

Δ0 j r
, 7

where Δ0i k is defined by (5); then γ0i k is called the
incidence coefficient of Xi with respect to X0 at point k,
where ξ is called the distinguishing coefficient. Therefore,
we obtain the grey incidence coefficient sequences:

γ01 = γ01 1 , γ01 2 ,⋯, γ01 n ,
γ02 = γ02 1 , γ02 2 ,⋯, γ02 n ,
… ,
γ0m = γ0m 1 , γ0m 2 ,⋯, γ0m n

8

3.6. Step VI: Determination of the Weight of Grey Incidence
Coefficients. The basis of the grey incidence model is proxim-
ity and similar factors to determine the degree of incidence
coefficient according to the curve. Past researches take equal
weighted incidence coefficients for the degree of grey inci-
dence at each time point. However, a serial incidence coeffi-
cient at different time points does not have the same
influence on system behaviour. Therefore, the similarity of
systematic development characterized by the degree of grey
incidence is related to the weight of each point. Each factor
has its own contribution in the evaluation. The weight value
of a time point is the influence coefficient of the system. The
larger the weight value is, the more important the coefficient
is. Usually, the weight value depends on the decision maker’s
subjectivity, which may result in some errors. How to arrange
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the decision weights should be studied in the decision-
making process. Determining the weight of incidence coeffi-
cient should cause the distribution density value of weighted
grey incidence coefficients to balance; therefore, according to
Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 in the appendix, we define the
maximum constraint of weighted grey incidence entropy,
and the weight vector is

ϖ0i = Γ0i−1b, 9

where

Γ0i =

Δ0i 1 −Δ0i 2
Δ0i 2 −Δ0i 3

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

Δ0i n − 1 −Δ0i n

1 1 1 ⋯ 1 1

,

ϖ0i =

ϖ0i 1
ϖ0i 2
⋯

ϖ0i n

,

b =

0
0
⋯

0
1

10

3.7. Step VII: Calculation of the Degree of Grey Incidence.
Assume that X0 = x0 1 , x0 2 ,⋯, x0 n is a sequence of
data representing a system’s characteristics and Xi are
sequences of relevant factors, and let

γ X0, Xi = 〠
n

k=1
ϖoi k γ0i k , 11

where ∑n
k=1ϖ0i k = 1 and Δ0i k are defined by (5). Then

γ X0, Xi is called the weighted degree of grey incidence
of Xi with respect to X0.

3.8. Step VIII: Determination of the Grades of Suppliers. Based
on the degree of grey incidence, the priority of the m sup-
pliers is determinate, and the optimal supplier who has the
maximal degree is selected.

4. Practical Application of Green Supplier
Selection Decision Maker for
Process Industries

In this section, we consider a practical application of green
supplier selection decision maker for some chemical pro-
cessing industry. The business of the chemical processing

industry is to change the chemical structure of natural mate-
rials in order to derive products of value to other industries or
in daily life. Chemicals are produced from these raw mate-
rials, principally minerals, metals, and hydrocarbons in a
series of processing steps. Further treatment, such as mixing
and blending, is often required to convert them into end-
products (e.g., paints, adhesives, medicines, and cosmetics).
It is known that the supplier selection of rawmaterials or nat-
ural materials is very important to the chemical processing
industry. Surely, the cost is one of the most important factors
for supplier selection. For quality, delivery, service, and tech-
nique capability, many suppliers can meet the requirements
of the chemical processing industry. However, green produc-
tion, pollution control, and environmental management may
influence product environmental quality safety, even the
development prospect of the enterprise. The data for this case
study have been collected from the procurement department,
which is accountable for the whole purchasing processes at a
given chemical processing industry. An interview has been
conducted for the purpose of data collection. Seven suppliers
have responded with a quotation representing the prescribed
product with their attributes. The proposed weighted grey
incidence decision model is used to deal with small samples,
and the data of supplier selection for the chemical process-
ing industry is just a sample. Therefore, the methodology
weighted grey incidence decision model can be used to select
the green suppliers for process industries. Applying the pro-
posed model to supplier selection decision implies that all the
steps above have to be followed.

(1) Determination of selection index data: the structure
of the decision problem considered in this study
consists of seven alternatives, e.g., suppliers 1–7. For
brevity, we only select the following indexes: product
price (yuan), product qualification ratio (%), deliv-
ery time (days), warranty (months), manufacturing
capacity (kg per day), remanufacturing (%), harmful
materials released (kg), and low carbon measures
(g) as the decision criteria, and they are compiled as
C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, and C8, respectively.
Table 2 shows the alternatives versus the criteria
matrix for all seven suppliers

(2) Generation of referential series X0: the referential
series X0 is the optimal value for each criterion, and
x0 k is some observation value; it may be the largest

Table 2: Alternatives versus criteria.

Supplier C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Supplier 1 2439 86% 12 4 170 0.10 10 6.9

Supplier 2 2567 90% 12 3 260 0.08 13 7.0

Supplier 3 2711 93% 14 3 280 0.11 12 7.2

Supplier 4 3099 94% 10 2 260 0.10 11 6.7

Supplier 5 2302 89% 13 2.5 290 0.09 12 7.0

Supplier 6 3115 92% 12 3 250 0.09 11 6.9

Supplier 7 2800 90% 14 2 250 0.08 10 7.0
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or the smallest of x1 k , x2 k ,⋯, x7 k . For
indexes C1, C3, C7, and C8, the smallest is the best,
and for indexes C2, C4, C5, and C6, the largest
is the best. Therefore, X0 = 2302, 0 94, 10, 4, 290,
0 11, 10, 6 7 are used to compare the values of each
corresponding supplier

(3) Normalization of data set: according to the above
referential series X0 and formulas (3a) and (3b)

yi k = x0 k
xi k

, if x0 k is the smallest one of

xi k , i = 1, 2,⋯, 7, k = 1, 2,⋯, 8,

yi k = xi k
x0 k

, if x0 k is the biggest one of

xi k , i = 1, 2,⋯, 7, k = 1, 2,⋯, 8,
12

the series data in this case can be normalized. The
normalized data are tabulated in Table 3

(4) Construction of the differential information data:
from the normalized data and formula (5)

Δ0i k = 1
1 + λ 1 − yi k

,

 i = 1, 2,⋯, 7, k = 1, 2,⋯, 8,
13

we take that λ = 1 5 is some fixed number, we calcu-
late the differential information data, and the differ-
ential information data are tabulated in Table 4

(5) Set up of grey incidence coefficient: according to the
differential information data and formula (7)

γ0i k =
min

j
min
r

Δ0j r + ξΔ0i k

min
j

min
r

Δ0j r + ξ max
j

max
r

Δ0i r
, 14

the grey incidence coefficient is calculated and tabu-
lated in Table 5

(6) Determination of the weight of grey incidence coeffi-
cient: according to the differential information data
and formula (9) ϖ0i = Γ0i−1b, where

Γ0i =

Δ0i 1 −Δ0i 2
Δ0i 0 −Δ0i 3

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

Δ0i 6 −Δ0i 7
1 1 1 ⋯ 1 1

,

ϖ0i =

ϖ0i 1
ϖ0i 2
⋯

ϖ0i 7

,

b =

0
0
⋯

0
1

,

15

we calculate the weights of grey incidence coefficients
and tabulated in Table 6

(7) Calculation of the degree of grey incidence: according
to the weights of grey incidence coefficients based on
the grey relational coefficients and formula (11)

γ X0, Xi = 〠
8

k=1
ϖ0i k γ0i k , 16

the degree of the grey incidence is calculated and the
values are tabulated in Table 7

(8) Grade of the suppliers: based on the degree of
the grey incidence, the optimal supplier was selected.
The priorities of the seven suppliers were supplier
1> supplier 3> supplier 4> supplier 5> supplier

Table 3: Normalized data.

Supplier yi k C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Supplier 1 y1 k 0.9438 0.9149 0.8333 1.0000 0.5862 0.9091 1.0000 0.9710

Supplier 2 y2 k 0.8968 0.9574 0.8333 0.7500 0.8966 0.7273 0.7692 0.9571

Supplier 3 y3 k 0.8491 0.9894 0.7143 0.7500 0.9655 1.0000 0.8333 0.9306

Supplier 4 y4 k 0.7428 1.0000 1.0000 0.5000 0.8966 0.9091 0.9091 1.0000

Supplier 5 y5 k 1.0000 0.9468 0.7692 0.6250 1.0000 0.8182 0.8333 0.9571

Supplier 6 y6 k 0.7390 0.9787 0.8333 0.7500 0.8621 0.8182 0.9091 0.9710

Supplier 7 y7 k 0.8221 0.9574 0.7143 0.5000 0.8621 0.7273 1.0000 0.9571
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6> supplier 2> supplier 7. Therefore, supplier 1 is the
optimal supplier because it has the maximal degree of
0.9133 in Table 7

Through the actual calculation results of the proposed
model for green supplier selection decision, we see that the
results are most up to the mustard for green consideration.
The optimal values of the green factors green production,
pollution control, and environmental management are 0.11,
10, and 6.7, respectively, and the corresponding factors of
an optimal supplier, “supplier 1,” are 0.10, 10, and 6.9,
respectively. Therefore, this proposed model can be applied
to make the optimal green supplier select decision.

5. Discussion

Most of the methods for supplier selection processes rely on
subjective index data of experts, such as TOPSIS technique,

analytic hierarchy process, and analytic network process.
However, the weighted grey incidence decision model pro-
posed in this manuscript depends on the objective data col-
lected from the procurement department. These data used
for supplier selection are more authentic and effective than
scores by experts. Equally weighted factors and initial data
sequences are used for calculating the degree of grey inci-
dence in classical Deng’s grey incidence analysis model.
However, certain grey information cannot be directly
obtained, and the correlation coefficients of each sequence
at different times are of different importance to the system.
Therefore, in this study, improved grey incidence coefficients
using transformation sequences of the initial data and the
maximum entropy method for determining the weights of
improved grey incidence coefficients are proposed. Some
grey information can be obtained more easily by using the
grey transformation sequences, so the proposed model dis-
tinguished the new degree of grey incidence more effectively.
The model was successfully used in the analysis of green

Table 6: The weights of grey incidence coefficients.

ϖ0i k C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7

ϖ01 k 0.1171 0.1217 0.1350 0.1080 0.1750 0.1227 0.1080

ϖ02 k 0.1176 0.1084 0.1273 0.1400 0.1177 0.1435 0.1371

ϖ03 k 0.1297 0.1075 0.1511 0.1455 0.1113 0.1058 0.1323

ϖ04 k 0.1449 0.1046 0.1046 0.1830 0.1208 0.1188 0.1188

ϖ05 k 0.1040 0.1123 0.1400 0.1625 0.1040 0.1323 0.1323

ϖ06 k 0.1433 0.1063 0.1288 0.1416 0.1243 0.1311 0.1171

ϖ07 k 0.1243 0.1044 0.1402 0.1717 0.1184 0.1383 0.0981

Table 7: Degree of grey incidence.

Supplier γ X0, Xi Weighted degree of grey incidence

Supplier 1 γ X0, X1 0.9133

Supplier 2 γ X0, X2 0.8821

Supplier 3 γ X0, X3 0.9023

Supplier 4 γ X0, X4 0.8960

Supplier 5 γ X0, X5 0.8954

Supplier 6 γ X0, X6 0.8880

Supplier 7 γ X0, X7 0.8633

Table 5: Grey incidence coefficient.

γ0i k C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

γ01 k 0.9505 0.9279 0.8727 1.0000 0.7562 0.9236 1.0000 0.9735

γ02 k 0.9147 0.9618 0.8727 0.8264 0.9145 0.8152 0.8364 0.9616

γ03 k 0.8826 0.9900 0.8091 0.8264 0.9687 1.0000 0.8727 0.9400

γ04 k 0.8228 1.0000 1.0000 0.7273 0.9145 0.9236 0.9236 1.0000

γ05 k 1.0000 0.9530 0.8364 0.7709 1.0000 0.8636 0.8727 0.9616

γ06 k 0.8210 0.9803 0.8727 0.8264 0.8909 0.8636 0.9236 0.9735

γ07 k 0.8660 0.9618 0.8091 0.7273 0.8909 0.8152 1.0000 0.9616

Table 4: Differential information data.

Δ0i k C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Δ01 k 0.9223 0.8868 0.8000 1.0000 0.6170 0.8800 1.0000 0.9583

Δ02 k 0.8659 0.9400 0.8000 0. 7273 0.8657 0.7097 0.7428 0.9396

Δ03 k 0.8155 0.9843 0.7000 0.7273 0.9508 1.000 0.8000 0.9057

Δ04 k 0.7216 1.0000 1.0000 0.5714 0.8657 0.8800 0.8800 1.0000

Δ05 k 1.0000 0.9261 0.7428 0.6400 1.0000 0.7857 0.8000 0.9396

Δ06 k 0.7186 0.9691 0.8000 0.7273 0.8286 0.7857 0.8800 0.9583

Δ07 k 0.7894 0.9400 0.7000 0.5714 0.8286 0.7097 1.0000 0.9396
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supplier selection decision in the chemical processing indus-
try. The examples demonstrate that the method is practical
and reliable; it is also effective for decision-making in some
other applied fields.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents an improved model for grey incidence to
fix the weighted grey incidence coefficients for green supplier
selection in process industries. New grey incidence coeffi-
cients are created by transformation sequences of the initial
data. The weights are determinate in the objective entropy
information method, which reflect the actual data. The
method is based on the difference of index data to produce
determinate weights. The proposed approach is suitable for
decision-making under more uncertain environments. This
paper proposes an evaluation method to determine the over-
all performance for each candidate supplier. The optimum
decision can then be made based on the supplier’s overall rat-
ing. The use of the proposed model can facilitate company-
level decision-making by using a systematic approach to
select the appropriate supplier.

Appendix

In this section, some mathematical statements and their
proofs are listed for convenience and content integrity. The
following can be found in [32–35].

The distribution of the weighted grey incidence coeffi-
cients is defined below.

Definition 4. The distribution of the weighted grey incidence
coefficients is defined so that

pk =
ϖ0i k Δ0i k

∑n
k=1ϖ0i k Δ0i k

17

is its density value.
According to [32, 33], pk is a grey sequence.

Definition 5. The function

H⊗ Ri = −〠
n

k=1
pk ln pk 18

is called the weighted grey incidence entropy of Xi, where ∀
k, pk ≥ 0,∑n

k=1pk = 1.

The following proposition holds.

Proposition 1. [34, 35] If the density sequence of the distribu-
tion of the weighted grey incidence coefficient is p = pk ∣ ∀k,
pk ≥ 0,∑n

k=1pk = 1 andH ⊗ Ri is the incidence entropy, then
H ⊗ Ri is maximised when pk are equal.

Corresponding to a uniform distribution, the optimal
weights of the incidence coefficients yield the maximum
weighted grey incidence entropy by Proposition 1.

Theorem 1. [34, 35] The solution to the problem

max H⊗ Ri = −〠
n

k=1
pk ln pk

s t  〠
n

k=1
ϖ0i k = 1, ϖ0i k > 0,

 pk =
ϖ0i k Δ0i k

∑n
k=1ϖ0i k Δ0i k

19

is

pk =
1
n
,

ϖ0i = Γ0i−1b,
20

where

Γ0i =

Δ0i 1 −Δ0i 2
Δ0i 2 −Δ0i 3

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

Δ0i n − 1 −Δ0i n

1 1 1 ⋯ 1 1

,

ϖ0i =

ϖ0i 1
ϖ0i 2
⋯

ϖ0i n

,

b =

0
0
⋯

0
1

21

Proof. The Lagrange function of problem (19) is

L pk, λ = −〠
n

k=1
pk ln pk + λ 〠

n

k=1
pk − 1 22

The necessary condition for the existence of extreme
values implies that

∂L
∂pk

= −ln pk + λ − 1 = 0, k = 1, 2,⋯, n,

∂L
∂λ

= 〠
n

k=1
pk − 1 = 0

23
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Hence, pk = eλ−1 k = 1, 2,⋯, n . This equal and ∑n
k=1

pk = 1 lead to pk = 1/n. From (17) and (19), we obtain

ϖ0i k Δ0i k
∑n

k=1ϖ0i k Δ0i k
= 1
n
,

〠
n

k=1
ϖ0i k = 1

24

The above can be expressed as

ϖ0i 1 Δ0i 1 − ϖ0i 2 Δ0i 2 = 0,
ϖ0i 2 Δ0i 2 − ϖ0i 3 Δ0i 3 = 0,
… ,
ϖ0i n − 1 Δ0i n − 1 − ϖ0i n Δ0i n = 0,

〠
n

k=1
ϖ0i k = 1

25

And the matrix form is Γ0iϖ0i = b, where

Γ0i =

Δ0i 1 −Δ0i 2
Δ0i 2 −Δ0i 3

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

Δ0i n − 1 −Δ0i n

1 1 1 ⋯ 1 1

,

ϖ0i =

ϖ0i 1
ϖ0i 2
⋯

ϖ0i n

,

b =

0
0
⋯

0
1

26

The determinant of Γ0i is

Γ0i =

Δ0i 1 −Δ0i 2
Δ0i 2 −Δ0i 3

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

Δ0i n − 1 −Δ0i n

1 1 1 1 1 1
27

We add the n − 1 th row to the n − 2 th row, add
the n − 2 th row to the n − 3 th row, until we add the

third row to the second row, and add the second row
to the first row; then we have

Γ0i =

Δ0i 1 −Δ0i n

Δ0i 2 −Δ0i n

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ −Δ0i n

−Δ0i n − 1 −Δ0i n

1 1 1 1 1 1
28

Now, for k = 1, 2,… , n − 1, we add the kth column
multiplied by Δ0i k / Δ0i k to the nth column, and
we obtain

Γ0i =

Δ0i 1
Δ0i 2

⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ ⋯

Δ0i n − 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 + 〠
n−1

k=1

Δ0i n
Δ0i k

,

29

which is

Γ0i =
n−1

k=1
Δ0i k 1 +

n−1

k=1

Δ0i n
Δ0i k

30

From (3a) and (3b), we know that Γ0i ≠ 0 There-
fore, the system of the linear equations has a unique
solution. Hence, the weight vector is ϖ0i = Γ0i−1b.
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Empirical analyses of supply chain networks (SCNs) in extant literature have been rare due to scarcity of data. As a result,
theoretical research have relied on arbitrary growth models to generate network topologies supposedly representative of real-
world SCNs. Our study is aimed at filling the above gap by systematically analysing a set of manufacturing sector SCNs to
establish their topological characteristics. In particular, we compare the differences in topologies of undirected contractual
relationships (UCR) and directed material flow (DMF) SCNs. The DMF SCNs are different from the typical UCR SCNs since
they are characterised by a strictly tiered and an acyclic structure which does not permit clustering. Additionally, we investigate
the SCNs for any self-organized topological features. We find that most SCNs indicate disassortative mixing and power law
distribution in terms of interfirm connections. Furthermore, compared to randomised ensembles, self-organized topological
features were evident in some SCNs in the form of either overrepresented regimes of moderate betweenness firms or
underrepresented regimes of low betweenness firms. Finally, we introduce a simple and intuitive method for estimating the
robustness of DMF SCNs, considering the loss of demand due to firm disruptions. Our work could be used as a benchmark for
any future analyses of SCNs.

1. Introduction

Due to the increasingly complex and interconnected nature
of the global supply chain networks (SCNs), recent research
has focussed on modelling supply chains as complex adaptive
systems using network science concepts [1, 2]. Following on
from the work published by [3], who used network science
techniques to generate a network topology and investigate
its topological robustness, a large number of theoretical
research papers have appeared in this area [4–12]. These
studies have theoretically formulated generalizable growth
mechanisms underlying the firm-partnering process in SCN
formation. Subsequently, the network topologies generated
based on various growth models have been investigated for
their topological characteristics, such as robustness and
efficiency.

Despite the large number of theoretical papers published
within the past few years on network modelling of SCNs, the
effort on empirical validation of the theoretical findings has
been limited. This is mainly due to difficulty in obtaining
large-scale datasets on supplier-customer relationships,
which are often proprietary and confidential. Papers which
systematically analyse the topologies of real-world SCNs,
the conclusions of which can then be used to inform model-
ling efforts, have been relatively scarce.

In light of the above, this study presents a comprehensive
analysis of two sets of SCN datasets, namely,

(1) The dataset of Indian automobile manufacturers
[13]. This SCN includes contractual relationships
between various firms (therefore it is modelled as an
undirected network).
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(2) Twenty-six SCNs across various manufacturing
industry sectors, based on the dataset presented in
Willems [14]. These SCNs include material flows
between firms (as such, it is modelled as a directed
network). All the SCNs in this dataset include the full
depth in terms of tiers (from suppliers to retailers).

In particular, this study is aimed at addressing the follow-
ing key research questions pertaining to SCN topology and
robustness:

(1) What common topological characteristics (if any)
can be expected from the directed material flow SCNs
in the manufacturing sector?

(2) What are the key differences (if any) in the topology
of directed material flow and undirected contractual
relationship SCNs?

(3) Are there any self-organized features present in any
of the SCNs?

(4) Are there any correlations between node attributes
and the topological features of nodes in the directed
material flow SCNs?

(5) How can we determine the robustness of SCNs, con-
sidering the inherent differences between the con-
tractual relationship and material flow networks?

The remainder of this manuscript is structured as fol-
lows. Section 2 provides the background to this study and
introduces key theoretical concepts in terms of network
topological analysis. Section 3 describes the structure and
limitations of each dataset considered, while Section 4 pre-
sents the data analysis methodology and results. Section 5
provides a discussion of the results obtained, and Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Background

2.1. Topology of Undirected and Directed SCNs. The interfirm
relationships in SCNs are commonly modelled using undi-
rected links. However, the links between nodes in a SCN
can include a direction, depending on the specific type of
relationship being modelled. The interfirm relationships
in a SCN can be broadly categorised into three classes,
namely, (1) material flows, (2) financial flows, and (3)
information exchanges. Material flows are usually unidi-
rectional from suppliers to retailers, while financial flows
are unidirectional in the opposite direction. Both material
and financial flows mostly occur vertically, across the
functional tiers of a SCN (however, in some cases, two
firms within the same tier, such as two suppliers, could
also exchange material and finances) [15]. In contrast,
information exchanges are bidirectional (i.e., undirected)
and include both vertical and horizontal connections (i.e.,
between firms across tiers and between firms within the
same tier). Therefore, the same SCN can include different
topologies based on the specific type of relationship
denoted by the links in the model. For instance, unlike

material and financial flows, SCN topology for information
exchanges can exhibit shorter path lengths and high
clustering due to a relatively larger number of horizontal
connections [16].

Compared to undirected network representation, in
directed networks, the adjacency matrix is no longer sym-
metric. As a result, the degree of a node in a directed net-
work is characterised by both in-degree and out-degree.
On this basis, the degree distribution of directed networks
is analysed separately for in- and out-degrees. Also, unlike
undirected networks, in directed networks the distance
between node i and node j is not necessarily the same as
the distance between node j and node i. In fact, in
directed networks, the presence of a path from node i to
node j does not necessarily imply the presence of a path
from node j to node i [17]. This has implications on node
centrality metrics, such as closeness and betweenness. In
addition, many dynamics such as synchronizability and
percolation are different in directed networks compared
to undirected networks [18, 19]. Therefore, when model-
ling SCNs, it is important to first identify the specific type
of relationship denoted by the links, so that the network
can be correctly represented as undirected or directed.

In this paper, we consider two types of SCNs, namely, (1)
the SCN of Indian automobile manufacturers, which is mod-
elled as an undirected network (referred to as the undirected
contractual relationship SCN or UCR-SCN throughout this
paper) and (2) twenty-six material flow SCNs across various
manufacturing industry sectors, based on the dataset pre-
sented in Willems [14], which are modelled as directed net-
works (referred to as the directed material flow SCN or
DMF-SCN throughout this paper).

2.2. Characterising SCNs Using Network Science Metrics.
Mathematical analysis of a network requires it to be repre-
sented through an adjacency matrix (A). An element Aij of
the adjacency matrix A, for an undirected network, is given as

Aij =
1 if there is a link between nodes i and j,

0 otherwise
1

In contrast, an element of the adjacency matrix, for a
directed network, is given as

Aij =
1 if there is a link f rom node j to node i,

0 otherwise
2

The key difference between the adjacency matrix of an
undirected and a directed network is that the adjacency
matrix of an undirected network has two entries for each link
(i.e., the adjacency matrix of undirected networks is symmet-
ric). Therefore, the total number of links (L) for an undi-
rected network is calculated as L = 1/2∑ijAij, while for a
directed network it is calculated as L =∑ijAij.

In this paper, we have modelled all SCNs as
unweighted networks where nodes represent individual
firms. For the UCR-SCN, the links represent undirected
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contractual relationships between firms, while in the
DMF-SCNs, the links represent the directed material flows
between firms.

The metrics used to characterise the topology of com-
plex networks can be classified into node- and network-
level metrics (see Costa et al. [20] and Rubinov and
Sporns [21] for a comprehensive range of measurements
used for characterization of complex networks). Table 5
in Appendix A presents the list of network-level metrics
used for analysis in this study, and their implications
within a SCN context.

Node-level metrics characterise, in various ways, the
importance of a particular node for the functionality of the
overall network, based on its embedded position in the
broader relationship network (known as the centrality of
the node). Depending on the context, various centrality mea-
sures can be adopted to identify the key players of a given
network. Table 6 in Appendix A presents the list of node-
level metrics used in this study, and their implications within
a SCN context.

2.3. Data-Driven Studies. Even though most theoretical
modelling efforts of SCNs have focussed on variants of
preferential attachment to generate network topologies for
analysis [22], there have been some studies which have
adopted a data-driven approach. For instance, Kim et al.
[23] have undertaken a node- and network-level topological
analysis, using three case studies of automotive supply net-
works (namely, Honda Accord, Acura CL/TL, and Daimler
Chrysler Grand Cherokee) presented by Choi and Hong
[24]. Although the SCNs used in this study are complete,
the SCNs are small in size (largest network includes only 34
firms), which limits the observations of emergent network
topological properties. Kito et al. [25] have constructed a
SCN for Toyota using the data available within an online
database operated by MarkLines Automotive Information
Platform. By analysing the SCN topology, the authors have
identified the tier structure of Toyota to be barrel-shaped,
in contrast to the previously hypothesized pyramidal struc-
ture. Another fundamental observation reported in this
study is that Toyota SCN topology was found to be not
scale-free (even with finite-size effects taken into account).
Although the dataset used in this study is sufficiently large
(with 3109 firms), it is limited to only the top three tiers
of the overall SCN.

More recently, using Bloomberg data, Brintrup et al.
[26] and Orenstein [27] have undertaken topological anal-
ysis of various SCNs. Brintrup et al. [26] have studied the
SCN of Airbus and have reported that this SCN displays
assortative mixing and communities based on geographic
locations of the firms. Orenstein [27] has undertaken
topological analysis of retail and food industry SCNs by
considering the suppliers within the top three tiers. The
SCNs considered in this study were found to have scale-
free topologies with degree exponents below 2. Although
the dataset used in this study is sufficiently large and
allows observation of temporal variations to the SCN
topology, consideration of only a part of the SCN depth
in terms of tiers has limited the generalizability of the

results. It is noted that the key limitation in using the
Bloomberg database, for constructing SCNs, is that the
data are not exhaustive since the database only includes
publicly listed firms. Therefore, the SCNs constructed
using Bloomberg data may only provide a part of the full
picture.

Although the above studies have provided a number of
key insights about the topological structure of various SCNs,
no study to date has systematically investigated a large collec-
tion of directed material flow SCNs in various industry
sectors and compared the results against an undirected
SCN of contractual (interfirm) relationships.

By considering a collection of twenty-six SCNs from
the manufacturing industry, our study is able to investigate
and establish the general topological properties of these
SCNs. This effort will complement the large body of theoret-
ical literature on modelling SCN topologies through various
growthmodels, by revealing what specific topological charac-
teristics are needed to be captured in an appropriate growth
model. In addition, the correlation analysis presented in
this study, between various node-level centrality measures
and two exogenous factors (stage cost and stage time),
can be powerful in demonstrating how the position of
firms can influence the overall functionality of the SCN
(and vice versa).

Finally, this study has used the reliable dataset pro-
vided in published work by Willems [14] in relation to
the DMF-SCNs. The data collection procedure for the
UCR-SCNs is detailed in Section 3.1.1. Our study offers
distinct insights from previous studies because (i) it is
based on a large collection of real-world SCNs belonging
to the manufacturing sector, (ii) most of the SCNs are
large (have a relatively high number of nodes) so that var-
ious emergent properties can be sufficiently demonstrated,
(iii) we extract and compare the topological properties of
SCNs where links represent either the directed material
flows or undirected contractual relationships, (iv) our corre-
lation analysis of node centrality measures with exogenous
factors in DMF-SCNs provides insights into the impact of
the position of firms in the dynamics of SCNs, and (v) we
investigate the self-organization in all SCNs, which helps us
identify nonrandom features of these systems. Thus, this
study is unique on several counts from previous studies
described above.

2.4. Generation of Null Models for Hypothesis Testing. An
important question when testing hypothesis related to
network topologies is whether the degree distribution on
its own is sufficient to describe the structure of a network,
i.e., whether the topological features observed in the
network are explained by the ensembles of networks gen-
erated by its degree distribution while preserving the
degree vector. In this regard, degree-preserving randomisa-
tion (DPR) plays an important role in generation of null
models.

DPR involves rewiring the original network, to generate
an ensemble of null models, while preserving the degree vec-
tor [28, 29]. At each time step, the DRP process randomly
picks two connected node pairs and switches their link
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targets. This switching is repeatedly applied to the entire
network until each link is rewired at least once. The
resulting network represents a null model where each
node still has the same degree, yet the paths through the
network have been randomised. Comparison of properties
of a given network, with the properties of an ensemble of
networks generated by DPR, allows one to identify if the
properties observed in the real network are unique and
meaningful or whether they are common to all networks
with that degree sequence [30].

In this study, we use DPR to investigate the presence of
self-organized topological features in the undirected contrac-
tual relationships SCN. For the DMF-SCNs, we introduce a
novel DPR procedure to generate null models by preserving
both the degree of nodes and the numbers of links present
between adjacent tiers.

2.5. Robustness of SCNs. Past studies have gained insights into
the robustness of SCNs by using (1) analytical measurements
available in network science, such as network centralisation,
percolation threshold, and assortativity, or (2) simulations
to investigate how various network-level metrics are affected
when nodes are sequentially removed, either randomly
(known as random failures) or based on degree (known as
targeted attacks) [3, 8, 11, 12].

While the above methods may be suitable for obtaining
high-level insights into the robustness structure of UCR-
SCNs, a more specific method needs to be formulated for
assessing the robustness of tiered DMF-SCNs. In particular,
this method should consider both the topological structure
of the network and its ability to meet the consumer demands.
In this regard, we introduce a simple and intuitive method to
investigate the robustness of DMF-SCNs, considering the
demand at the retailer nodes.

3. Data Sources, Structure, and Limitations

3.1. Data Sources and Structure

3.1.1. Undirected Contractual Relationship SCN. The undi-
rected contractual relationship SCN consists of customer-
supplier contractual linkages in the Indian automotive
industry. The network is constructed from the citations
of the autocomponent firms about the firms they offer
their products and services to (in this regard, a firm could
be a supplier to one firm and a customer of another firm).
The list of firms is taken from the Automotive Component
Manufacturers Association (ACMA) of India annual publi-
cation “Buyers Guide.” The data corresponds to the year
2001–2002.

The basic topological analysis of this data (excluding
the robustness analysis and self-organization analysis pre-
sented in this paper) was presented in Parhi [13].
Although this data was originally created from a 2002
directory, it was compared with recent records as a part
of a study titled “Dynamics of Distribution and Diffusion
of New Technology” [31] and the authors demonstrated
that there is no qualitative difference in the industry struc-
ture compared to the 2002 dataset. In fact, the actors and

their topography in the supply chain in the Indian Auto-
motive Industry has remained more or less the same over
the years (note that this dataset only includes the orga-
nized sector of the Indian automotive industry), where
the only change has occurred with regard to the dynamics
of the interactions, thanks to the fast integration of the
information system in a highly integrated world.

3.1.2. Directed Material Flow SCNs. Willems [14] provides a
dataset of real-world multiechelon supply chains, used for
inventory optimization purposes. The overall dataset
includes a total of 38 multiechelon supply chains, from vari-
ous industries. The chains described in this paper comprise
actual supply chain maps created by either company analysts
or consultants. Since these maps have been implemented in
practice, they demonstrate how users have modelled actual
supply chains.

The above-mentioned dataset includes the following key
information:

(1) The industry sector of each supply chain network

(2) For each supply chain network:

(i) The stages (nodes) representing each firm
involved

(ii) The arcs (links) representing precedence rela-
tionship between stages

(3) For each stage:

(i) Its classification and tier based on its function
within the overall supply chain

(ii) The direct cost added at the stage (stage cost)

(iii) The average processing time at the stage (stage
time)

(iv) The average daily demand at each retailer stage

Note that in the network models developed in this paper,
we denote stages (i.e., firms) as nodes and the arcs between
stages (which represent the precedence relationships between
firms) as directed links.

From the original dataset, networks with more than 100
firms (i.e., nodes) were selected for our analysis, and there
were twenty-eight such large networks. Smaller networks
were omitted in this analysis since they do not offer any inter-
esting insights into emergence of various complex topologi-
cal features. Then, using the industry sector information,
these SCNs were categorised into six main groups as illus-
trated in Table 1. As can be seen, the set of SCNs considered
by us vary in size (with a minimum of 108 to a maximum of
2025 nodes).

3.2. Limitations of the Datasets

3.2.1. Undirected Contractual Relationship SCN. The SCN
data for the Indian automotive industry covers the organized
sector of the industry, as there is no comprehensive database
on the unorganized segment. The list of customers includes
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only the firms that have been self-reported by the autocom-
ponent firms as their principal customers.

3.2.2. Directed Material Flow SCNs. A key limitation of the
available dataset is the lack of information in relation to the
geographical locations of individual firms. This information
was not provided in the original dataset in Willems [14]
due to confidentiality reasons. Unlike the virtual networks
(such as WWW or social networks), the SCN structure is
largely influenced by geographical aspects (since the congre-
gation or dispersion of the suppliers depends on the raw
material distribution over various geographic regions).
Therefore, if geographic location information was available,
in-depth conclusions could have been made about various
observed structural features of the SCNs.

In addition, this study is unable to investigate the
dynamic nature of the SCNs since the dataset does not

provide any information pertaining to temporal changes in
the SCN topology. Lastly, the relationship strength between
firms is not captured in the dataset in terms of the amount
material flow. Although specific production capabilities of
firms within each tier are known, no information is available
in relation to how much each upstream firm supplies to the
downstream firms.

Nevertheless, the size of the dataset, both in terms of the
number of networks available and the size of each network, as
well as the cost and time data associated with nodes make this
a very attractive dataset to study.

4. Data Analysis Methodology and Results

4.1. Topological Results. Using each dataset, we constructed
SCNs, where the nodes represent the individual firms and
the links represent either the undirected contractual

Table 1: Classification of directed material flow SCNs considered in the study.

Reference Industry group Subindustry classification Number of tiers Total nodes Total links

1
Aircraft engines and engine parts

N/A 6 468 605

2 N/A 4 2025 16,225

3 Arrangement of transportation
of freight and cargo

N/A 4 116 119

4 N/A 5 626 632

5

Chemical

Soap and other detergents,
except specialty cleaners

4 133 164

6
Perfumes, cosmetics, and
other toilet preparations

7 186 359

7 Pharmaceutical preparations 9 253 253

8
Paints, varnishes, lacquers,
enamels, and allied products

3 271 524

9 Primary batteries, dry and wet 5 617 753

10
Perfumes, cosmetics, and
other toilet preparations

5 844 1685

11
Perfumes, cosmetics, and
other toilet preparations

8 976 1009

12 Industrial organic chemicals 4 1479 2069

13

Computer-related

Semiconductors and related devices 2 108 452

14 Computer peripheral equipment 5 152 211

15 Computer peripheral equipment 8 154 224

16 Computer peripheral equipment 9 156 263

17 Computer peripheral equipment 10 156 169

18 Computer storage devices 8 577 2262

19

Electrical

Electromedical and
electrotherapeutic apparatus

7 145 224

20 Power-driven handtools 6 334 1245

21
Electromedical and

electrotherapeutic apparatus
5 482 941

22 Telephone and telegraph apparatus 3 1206 4063

23
Electromedical and

electrotherapeutic apparatus
6 1386 1857

24

Farm machinery and equipment

N/A 3 409 853

25 N/A 4 706 908

26 N/A 4 1451 4812
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relationships or the directed material flows between firms
(see Figure 1). Cytoscape software and JAVA programming
language were used to visualise and analyse the SCNs. The
results are presented in the following subsections.

4.1.1. Undirected Contractual Relationship SCN. Table 2 pre-
sents the network-level topological features of the UCR-SCN
of Indian automobile manufacturers.

4.1.2. Directed Material Flow SCNs. Table 3 presents the
topological features of the 26 directed material flow SCNs.
The three key observations that can be made from the table
are that (i) the degree distributions of the majority of SCNs
indicate good R2 correlations against the power law fit, and
most of them have degree exponents in the range of 1 to 3,
(ii) most SCNs are disassortative, in terms of degree as well
as stage cost and stage time, and (iii) none of the SCNs indi-
cated clustering (not presented in the table), due to the links
only being present between functional tiers. These observa-
tions have important implications, which are discussed in
more detail in Section 5.

In addition, for this dataset, we have investigated the
node-level centrality metrics. Since node-level metrics

themselves provide information about individual nodes
rather than networks as a whole, here we choose to primarily
study correlations between them and other node-level attri-
butes available in the dataset. In particular, we studied the
correlation coefficients between the centrality metrics for
each node (namely, in- and out-degree centrality, between-
ness centrality, and closeness centrality) and its correspond-
ing (1) stage cost and (2) stage time. The correlation plots
are presented in Appendix B. The results of this assessment
are discussed in detail in Section 5.

4.2. Identifying Self-Organized Topological Features Using
Degree-Preserving Randomisation. DPR can help establish
whether or not the observed topological property in a net-
work is simply an artefact of the network’s inherent struc-
tural properties or a property unique to the nodes.
Comparison of the original betweenness and closeness cen-
trality distributions with the average distributions of the
same metrics, for an ensemble of randomised (through
DPR) networks, can reveal whether the centrality distribu-
tions observed in the original network are structural or not.
In particular, if the original (i.e., observed) and randomised
trends are identical, then the centrality distributions
observed in the original network are purely structural, i.e.,
they can entirely be explained by the degree distribution
without attribution to any other external mechanism. How-
ever, if the original centrality distribution diverges from the
average trend obtained for the randomised ensembles, there
is an underlying mechanism which induces this deviation
in the original network [17].

Although the divergence between the observed central-
ity distribution and the randomised ensemble average is
generally found through visual inspection of the plots
[17, 32], in this study we have used the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test (KS test) to establish any statistically signifi-
cant deviations. The KS test is a powerful statistical test
that allows one to compare two distributions (the null
hypothesis of the test is that there exists no difference
between the two distributions). Importantly, the KS test
does not make any assumption about the underlying dis-
tribution of the data (i.e., it is a nonparametric and
distribution-free test statistic), thus allowing comparisons
between arbitrary distributions.

4.2.1. Undirected Contractual Relationship SCN. For the
UCR-SCN, we applied DPR where, at each time step, two
connected node pairs are picked and their links targets
switched. This switching is repeatedly applied to the entire
network until every link is rewired at least once (without
allowing the creation of self-loops or multilinks between
node pairs). The resulting network represents a null model
where each node still has the same degree, yet the paths
through the network have been randomised. Using this pro-
cess, we generated 1000 randomised networks. We have then
compared the betweenness and closeness centrality distribu-
tions of the original network with the average betweenness
and closeness values obtained for the 1000 randomised net-
works (see Figure 2).

Table 2: Basic topological features of the undirected contractual
relationship SCN.

Topological feature Value

No. of nodes 687

No. of links 3283

Average degree 9.557

Network centralisation 0.296

Network density 0.014

Network heterogeneity 1.815

Network diameter 7

Characteristic path length 3.07

Clustering coefficient 0.065

Assortativity (degree) −0.292
γ (R2 for power law) 2.31 (0.95)

Figure 1: Visualisation of (1) the UCR-SCN (left), and (2) the tiered
DMF-SCN in reference 6 (right). The shade of green is set
proportional to the node degree.
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4.2.2. Directed Material Flow SCN. For the DMF-SCNs, we
have developed a modified DPR procedure, which we refer
to as the tier constrained DPR (TC-DPR). At each time step,
this process picks a pair of links which lie across the same two
tiers and swaps their target nodes. In particular, the following
algorithm has been used.

The above process is repeatedly applied to the original
network until every link is rewired at least once. By
choosing link pairs between the same two tiers and swap-
ping their targets, in addition to preserving the degree of
nodes, we also preserve the number of intertier links.
Therefore, the resulting network is a null model whose
degree distribution and tier structure are identical to the
original SCN.

Using the TC-DPR process, we generated 1000 rando-
mised networks. We have then compared the betweenness
and closeness centrality distributions of the original net-
work with the average betweenness and closeness values
obtained for the 1000 randomised network ensembles.
The p values obtained for the KS test for each SCN is

presented in Table 4. Figures 3–6 illustrate some scenarios
where self-organization in terms of betweenness and close-
ness was identified.

4.3. Robustness Analysis. In this section, we investigate the
robustness of the UCR-SCN. Subsequently, a simple and
intuitive methodology for assessing the robustness of
tiered DMF-SCNs with demand considerations is
introduced.

4.3.1. Undirected SCN. Since the UCR-SCN dataset does not
include any node attributes, we resort to the generic topo-
logical robustness analysis technique commonly employed
in network science literature. In particular, we remove
nodes, either randomly (to simulate random failures) or
sequentially based on their degree (to simulate targeted
attacks). In each iteration, we measure the size of the largest
connected component (LCC) of the network. As nodes are
successively removed, the overall network disintegrates into
numerous subnetworks. The number of nodes in the LCC of

1 for each tier pair Ti, Ti+1 in the network, from i = 0 to i = n − 1 do.
//n = number of tiers

2 for each link pair between Ti, Ti+1, that is not rewired do.
3 Ramdomly pick two links (a, b) and (c, d) between Ti, Ti+1;

/∗ The following condition ensures the uniqueness of.
the two links selected, in terms of source and.
destination nodes ∗/.

4 if a = c or c = d then.
5 | Continue to pick another link pair;

/∗ The following condition prevents creation of.
multi-links between node pairs ∗/.

6 if Link (a, d) or link (c, b) already exists then.
7 | Continue to pick another link pair;
8 Remove links (a, b) and (c, d) and create links (a, d) and (c, b);

Algorithm 1: Modified degree-preserving randomizing algorithm for tiered networks.
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Figure 2: (a) Betweenness centrality distribution of the observed SCN against the average betweenness centrality distribution obtained from
1000 randomised ensembles. (b) Closeness centrality distribution of the observed SCN against the average closeness centrality distribution
obtained from 1000 randomised ensembles.
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the fragmented network therefore provides insights into its
structural integrity in terms of overall connectivity.

Figure 7 illustrates the topological robustness assessment
results. The size of the LCC has been plotted against the per-
centage of removed nodes, under random and targeted node
removal scenarios. Note that for the random node removal
scenario, the result has been obtained by averaging 100 runs
of the simulation.

4.3.2. Directed SCNs. Unlike the UCR-SCN, the Willems
[14] dataset for DMF-SCNs includes average daily
demand levels at retailer nodes. Therefore, in order to
more accurately assess the robustness of the DMF-SCNs,

we develop a simple and intuitive methodology. In partic-
ular, we establish the robustness of each network as a
function of lost average daily demand, as firms are sequen-
tially removed. In developing the robustness assessment
method, we assume that the firms within the same tier
have substitutable capabilities with no capacity restrictions,
i.e., the supplies lost due to failure of one firm can be fully
replenished by another firm in the same tier.

For instance, consider the hypothetical DMF-SCN
scenario presented in the Figure 8. In order for retailer B to
satisfy its average daily demand, it relies on three supply
chains, namely, (1) B-F-J-N, (2) B-F-J-M, and (3) B-F-I-M.
Now consider a scenario where the manufacturing firm J

Table 4: p values obtained for the KS test for observed centrality distributions and the average centrality distributions obtained for 1000
randomised ensembles, for various SCNs.

Reference Industry group Subindustry classification

Observed BWC
against randomised
ensemble averages

(p value for the KS test)

Observed CC
against randomised
ensemble averages

(p value for the KS test)

1
Aircraft engines and engine parts

N/A >0.1 ≤0.05
2 N/A ≤0.05 >0.1
3 Arrangement of transportation

of freight and cargo
N/A ≤0.05 >0.1

4 N/A ≤0.05 >0.1

5

Chemical

Soap and other detergents,
except specialty cleaners

≤0.05 >0.1

6
Perfumes, cosmetics, and
other toilet preparations

>0.1 >0.1

7 Pharmaceutical preparations ≤0.05 ≤0.05

8
Paints, varnishes, lacquers,
enamels, and allied products

>0.1 ≤0.05

9 Primary batteries, dry and wet >0.1 >0.1

10
Perfumes, cosmetics, and
other toilet preparations

>0.1 >0.1

11
Perfumes, cosmetics, and
other toilet preparations

≤0.05 ≤0.05

12 Industrial organic chemicals ≤0.05 >0.1
13

Computer-related

Semiconductors and related devices >0.1 >0.1
14 Computer peripheral equipment ≤0.05 >0.1
15 Computer peripheral equipment >0.1 ≤0.05
16 Computer peripheral equipment >0.1 ≤0.05
17 Computer peripheral equipment >0.1 >0.1
18 Computer storage devices >0.1 ≤0.05

19

Electrical

Electromedical and
electrotherapeutic apparatus

0.1–0.05 >0.1

20 Power-driven handtools >0.1 ≤0.05

21
Electromedical and

electrotherapeutic apparatus
>0.1 >0.1

22 Telephone and telegraph apparatus >0.1 >0.1

23
Electromedical and

electrotherapeutic apparatus
≤0.05 ≤0.05

24

Farm machinery and equipment

N/A ≤0.05 >0.1
25 N/A >0.1 >0.1
26 N/A ≤0.05 ≤0.05
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is removed from the network—in this case, retailer B will
lose two out of the three supply chains it relies on to sat-
isfy its average daily demand. However, retailer B will still

be able to satisfy its average demand through the supply
chain B-F-I-M, which is not affected by removal of firm
J. Therefore, as long as the retailer node has access to an
upstream most supplier through a complete supply chain,
it will be able to satisfy its average daily demand. How-
ever, when firm J is removed, retailer D will not be able
to satisfy its average daily demand—since both supply
chains for D (D-G-J-M and D-G-J-N) are reliant on firm
J. In this regard, it is important to note that removal of
any retailer node implies that it will not be able to satisfy
its respective average daily demand.

Based on the above idea, we develop a robustness metric
termed “Robustness Score” which is defined as follows:

Robustness Score = 〠
R

r=1
δrDr , 3

where R is the set of retailers in the SCN andDr is the average
daily demand at retailer r. δr captures the availability of paths
to the upstream most suppliers at each retailer and is 1 if
there exists at least one path connecting the retailer to an
upstream most supplier and 0 otherwise.
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Figure 3: Betweenness centrality distribution of the observed SCN (ref #: 24—Farm Machinery and Equipment) against the average
betweenness centrality distribution obtained from 1000 randomised ensembles.
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Figure 4: Betweenness centrality distribution of the observed SCN (ref #: 26—Farm Machinery and Equipment) against the average
betweenness centrality distribution obtained from 1000 randomised ensembles.
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Figure 5: Closeness centrality distribution of the observed SCN
(ref #: 18—Computer Storage Devices) against the average
closeness centrality distribution obtained from 1000 randomised
ensembles.
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We applied the above idea of Robustness Score to the
SCN ref 20 (power-driven handtools), where nodes were
removed randomly and sequentially based on their degree
(i.e., targeted attacks). For each scenario, after the removal
of each node, the drop in Robustness Score was recorded to
generate a profile. This result is presented in Figure 9.

5. Discussion

5.1. Topological Structure of the SCNs. The degree distribu-
tions for the majority of the DMF-SCNs indicate a good fit
with power law. In particular, 14 out of the 26 networks ana-
lysed display 80% or higher R2 correlation with a power-law
fit for both their in- and out-degree distributions The degree
exponents of all DMF-SCNs were generally found to lie in the
range of 1 to 3: note that γ = 2 is the boundary between hub
and spoke (γ < 2) and scale-free (2 < γ < 3) network topolo-
gies. Similar findings were observed for the UCR-SCN, which
displayed a 95% R2 correlation with a power-law fit for its
degree distribution with a degree exponent of 2.31.

These results are in good agreement with the empirical
findings on SCNs reported in recent data-driven studies

[26, 27, 33, 34], which indicate the topologies of SCNs tend
to have degree distributions which can be satisfactorily mod-
elled by power law, with degree exponent ≈ 2 [22].

Although a number of past theoretical studies have relied
on the Barabási-Albert (BA) model to generate topologies
representative of SCNs [3, 10, 12], based on our results, it is
evident that the BA model cannot sufficiently explain the
intricacies of real-world SCN topologies. In particular, the
BA model generates network topologies with γ = 3 [35],
while the real-world SCNs indicate γ in the range of 1 to 3.
Also, the assortative (or disassortative) mixing observed in
real SCNs is not a feature of networks generated by the BA
model, as shown analytically (in the limit of large network
size) by Newman [36]. Finally, the BAmodel cannot generate
networks with pronounced community structure which has
been observed in real SCNs, since all nodes in the network
belong to a single weakly connected component [37].

Indeed, a range of network growth models are available
in extant literature, and broadly speaking, they can be cate-
gorised as either evolving models or generative models [17].
The evolving models are aimed at capturing the microscopic
mechanisms underlying the temporal evolution of a network
topology. In this regard, the BA model can be regarded as an
evolving model. In contrast, generative models can be used to
generate a snapshot of a network topology. Since the SCNs
may have evolved based on various nongeneralizable princi-
ples, rather than attempting to understand and model the
underlying growth mechanism through an evolving network
growth model, it would be beneficial to simply mimic the
observed topologies from data-driven studies using a genera-
tive network model.

In this regard, fitness-based generative models have
recently gained prominence in theoretical research ([38–40];
Smolyarenko, 2014; [41]). In fitness-based models, the fitness
distribution and the connection rules are given by a priori
arbitrary functions, which enable a considerable amount of
tuning (Smolyarenko, 2014). Indeed, this tunability makes
such models a useful and practical modelling tool. For exam-
ple, Ghadge et al. (2010) have proposed a purely statistical
method for generating a range of network topologies by
randomly allocating the nodes with fitness values sampled
from a log-normal distribution. The propensity of each node
to attract links is determined proportionally to its fitness. This
method is referred to as the log-normal fitness attachment
(LNFA), and it includes a tunable parameter σ (the shape
parameter of the log-normal distribution), which can be
manipulated to generate a large spectrum of networks. At
one extreme, when σ is zero, all nodes have the same fitness
and therefore at the time a new node joins the network, it
chooses any existing node as a neighbour with equal probabil-
ity, thus replicating the random graph model. On the other
hand, when σ is increased beyond a certain threshold, very
few nodes will have very large levels of fitness while the over-
whelming majority of nodes have extremely low levels of fit-
ness. As a result, the majority of new connections will be
made to a few nodes which have high levels of fitness. The
resulting network therefore resembles a monopolistic/“win-
ner-take-all” scenario, which can sometimes be observed in
the real world. Between the above two extremes (random
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and monopolistic) lies a spectrum of power law networks
which can closely represent many real SCNs (Ghadge et al.,
2010). Nguyen and Tran [42] have illustrated that the LNFA
model can indeed generate network topologies with γ in the
range of 2–3 (and beyond), which can realistically represent
the observed SCN topologies. Recent work by Bell et al. [43]
has shown that a risk-averse behaviour by SCN firms can lead
to a fitness-based network growth.

It is also interesting to note that all the DMF-SCNs
indicate relatively lower network centralisation values
llustrating the largely distributed and decentralised nature
of modern SCNs. This lower centralisation could also be
due to the recent supply chain practice known as modular
assembly, where manufacturers obtain pre-assembled

modules from a reduced base of suppliers (such as through
intermediate subassemblers), in contrast to the traditional
approach in which individual components are procured
and assembled by the manufacturer [44]. In general, the
SCNs which involve more complex and specialised
manufacturing and assembly processes (such as aircraft
parts, computer equipment and, electrical and farm machin-
ery) were found to be more centralised than the other SCNs
such as cargo and chemicals (which is also indicated by its
low level of heterogeneity).

The network centralisation for the UCR-SCN was found
to be higher than the average network centralisation for the
DMF-SCN dataset. This could be due to the inherent differ-
ences between the two types of the SCNs, i.e., the contractual
relationships are generally centralised through a leader firm
whereas the flow networks generally link firms who wish to
exchange material/goods.

In terms of degree assortativity, majority of the DMF-
SCNs (21 out of 26) were found to be slightly or strongly dis-
assortative, where the highly connected hubs tend to avoid
each other, instead linking to lower-degree nodes. As a result,
the network structure of these SCNs tends to display a hub-
and-spoke character (as opposed to core periphery structure
observed in assortative networks). Some SCNs in industries
such as “Perfumes, Cosmetics, and Other Toilet Prepara-
tions” and “Semiconductors and Related Devices” were
strongly disassortative. We found no SCN which was
strongly assortative. Additionally, the UCR-SCN was also
found to be disassortative, in terms of node degree. This
type of disassortative mixing has been observed commonly
in economic systems [17] where trade typically takes place
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between individuals or organizations of different skills and
specialities.

An unfavourable implication of the disassortativity
observed in the SCNs (in terms of degree) is that since high
degree nodes are less connected to one another, many paths
between nodes in the network are dependent on high degree
nodes. Therefore, failure of a high degree node in a disassor-
tative network would have a relatively large impact on the
overall connectedness of the network [29]. On the other
hand, disassortative networks are generally resilient against
cascading impacts arising from targeted attacks—since hub
nodes are not connected with each other, the likelihood of
disruption impacts cascading from one hub node to another
is minimised [45].

Furthermore, the DMF-SCNs mostly displayed slight or
strong disassortative tendencies in terms of stage-cost and
stage-time attributes (20 out of 26 SCNs were found to be dis-
assortative in terms of stage cost and stage time). That is,
firms which contribute high stage cost are on average more
likely to be connected with firms that contribute low stage
cost, and vice versa, and the same is true for stage time.
No SCN that we studied displayed a strong assortative
tendency in terms of these attributes. The strictly tiered
structure of these SCNs could be responsible for this
stage-cost and stage-time disassortativity as it separates
the functional capabilities of firms which are linked with
each other between tiers.

An important difference between the UCR-SCN and the
DMF-SCNs was observed in their clustering properties. The
clustering coefficient indicates the degree to which firms in
a SCN tend to cluster together around a given firm. For
example, it can indicate how various suppliers behave with
respect to the final assembler at the global level [23].
Therefore, the higher the clustering coefficient, the more
dependent suppliers are on each other for production
[46]. The UCR-SCN indicated low levels of clustering
while none of the DMF-SCNs indicated any clustering. It
is noted that in the DMF-SCN dataset considered, no hor-
izontal connections were observed (i.e., no connections
between firms within the same functional tier). Due to this
inherent structural limitation, which prohibits triadic clo-
sure, these SCNs do not indicate any clustering (therefore,
clustering values are not reported in Table 2). This implies
that the suppliers in the material flow networks are inde-
pendent of each other (since they are likely to be compet-
itors). While this structure may limit diffusion of
knowledge through the SCN, it has favourable implications
in terms of network robustness, since disruptions to one
supplier is unlikely to impact another. Hearnshaw and
Wilson (2010) note that SCNs with a low clustering coeffi-
cient are likely to experience a more opportunistic behaviour
and less collaboration which may lead to system inefficiencies
due to the difficulty in system-wide coordination. Therefore,
SCN efficiency can be improved by creating new horizontal
connections, such as through social relationships. Choi and
Wu [47] report a real-world example of such a scenario
where Honda has built clustering in their supply chain by
directing and facilitating the relationships of its first-tier
suppliers with some second-tier suppliers.

5.2. Correlation between Topological Centrality Metrics and
Other Firm Attributes in Directed Material Flow SCNs. For
the DMF-SCNs, node centrality correlation assessments were
carried out against node attributes. In general, for the major-
ity of SCNs (regardless of the industry), we observed the
following:

(1) The degree of firms was found to correlate positively
with the stage cost while no correlation was identified
with the stage time. This implies that the firms with
higher number of connections generally add higher
levels of direct costs to the market price of the final
product.

(i) The in-degree of firms was found to correlate
positively with the stage cost and negatively with
stage time. This was particularly evident for the
SCNs in aircraft engine and electrical industries.
It implies that in these SCNs, the firms with
higher number of upstream suppliers tend to
add higher levels of direct costs to the market
price of the final product and they tend to have
relatively lower average processing times (these
are firms which play the role of assemblers, which
bring together many components from various
suppliers for assembly purposes).

(ii) With the exception of SCNs in aircraft engine
and electrical industries, the out-degree of firms
was found to correlate positively with the stage
cost and the stage time, suggesting that the firms
with high number of downstream customers
(such as major distributors) tend to add higher
levels of direct costs to the market price of the
final product and they tend to have relatively
higher average processing times. This was partic-
ularly evident for the two SCNs in the transporta-
tion of freight and cargo industry.

(2) The betweenness and closeness centralities of firms
were found to correlate positively with their stage
cost, which implies that those firms which are more
involved in the relationships between other pairs of
firms and those firms which are active information
generators tend to add higher values to the final
product.

(3) The SCNs in electrical, computer-related, farm
machinery and equipment, and aircraft engine indus-
tries indicated negative correlations between the
betweenness centrality and stage time. This implies
that, in these SCNs, the firms which are involved in
the relationships between two other firms tend to
require lower average processing times. Such central
firms generally play the role of assemblers or distrib-
utors, thus requiring less processing times.

The above insights demonstrate how, from a SCN point
of view, the position of an individual firm with respect to
the others can influence both strategy and behaviour [48].
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5.3. Self-Organized Features

5.3.1. Undirected SCN. Comparison of the betweenness and
closeness centrality distributions of the original network
with the average betweenness and closeness distributions
obtained for the 1000 randomised networks (shown in
Figure 2) reveals that there exists a significant difference
(KS test p value is <0.05) between the respective centrality
distributions in the observed SCN and the average for the
naturally occurring scheme.

In terms of betweenness centrality, we observe that mod-
erate betweenness firms were overrepresented in the
observed SCN compared to the average of the randomised
ensembles. Therefore, we can conclude that the UCR-SCN
topologies are nonrandom and favour moderate betweenness
firms. A similar result was reported by Becker et al. [32] who
constructed a manufacturing system network model from
real-world data (where nodes represent separate work sta-
tions and links represent material flows between work sta-
tions). By applying the DPR process to generate an
ensemble of networks with the same degree distribution, they
observed that work stations with a particularly high between-
ness centrality are overrepresented in the manufacturing sys-
tem studied. They concluded that the manufacturing system
topology is therefore nonrandom and favours the existence
of a few highly connected work stations. Betweenness of a
firm in the context of a UCR-SCN indicates the extent to
which it can intervene over interactions among other firms
in the SCN by being a gatekeeper for relationships [23].
Indeed, this has specific advantages in a networked economy,
since it enables the firms to acquire more market intelligence
and control by playing the role of an intermediator. There-
fore, it is reasonable to see firms self-organizing themselves
in order to increase their betweenness in the SCN.

In relation to closeness centrality, we observed that all
firms in the UCR-SCN included lower closeness centralities
when compared with the average of the randomised ensem-
bles. Closeness indicates the proximity of a given firm with
respect to others in the network. Complex manufacturing
industries, such as the automobile manufacturing sector indi-
cated in the UCR-SCN, include longer supply and service
chains which can place the firms peripherally and far away
from each other (as indicated by the network diameter of 7
for the UCR-SCN, which is higher than the majority of the
DMF-SCNs).

5.3.2. Directed SCNs. Our results indicate that only some
DMF-SCNs include self-organized features in terms of
betweenness and closeness. Those SCNs with a p value
≤0.05 for the KS test, as outlined in Table 4, indicate that
there exists the significant difference between the centrality
distributions of the observed SCN and the average of the ran-
domised network ensembles. This implies that in these SCNs,
there exists an external mechanism beyond the degree distri-
bution, which has driven the firms to adopt various centrality
levels. In general, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, compari-
son of observed betweenness profiles against the average of
randomised ensembles reveals that firms with low between-
ness are underrepresented in the observed DMF-SCNs. This

is an interesting observation which complements the findings
obtained for the UCR-SCNs which indicated the moderate
betweenness firms to be overrepresented. This implies that
in material flow SCNs, the firms need to maintain a certain
level of betweenness to function (as evident from the plateau
of low betweenness nodes in the profiles of observed SCNs
presented in Figures 3 and 4).

In contrast, comparison of observed closeness profiles
against the average of randomised ensembles reveals that
firms with moderate closeness are overrepresented in the
observed DMF-SCNs (Figures 5 and 6). While it is closely
related to betweenness centrality, closeness is more rele-
vant in situations where a firm acts as a generator of
information rather than a mere mediator/gatekeeper. For
example, due to various hindrances, the market demand
information can easily be distorted when it flows from
the downstream firms towards upstream firms. Such dis-
tortions can lead to undue deviation between production
plans of manufacturers and supply plans of suppliers,
leading to a phenomenon known as the bullwhip effect.
Firms with high closeness centrality levels therefore play
a major role in sharing the actual market demand infor-
mation with upstream firms in the SCN, thus diminishing
the adverse impacts arising from the bullwhip effect [9].
This could be a reason why the firms in the DMF-SCNs
have self-organized to have higher than random levels of
closeness in the moderate closeness regime.

5.4. Robustness Character

5.4.1. Undirected SCN. The point identified as f c in Figure 7
indicates the critical threshold at which the LCC disappears
and the network is fully fragmented into individual nodes.
As can be seen from this figure, the network breaks apart rel-
atively rapidly when the nodes are removed sequentially by
targeting higher degree ones first, compared with random
node removals. It is evident that f Targetedc occurs at 60.93%
while f Randomc occurs at 95.04%.

It is interesting to investigate how different the
observed robustness (against random node removals) of
the network at hand is, when compared against a ran-
domly wired network of the same size (in terms of the
number of nodes and links). This question can be
answered using the Molloy-Reed criterion which identifies
the presence of a LCC within a network (Reed, 1995). This
is on the basis that for a network to have a LCC, most
nodes that belong to it must be connected to at least
two other nodes [17]. In particular, the Molloy-Reed crite-
rion states that a network has a LCC if

κ =
k2

k
> 2, 4

where k and k2 are the first (mean) and second
moment of the network’s degree distribution, respectively.

Based on the above, networks with κ < 2 lack a LCC and
are composed of many disconnected clusters. Applying the
insight provided by the Molloy-Reed criterion to a network
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with an arbitrary degree distribution, one can predict the
fraction of nodes required to be randomly removed from
the network in order to destroy its LCC (i.e., the critical
threshold, f c) as follows [49];

f c = 1 −
1

k2 / k − 1
5

In contrast, the critical threshold of an Erdős–Rényi net-
work (i.e., a randomly wired network) is given by [17]

f ERc = 1 − 1
k

6

A network is considered to display enhanced robust-
ness if its critical threshold is higher than that of a ran-
domly wired network of the same size (in terms of the
number of nodes and links). The UCR-SCN is charac-
terised by k = 9 56 and k2 = 392 16. Using the above
formulae, we can determine f c to be 0.975 and f ERc to be
0.895. This implies that, in order to destroy the LCC of
the UCR-SCN by fragmenting it into many disconnected
components, one would need to remove 97.5% of the
nodes (note that this theoretical prediction is generally in
agreement with f c of 95.04% established through the aver-
age of 100 simulations). Also, since f c > f ERc , we can con-
clude that the UCR-SCN displays enhanced robustness
against random failure of firms. Indeed, the enhanced robust-
ness of this SCN against random firm removals manifests
owing to its hub structure. Random node removals, by defini-
tion, affect nodes irrespective of their degrees. Since scale-
free networks, such as the UCR-SCN considered here,
comprise predominantly of less connected nodes and a
few hubs, the chance of randomly removing a hub is
almost negligible. Therefore, random node removals are
likely to affect mainly the less connected nodes, which,
although numerous, play a limited role in maintaining a
network’s integrity [17].

5.4.2. Directed SCN. For the DMF-SCNs, we demonstrate a
simple and intuitive method which considers the impact of
firm failure on the output capability of the SCN. This method
can be used by practitioners to establish the robustness of
their SCNs and also to compare the robustness of various
SCN systems against each other.

Since the above robustness concept for the DMF-
SCNs depends on the demand profiles at the retailers, it
may not provide generalizable insights. Therefore, we
have not attempted to investigate the robustness character
of the full dataset. However, it is evident from the robust-
ness profile presented for the reference SCN 20 (power-
driven hand tools) that the targeted removal of nodes
based on their degree has a drastic impact on the overall
network robustness—only 5% of the firms need to be
removed for the entire SCN to be incapable to meet any
demand at the retailers. In comparison, the SCN is gener-
ally much more robust against random removal of
firms—about 70% of the firms need to be removed

randomly, before the SCN is incapable of satisfying any
demand at the retailers. The above result highlights the
importance of hub nodes, through which the majority of
the paths traverse. Therefore, the removal of these nodes
will have significant impacts on the ability of SCN to
meet the demands.

Sheffi and Rice [50] note the importance of building flex-
ibility and redundancies into SCNs as a way of improving the
robustness of these systems. In this regard, parallel supply
paths with minimal dependencies could be incorporated into
SCNs, so that a disruption in one firm does not impact the
operations of the other.

6. Conclusions and Future Directions

In general, in both DMF and UCR SCNs, we observed degree
distributions which conform to power law indicating the
existence of hub/leader firms. In both types of SCNs, disas-
sortative mixing was observed in terms of the degree of firms.
Interestingly, majority of DMF SCNs also showed disassorta-
tive mixing in terms of firm cost and time attributes. Since
DMF SCNs are characterised by various functional tiers, no
clustering was evident in these systems, while some level of
clustering was identified in the UCR SCN. The node central-
ity correlation assessment carried out against firm attributes
(cost and time) for DMF-SCNs reveals a relationship
between the position and the function of firms within the
system.

Additionally, we identified that the UCR SCN included
enhanced topological robustness against random firm fail-
ures and self-organized topological features in terms of
both betweenness and closeness of firms. However, self-
organized features were only present in some of the
DMF SCNs.

Finally, we have developed a simple and intuitive
method for assessing the robustness of DMF SCNs consid-
ering the demand loss at retailers as firms are removed.
This analysis outlines the importance of hub firms,
through which the majority of the supply paths traverse.
Therefore, the removal of these nodes will have significant
impacts on the ability of SCN to meet the demands. The
robustness score concept can indeed be used to identify
the most critical firms in a DMF SCN, which will provide
insights beyond the purely topology-based centrality met-
rics. Future research could investigate the application of
TC-DPR we introduced here to identify the configuration,
of a particular tiered SCN, which will maximise the
robustness score by allocating supply paths based on
demand levels at retailers.

Our work for the first time attempted to generalize the
topological features of a large number of SCNs from the
manufacturing sector. It is notable that since we only con-
sidered relatively large networks, finite size effects are min-
imal. While some topological features were indeed
network-specific, the topological similarities between the
networks were striking. Therefore, this work could be used
as a benchmark for developing generalized growth mecha-
nisms for SCNs in future.
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Appendix

A. Network and Node-Level Metrics

Table 5: Network-level metrics used and their SCN implications.

Mathematical representation SCN implication

Average degree

For an undirected network:
<k > = 1/N∑N

i=1ki = 2L/N
For a directed network:
<kin > = 1/N∑N

i=1k
in
i = <kout > = 1/N∑N

i=1k
out
i = L/N ,

where L and N are the total number of links and
nodes in the network.

Indicates, on average, how many connections a given firm has.
A higher average degree implies good interconnectivity

among the firms in the SCN.

Network diameter

diameter = max
i,j

l i, j ,

where l is the number of hops traversed along the
shortest path from node i to j.

The diameter of a SCN is the largest distance between any
two firms in the network (i.e., the maximum shortest path length). More

complex manufacturing processes can include large
network diameters (i.e., many stages of production) indicating difficulty

in governing the overall SCN under a centralised authority.

Network density (D)

D = <k > /N − 1,
where <k > is the mean degree of all the nodes and
N is the total number of nodes, in the network.

Density of a SCN indicated the level of interconnectivity
between the firms involved. SCNs with high density indicate

good levels of connectivity between firms which can be
favourable in terms of efficient information exchange and

improved robustness due to redundancy and flexibility [50].

Network centralisation (C)

C = N/N − 2 max k /N − 1 − density ,
where N is the total number of nodes in the
network and max k is the maximum degree of a node
within the network. Density is determined as per
the equation below.

Network centralisation provides a value for a given SCN
between 0 (if all firms in the SCN have the same connectivity) and 1 (if

the SCN has a star topology). This indicates how the operational
authority is concentrated in a few central firms within the SCN. Highly
centralised SCNs can have convenience in terms of centralised decision

implementation and high level of
controllability in production planning. However, highly

centralised SCNs lack local responsiveness since relationships
between firms in various tiers are decoupled [23].

Network heterogeneity (H)

H = variance k /<k > ,
where <k > is the mean degree and variance k
is the variance of the degree, of all the nodes in the network.

Heterogeneity is the coefficient of variation of the connectivity. Highly
heterogeneous SCNs exhibit hub firms (i.e., firms with high number of
contractual connections). In extreme cases, there may be many super

large hubs (winner-take-all scenario, indicating centralised control of the
overall SCN through a very few firms).

Average clustering coefficient (<C > )

<C > =∑iCi/N ,
where N is the total number of nodes in the network and
Ci is the number of triangles connected to node i divided
by the number of triples centered around node i.

The clustering coefficient indicates the degree to which firms
in a SCN tend to cluster together around a given firm. For example,
it can indicate how various suppliers behave with respect to the
final assembler at the global level [23]. Therefore, the higher the

clustering coefficient, the more dependent suppliers are on
each other for production [46].

Characteristic (or average) path length (<l > )

The characteristic path length <l > is
<l > = 1/N N − 1 ∑i≠jli,j,
where N is the total number of nodes in the network and
li,j is the shortest topological distance between nodes i and j.

Characteristic (or average) path length is the average topological distance
between all pairs of firms (along the shortest path) in a SCN. It measures
how efficiently information can be transferred between pairs of firms
within a SCN.

Degree exponent (γ) [35]

The degree distribution Pk of an undirected scale-free
network is approximated with power law as follows:
Pk ∼ k−γ,
where k is the degree of the node and γ is the degree

SCNs with γ < 2 include very large hubs which acquire control through
contractual relationships with other firms at a rate faster than the growth
of the SCN in terms of new firm additions. As γ continues to increase
beyond 2, the SCNs include smaller and less numerous hubs, which
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Table 5: Continued.

Mathematical representation SCN implication

exponent (also known as the power law or scale-free exponent). Directed
networks generally include two separate degree distributions, one for the
in-degree and another for the out-degree.
In such cases, there will be two separate degree exponents,
i.e., γin and γout.

ultimately leads to a topology similar to that of a random network where
all firms have almost the same number of connections. In particular,

when γ is less than or equal to 2, the network topology is referred to as a
“hub and spoke” topology;

when γ is higher than 2 but less than 3, the network topology is
referred to as scale-free; and when γ is higher than 3, the

network topology is random.
Assortativity (ρ) [36]

Assortativity is formally defined as a correlation function of
excess degree distributions and link distribution of a network.
For undirected networks, when degree distribution is denoted as pk and
excess degree (remaining degree) distribution is denoted as qk, one can
introduce the quantity ej,k as the joint probability distribution of the
remaining degree distribution of the remaining degrees of the two nodes
at either end of a randomly chosen link.
Given these distributions, the assortativity of an undirected network is
defined as
ρ = 1/σ2

q ∑jk jk ejk − qjqk ,
where σq is the standard deviation of qk which is given as

σ2
q =∑kk

2qk − ∑kkqk
2

Assortativity, ρ is a value between −1 and 1. For ρ > 0, the network is
assortative; for ρ = 0, the network is neutral; and for ρ < 0, the network is
disassortative.

Positive assortativity means that the firms with similar connectivity
would have a higher tendency to connect with each other (for example,
highly connected firms could be managing subcommunities in certain

areas of production and then connect to other high-degree firms
undertaking the same function). This structure can lead to cascading
disruptions—where a disruption at one leaf node can spread quickly
within the network through the connected hubs [46]. In contrast, a
negative assortativity indicates that it is the firms with dissimilar

connectivity that tend to pair up in the given network.
Note that assortativity can also be defined in terms of node attributes

other than the degree.

Table 6: Node-level metrics used and their SCN implications.

Mathematical representation SCN implication

Degree (k)

In undirected networks, the degree of node i is given as
ki =∑N

j=1Aji =∑N
i=1Aji

In directed networks, the degree of node i is separated into in- and out-
degrees, as follows:
kini =∑N

j=1Aij, kouti =∑N
j=1Aji,

where Aij is any element of the adjacency matrix A.

Represents the number of direct neighbours (connections) a given firm
has. For instance, in a given SCN, the firm with the highest degree (such
as the integrators that assemble components) is deemed to have the

largest impact on operational decisions and strategic behaviours of other
firms in that particular SCN. Such a firm has the power to reconcile the
differences between various other firms in the SCN and align their efforts

with greater SCN goals [23].
In directed networks, the firms which have high in-degree are considered
to be “integrators” who collect information from various other firms to
create high-value products. In contrast, the firms which have high out-
degree are considered to be “allocators” who are generally responsible for
distribution of high-demand resources to other firms and/or customers.

Betweenness centrality (normalised) [51]

The betweenness centrality of a node n is defined as
Cb n = 2/ N − 1 N − 2 ∑s≠n≠t σs,t n /σs,t ,
where s and t are nodes in the network, which are different from n, σs,t
denotes the number of shortest paths from s to t, and σs,t n is the
number of shortest paths from s to t that n lies on.

Betweenness centrality of a firm is the number of shortest path
relationships going through it, considering the shortest path relationships
that connect any two given firms in the SCN. Therefore, it indicates the
extent to which a firm can intervene over interactions among other firms
in the SCN by being a gatekeeper for relationships [23]. Those firms with
high levels of betweenness generally play a vital role in SCNs—mainly
owing to their ability to increase the overall efficiency of the SCN by

smoothing various exchange processes between firms.

Closeness centrality [52]

The closeness centrality of a node n is defined as
Cc n = 1/<L n,m > ,
where <L n,m > is the length of the shortest path between two nodes n
and m (note that for unweighted graphs with no geodesic distance
information, each link is assumed to be one unit of distance). The
closeness centrality of each node is a number between 0 and 1.

Closeness centrality is a measure of the time that it takes to spread the
information from a particular firm to the other firms in the network.
While it is closely related to betweenness centrality, closeness is more
relevant in situations where a firm acts as a generator of information
rather than a mere mediator/gatekeeper. Firms with high closeness

centrality levels enable the overall SCN to be more market sensitive (i.e.,
responsive) by spreading the actual market demand information with the

other upstream firms [9].
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B. Node-Level Centrality Correlations with
Stage Time and Stage Cost

B.1 Correlation Analysis for Total Degree.

B.2 Correlation Analysis for In-Degree.
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B.3 Correlation Analysis for Out-Degree.

B.4 Correlation Analysis for Betweenness Centrality.
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B.5 Correlation Analysis for Closeness Centrality.

Data Availability

The DMF SCN dataset is publicly available under the
published work of Willems [14]. The adjacency matrix
for the UCR SCN can be provided upon request by the
corresponding author.
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Supply chain management applies more and more Industry 4.0 innovations to increase their availability, elasticity, sustainability,
and efficiency. In interconnected logistics networks, operations are integrated from suppliers through 3rd party logistics
providers to customers. There are different delivery models depending on the time and cost. In the last few years, a wide range
of customers is willing to pay an extra fee for the same delivery or instant delivery. This fact led to the increased importance of
the optimized design and control of first mile/last mile (FMLM) delivery solutions. Cyberphysical system-based service
innovations make it possible to enhance the productivity of FMLM delivery in the big data environment. The design and
operation problems can be described as NP-hard optimization problems. These problems can be solved using sophisticated
models and methods based on heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms. This research proposes an integrated supply model of
FMLM delivery. After a careful literature review, this paper introduces a mathematical model to formulate the problem of real-
time smart scheduling of FMLM delivery. The integrated model includes the assignment of first mile and last mile delivery
tasks to the available resources and the optimization of operations costs, while constraints like capacity, time window, and
availability are taken into consideration. Next, a black hole optimization- (BHO-) based algorithm dealing with a
multiobjective supply chain model is presented. The sensitivity of the enhanced algorithm is tested with benchmark functions.
Numerical results with different datasets demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed model and validate the usage of Industry
4.0 inventions in FMLM delivery.

1. Introduction

The technologies of Industry 4.0 affect the connection of
products, customers, production, and service companies.
Digitization makes the supply chain solutions more efficient,
flexible, and customer-focused. Key technologies, like smart
logistics and warehousing and advanced analysis of informa-
tion, will lead to the digital supply chain. In complex supply
chain solutions, like first mile or last mile logistics, the appli-
cation of these key technologies transforms separated supply
chain solutions into interconnected logistics systems.

The increased complexity of these interconnected logis-
tics networks needs new algorithms to solve the NP-hard
optimization problems of these large-scale networks.

The design and operation of first mile and last mile supply
chains include a huge number of problems: facility location,
routing, scheduling, design of loading unit building and

packaging processes, budgeting, warehousing, and assign-
ment or queuing.

The model presented in this work combines the first mile
and last mile operations of different package delivery compa-
nies and shows an optimizationmethod to solve the real-time
smart scheduling problem of open tasks in the intercon-
nected logistics network. To our best knowledge, the design
of FMLM supply chain has not been considered in the cur-
rent literature.

The main contributions of this work include (1) an
integrated model of FMLM delivery, (2) an enhanced black
hole optimization-based algorithm, (3) a test of the modi-
fied black hole algorithm (BHA) with different datasets
and test functions, and (4) computational results of FMLM
delivery problems with different datasets.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a
literature review, which systematically summarizes the
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research background of FMLM supply. Section 3 describes
the model framework of the FMLM supply chains including
the use of Industry 4.0 innovations. Section 4 presents an
enhanced black hole optimization and supposes some modi-
fication to improve the convergence and enhance its effi-
ciency. Section 5 demonstrates the sensitivity analysis of the
algorithm based on CEC 2014 functions. For our study, in
Section 6, we focus on the optimization results with numeri-
cal analysis. Conclusions and future research directions are
discussed in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

There exist a huge number of articles related to the FMLM
supply chain design. To build a link between literatures
and this research work, we are focusing on the previous
research works and results to find research gaps. Our meth-
odology of a structured literature review includes four main
steps [1]:

(i) Search for articles in databases and other sources,
like Scopus, Science Direct, and Web of Science.

(ii) Reduce the number of articles by reading the
abstract and identify the main topic.

(iii) Define a methodology to analyze the chosen articles.

(iv) Describe the main scientific results and identify the
scientific gaps and bottlenecks.

Firstly, the relevant terms were defined. It is a crucial
phase of the review, because there are excellent review articles
in the field of supply chain design and we did not want to
produce an almost similar review, but we applied the pre-
sented methodology. We used the following keywords to
search in the Scopus database: “last mile” OR “first mile”
AND “supply.” Initially, 137 articles were identified. This list
was reduced to 50 articles selecting journal articles only. Our
search was conducted in January 2018; therefore, new articles
may have been published since then.

In the following step, the 50 articles were reduced after
reading the abstracts. We excluded articles, in which the
topics did not catch our interest and the smart scheduling
of FMLM delivery cannot be addressed. After this reduction,
we got 34 articles.

The reduced articles can be classified depending on the
subject area. Figure 1 demonstrates the classification of these
34 articles considering ten subject areas. This classification
shows the importance of multidisciplinary approach and
the majority of mathematics, optimization and decision mak-
ing in the design, and operation of complex, interconnected
systems.

As Figure 2 demonstrates, the FMLM delivery as a new
trend in supply chain solutions has been researched in the
past decade. The first article in this field was published in
2005 [2], and it was focusing on customer satisfaction with
order fulfillment in retail supply chains. The number of pub-
lished papers has been increased in the last years; it shows the
importance of this research field.

The distribution of the most frequently used keywords is
depicted in Figure 3. As the keywords show, FMLM delivery
is especially important for e-commerce solutions and
humanitarian supply chains, and the optimization is based
on many cases in integer programming, but in the case of
NP-hard problems heuristic and metaheuristic solutions
have to be taken into consideration.

We analyzed the articles from the point of view of sci-
entific impact. The most usual form to evaluate articles
from the point of view of scientific impact is the citation.
Figure 4 shows the 10 most cited articles with their num-
ber of citations.

It remains a key challenge for supply chain solutions to
make the best decisions related to FMLM delivery. In recent
years, there have been many studies solving optimization
problems of FMLM supply related to design and operation
using bilevel multiobjective optimization with time window
[3], Benders decomposition-based branch-and-cut algorithm
to solve two-level stochastic problems of the last mile relief
network [4], or a visual interactive simulation application
for minimizing risk and improving outbound logistical effi-
ciency in time-sensitive attended home deliveries and ser-
vices [5]. Empirical evidences are also used by researches
[2, 6] and comparative studies also analyze e-commerce solu-
tions and traditional trade channels from last mile solutions,
costs, energy efficiency [7], and carbon emission point of
view [8]. The comparative studies show that FMLM solutions
have a high share in total logistics costs [9].

Last mile delivery and last mile supply are living optimi-
zation problems in a wide range of the economy [10, 11], but
the literature includes a great number of articles in the field of
humanitarian logistics. Sudden onset disaster such as hurri-
cane or earthquake creates a stochastic, chaotic environment
to distribute humanitarian relief to the victims [12]. The
relief items are usually delivered from temporary warehouses
to the points of distribution (POD). The most important
objective function is the minimization of the response time
to provide required items to the victims. Integrated models
and algorithms make it possible to solve multiobjective opti-
mization problems, like facility location [13], inventory
assignment, resource optimization, and routing [14]. Disas-
ter operation can be modelled with two-stage relief chain
consisting of a single staging area where donations arrive
over time in uncertain quantities, which are distributed to
victims located at the POD [15]. The last mile humanitarian
efforts can be based onmicroretailers as last mile nodes, espe-
cially in Asia, where it is possible to use social enterprises as
coordinators of supply chains for the distribution of items
for victims [16]. Technology-enabled cooperation based on
Industry 4.0 innovations can help facilitate collaboration
through the supply chain [17, 18]. The supply chain opera-
tion reference (SCOR) can be applied for the metrics of logis-
tics processes in the disaster area, but the metrics does not
cover last mile options [19].

Complexity is the most important characteristic of sup-
ply chain solutions. Complexity can be measured in different
fields of supply chain and logistics. The design and operation
of complex supply chain processes can be described as NP-
hard optimization problems [20]. These problems can be
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solved using sophisticated models and methods based on
metaheuristic algorithms, like black hole optimization [21].
Inventory management systems represent another important
research field, where stochastic reliability measurement and
design optimization are the main research directions [22].
Different types of biomass, like energy grass or forest bio-
mass, have gained increasing interest in the recent years as
a renewable source of energy, where predictive control
methodology approaches in multilayer models become more
and more important [23]. Not only design but also control
strategies can be represented as NP-hard optimization prob-
lems, where simulation methods can also be used to find
optimal solutions [24]. Complex network topology metrics
is popular to analyze social networks, like Facebook, Twitter,
or ResearchGate, but there are new novel complexity indica-
tors, like line balancing rate and number of intercell and
intracell flows to describe manufacturing layouts [25]. The
complexity can be influenced by many factors, but in today’s
economy, one of the most important influencing factors is
the price competition, which influences the pricing strategy.
The design and operation of blending technologies represent
a special field of supply chain management because of the
significant approach of technological and logistic aspects.
Approaches take technological and logistic aspects into con-
sideration, and research results confirm that outsourcing is a
valuable cost-cutting tool for blending technologies [26].

Intelligent retail environment, product enhancement,
interconnected supply chain, and data-driven business are
the key factors of successful FMLM processes. The last mile
logistics has been characterized as the most expensive part
of the supply chain, featuring negative impacts on pollution
and operation costs. However, in densely populated areas,
the number of possible material flow paths is extremely
increased, but in this case, there is a great possibility to opti-
mize the last mile solutions. The integration of last mile and
first mile solutions increased the complexity of supply chains.
Improving the efficiency of FMLM delivery is a major driver
for the success of e-commerce [27]. Multichannel approach,
mobile commerce, and data-driven marketing have acceler-
ated the improvement of e-commerce solutions; e-commerce
intelligent systems have a great impact on the reengineering
of the e-order fulfilment process [28].

The recent interest in the expansion of FMLM supply in
emerging economies in Africa and Asia has been greatly
debated in the literature; firm expansion [29], distribution
of medicines [30], development of urban transportation
and freight parking system in densely populated areas [31],
and food supply chain improvement [32] are the main
research topics.

The analysis, evaluation, and development of FMLM
solutions are areas of research which have shown remarkable
growth over the last few years. Researchers investigated new
evaluation and measurement methods and tools to improve
the design methods including integrated facility location
and routing problems [33, 34], development of strategic
planning framework [35, 36], or stochastic facility routing
[37]. Third-party logistics (3PL) providers allow the manage-
ment to outsource processes of supply chain functions. Their
services can include a wide range of first mile or last mile

operations, like warehousing, loading and unloading, pack-
aging, shipment, and collection [38].

The optimal design and operation of FMLM processes
and operations have a great environmental impact; therefore,
it is important to integrate environmental aspect into the
design aspects, objective functions, and constraints of the
engineering and business problem. It is especially true in
densely populated areas. Researches examine different solu-
tions of online and traditional retail supply chains in order
to assess their relative environmental impacts [39]. The most
important field of environmental impact-related researches is
focusing on services through road transport. Researches
show that first mile and last mile trips with transit may
increase multimodal trip emissions significantly, mitigating
potential impact reductions from transit usage [40]. Environ-
mental impact can be measured in city logistics solutions;
pollution and urbanistic considerations led to a change in
the use of private vehicles, and the application of new tech-
nologies in dense city centers is used more and more often,
like accelerating moving walkways [41].

Heuristics and metaheuristics are used in all fields of
engineering [42]. BHO is inspired by the behavior of exotic
and powerful places in the space, where gravitation forces
are so high that all particles were trapped reaching the
event horizon. BHO is a simplified particle swarm optimi-
zation (PSO) method with inertia weight represented by
gravitational forces of black hole and stars [43]. BHO is
an efficient global search technique, which can be imple-
mented in a binary, discrete, or continuous form. A binary
black hole algorithm (BBHA) is used for feature selection
and classification on biological data [44]. A continuous
black hole algorithm is used to investigate the critical slip
surface of soil slope [45] and to support the nondestructive
diagnosis of wiring networks. In this research, the combina-
tion of BHA and time domain reflectometry shows that
BHA can be implemented in real-world systems [46].
BHO can be combined with other heuristic algorithms to
improve its efficiency and convergence. The integration of
the core of swarming optimization methods can increase
the efficiency of preprocessing, transfer functions, and the
discretization [47].

More than 50% of the articles were published in the last 4
years. This result indicates the scientific potential of this
research field. The articles that addressed the optimization
of first mile and last mile deliveries are focusing on routing,
facility location, strategy framework, environmental impact,
and comparison, but none of the articles aimed to identify
the real-time optimization aspects of FMLM supply. There-
fore, smart scheduling in integrated first mile and last mile
solutions still need more attention and research. According
to that, the main focus of this research is the modelling and
analysis of integrated FMLM supply using smart scheduling
based on the use of Industry 4.0 innovations.

The aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of real-
time smart scheduling on the efficiency of FMLM supply.
The contribution of this paper to the literature is twofold:
(1) description of an integrated model of FMLM delivery
including the optimization problem of assignment of first
mile and last mile delivery tasks to delivery routes and facility
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location and assignment and (2) development of a black-
hole-based algorithm to solve the smart scheduling problem.

3. Model Framework

In traditional less than load shipping (LTLS), most deliveries
are performed in the morning and pickup operations are
made in the afternoon. It this case, the first mile operations
(pickups) and the last mile operations (deliveries) are sepa-
rated. The model framework of the smart scheduling in
FMLM delivery makes it possible to analyze the possibilities
of integrated handling of deliveries and pickup operations
to optimize the operation costs and the utilization of
resources, like package delivery trucks, drivers, and hubs.
Hubs have played an important role in traditional delivery
solutions, but the application of Industry 4.0 inventions
makes it possible to redefine the hub and spoke centralized
transport topology optimization paradigm.

There are two different types of deliveries: (1) scheduled
deliveries, which are scheduled and assigned to delivery
trucks, and (2) open tasks, which are not scheduled. The sup-
ply chain includes m scheduled routes with ni locations,
where i is the route ID. There are open tasks which have to
be picked up and if possible delivered to the destination.
The logistics system includes one hub and p spokes, where
picked up packages can be stored if it is not possible to deliver
the package with point-to-point transport (Figure 5).

The decision variables of this model are the following:
assignment of open tasks (new packages) to scheduled routes,
assignment of picked up packages to delivery routes or hubs,
and scheduling of pickup operations of new packages. These
decision variables include an integrated optimization prob-
lem: scheduling and assignment problem.

The decision variables describe the decisions to be made.
In this model it must be decided: (a) which open tasks by
which package delivery truck in which time is picked up or
(b) which package delivery truck delivers the package to the
destination through which hubs. These decisions represent
the abovementioned assignment and scheduling problem.
With this in mind, we define the following positions describ-
ing the layout of the interconnected logistics network:

(i) pSCi,j is the position of the delivery point j of the
scheduled delivery route i, where i ∈ 1, 2,… ,m
and j ∈ 1, 2,… , ni .

(ii) pOPk is the position of the pickup point of the open
task k, where k ∈ 1, 2,… , q .

(iii) pODk is the position of the destination of the open
task k.

(iv) pSPl is the position of spoke l, where l ∈ 1, 2,… , p .

(v) pHU is the position of the hub.

The objective function of the problem describes the
minimization of the costs of the whole delivery process.

min  C = CS + CSF + CST + COP + COD, 1

where CS is the costs of scheduled delivery routes without any
assigned open task, CSF is the costs of loading and traveling
from the hub or spoke to the first destination, CST is the costs
of traveling from the last destination to the hub including
unloading, COP is the pickup costs of assigned open tasks,
and COD is the delivery cost of assigned open tasks.

The first part of the cost function (2) includes the
sum of transportation costs of scheduled delivery routes
without assignment of open tasks, where the transporta-
tion routes are the function of positions of delivery and
pickup points and the load influences the specific trans-
portation costs:

CS = 〠
m

i=1
〠
ni−1

j=1
ci qi,j · li,j pSCi,j , 2

where ci is the specific transportation cost of delivery truck i,
qi,j is the load of delivery truck i passing delivery point j, and
lij is the length of the transportation route i between destina-
tion j and destination j + 1.

The second part of the cost function (2) includes the costs
of loading and traveling from the hub or spoke to the first
destination:

CSF = 〠
m

i=1
ci qi,j · li0 3

The third part of the cost function (2) includes the costs
of traveling from the last destination to the hub including
unloading:

CST = 〠
m

i=1
ci qi,j · li,nm 4

The fourth part of the cost function (2) includes the
pickup costs of assigned open tasks:

COP = 〠
q

k=1
〠
m

i=1
〠
ni+βi

j=1
xk,i,j · li,j,k + li,k,j+1 · ci qi,j , 5

where βi is the number of assigned open tasks to delivery
route i, xk,i,j is the assignment matrix of pickup operations
of open tasks to scheduled delivery routes as the decision var-
iable, li,j,k is the transportation length between the scheduled
destination j and the pickup destination of the open task j,
and li,k,j+1 is the transportation length between the pickup
destination of the open task and the scheduled destination
j + 1.

The fifth part of the cost function (2) includes the deliv-
ery costs of assigned open tasks:

COD = 〠
q

k=1
〠
m

i=1
〠
ni+βi

j=1
x∗k,i,j · li,j,k + li,k,j+1 · ci qi,j , 6

where x∗k,i,j is the assignment matrix of delivery operations of
open tasks to scheduled delivery routes as the decision vari-
able. If the pickup of open task k is assigned to delivery route
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i after delivery point j, then xk,i,j = 1. If the delivery of open
task k is assigned to delivery route i after delivery point j, then
x∗k,i,j = 1.

The solutions of this integrated assignment and schedul-
ing problem are limited by the following three constraints:

Constraint 1. The capacity of package delivery trucks is not to
exceed after the assignment of open tasks. The new loading
of delivery truck i passing pickup point j can be calculated
by adding the assigned open pickup task and subtracting
the value of a previously assigned delivery of an open task
as follows:

qi,j + 〠
q

k=1
qk · xk,i,j − 〠

q

k=1
qk · x∗k,i,j+1 ≤Qmax

i , ∀i, j, 7

where Qmax
i is the maximum capacity of delivery truck i.

Constraint 2. It is not allowed to exceed the upper and lower
limits of pickup and delivery operation time in each sched-
uled destination within the time frame.

τmin
i,j ≤ τsi,j + 〠

q

k=1
xk,i,j · τaoi,j,k + τaoi,k,j+1 ≤ τmax

i,j , 8

where τsi,j is the scheduled pickup/delivery time at delivery

point j of route i without any added open tasks, τmin
i,j is

the lower limit of pickup/delivery time at delivery point j
of route i, τmax

i,j is the upper limit of pickup/delivery time
at delivery point j of route i, τaoi,j,k is the traveling time
between destination j of route i and destination of the open
task k, and τaoi,k,j+1 is the traveling time between the assigned
open task k and the succeeding destination of the scheduled
delivery route.

Constraint 3. It is not allowed to exceed the upper and lower
limits of pickup operation time in each assigned open task
destination within the time frame.

τpmin
k ≤ τsi,j + 〠

q

k=1
xk,i,j · τaoi,j,k + τaoi,k,j+1 ≤ τpmax

k , 9

where τpmin
k is the lower limit of pickup time of the assigned

open task k and τpmax
k is the upper limit of the pickup time of

the assigned open task k.

Constraint 4. It is not allowed to exceed the upper and lower
limits of delivery operation time in each assigned open task
destination within the time frame.

τdmin
k ≤ τsi,j + 〠

q

k=1
xk,i,j · τaoi,j,k + τaoi,k,j+1 ≤ τdmax

k , 10
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Figure 5: Model framework of FMLM supply without time window.
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where τdmin
k is the lower limit of delivery time of the assigned

open task k and τdmax
k is the upper limit of the delivery time of

the assigned open task k.

It follows directly from (9) and (10) that

τpsk < τdsk ⋀τpmin
k ≤ τpsk ≤ τpmax

k ⋀τdmin
k ≤ τdsk ≤ τdmax

k , 11

where τpsk is the scheduled pickup time of open task k and τdsk
is the scheduled delivery time of open task k.

The decision variables can only assume binary values,
so we associate restrictions with the abovementioned deci-
sion variables.

x∗k,i,j ∈ 0, 1 ⋀xk,i,j ∈ 0, 1 12

Figure 2 demonstrates the model framework including
time window and capacity constraints. As the figure shows,
the assigned open tasks have a great impact on the scheduled
pickup and delivery time and can be calculated as follows:

τSi,ξ+1 = τSi,ξ + τaoi,ξ,k + τaoi,k,ξ+1, 13

and in the same way, the assigned open task increases the
capacity utilization of the delivery truck after pickup opera-
tion and decreases after delivery operation:

qi,ξ+1 = qi,ξ+1 + qk∧qi,ϱ+1 = qi,ϱ+1 − qk 14

The time window and the capacity of delivery trucks
make the optimization problem more complicated. Without
constrained time window and capacity, the open tasks can
be assigned to the nearest delivery point of the delivery route,
as seen in Figure 6.

4. Discrete Black Hole Algorithm

Black holes are exotic and powerful places in the outer space
where the gravitation forces are so high that it can trap not
only particles, planets, and stars but also light. Black holes
are born when stars die. Dying stars reach a point with zero
volume and infinite density and become a singularity. The
environment of black holes can be analyzed, but the black
holes are invisible. The Schwarzschild radius is the radius of
the event horizon. The distance between particles and the
black hole has a great impact on the behavior of the particles.
If the distance between a star and a planet is much higher
than the Schwarzschild radius, then the particle can move
in any directions. If this distance is larger than the Schwarzs-
child radius but this difference is not too much, the space-
time is deformed, and more particles are moving towards
the center of the black hole than in other directions. If a par-
ticle reaches the Schwarzschild radius, then it can move only
towards the center of the black hole (Figure 7). The black
hole optimization is based on this phenomenon of black
holes [26].

The first phase of the black hole optimization is the
so-called big bang, when an initial population of stars is
generated in the search space. Each star represents one
candidate solution of the optimization problem. The

coordinates of the star in the n-dimensional search space
represent the decision variables of the n-dimensional opti-
mization problem.

x
Si = xSi1 , x

Si
2 ,… , xSin , xSij ∈ℕ 15

The second phase of the algorithm is the evaluation of the
stars with an objective function.

vSi = vSi xSi1 , x
Si
2 ,… , xSin 16

The third phase is to choose one black hole. It is possible
to choose more than one star as the black hole, but in this
case, the algorithm is almost similar as gravity force optimi-
zation. Black holes are the stars with the highest gravity force,
with the highest value of objective function.

vBH =max
i

vSi 17

The fourth phase of the algorithm is to move the stars
towards the black hole in the search space. The operator
to calculate the new position of stars takes only the gravity
force between stars and the black hole into account, and
the gravity force among stars is neglected. The movement
of the stars is a discrete process because of the integer
decision variables.

xSij t + Δt = xSij t + round Rnd · xBHj t − xSij t

18

The movement of stars towards the black hole changes
the decision variables of the solution represented by the mov-
ing star so that the decision variables will move to the deci-
sion variables of the best solution represented by the black
hole. Figure 8 shows the movement of stars in the case of
the two-dimensional Ackley function (23).

Stars reaching the photon sphere are forced to travel in
orbits. The radius of the photon sphere is written as

rPS =
3 · g ·m

c2
=
3
2
· rSS, 20

where g is the gravitational constant, m is the mass of the
black hole, and c is the speed of light in vacuum. Stars reach-
ing the event horizon will be absorbed, and a new star,
representing a new candidate solution of the optimization
problem, is generated in the search space. The radius of
the event horizon (the Schwarzschild radius) is calculated
as follows:

rSS =
f BH

〠n
i=1 f

Si
, 21

where rSS is the radius of the event horizon, f BH is the
gravity force of the black hole, and f Si is the gravity force
of the ith star.

The generation of the new stars is based on the big
bang phase of the big bang big crunch (BBBC) algorithm,
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where new individuals (stars) are generated around the
center of mass.

xSij = xBHj + round θ ·N 0, 1 ·
xSi ,max
j − xSi ,min

j

ε
, 22

where θ is a constant, N 0, 1 is a random number according
to a standard normal distribution, and ε is the iteration
number [48].

The fifth phase is the evaluation of stars. Stars with the
best gravity force become the new black holes, and the old
black holes become stars. This phase of the black hole
algorithm avoids trapping into local optimum. Termination
criteria of the algorithm can be the number of iteration steps,
computational time, or the measure of convergence.

5. Sensitivity Analysis

Within the frame of this chapter, the sensitivity analysis of
the black hole algorithm is described. In continuous cases,
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there is a wide range of benchmarking functions to evaluate
heuristics and metaheuristics [49], but in the case of discrete
algorithms, these benchmarking functions can be used with
constraints. Within the frame of this section, we evaluate
the sensitivity of the algorithm with benchmark functions
in the case of continuous problems:

(i) Ackley function:

v x, y = −20 · e−0 2· 0 5· x2+y2

− e0 5· cos 2·π·x+cos 2·π·y + e + 20,
23

with a search domain of xi ∈ −5, 5 and a global
minimum of v 0, 0 = 0.

(ii) Bukin function:

v x, y = 100 ·
y − x2

100
+

x + 10
100

, 24

with a search domain of x ∈ −15, −5 ⋀y ∈ −3, 3
and a global minimum of v −10, 1 = 0.

(iii) Cross-in-tray function:

v x, y =
sin x · sin y · e 100− x2+y2/π +1

0 1

100
, 25

with a search domain of x, y ∈ −10, 10 and four
global minimums.

(iv) Easom function:

v x, y = −cos x · cos y · e x−π 2+ y−π 2
, 26

with a search domain of x, y ∈ −100,100 and a
global minimum of v π, π = −1.

(v) Eggholder function:

v x, y = − y + 47 · sin
x
2
+ y + 47

+ x · sin x − y + 47 ,
27

with a search domain of x, y ∈ −512, 512 and a
global minimum of v 512,404 23 = −959 64.

(vi) Himmelblau’s function:

v x, y = x2 + y + 11 2 + x + y2 − 7 2, 28

with a search domain of x, y ∈ −5, 5 and four
global minimums.

(vii) Lévi function:

v x, y = sin23 · π · x + x − 1 2 · 1 + sin23 · π · y
+ y − 1 2 · 1 + sin22 · π · y ,

29

with a search domain of x, y ∈ −10, 10 and a global
minimum of v 1, 1 = 0.
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(viii) Matyas function:

v x, y = 0 26 · x2 + y2 − 0 48 · x · y, 30

with a search domain of xi ∈ −10, 10 and a global
minimum of v 0, 0 = 0.

(ix) Modified sphere function:

v x = 〠
n

i=1
xni , 31

with a search domain of xi ∈ −∞,∞ and a global
minimum of v 0, 0 = 0.

(x) Three-hump camel function:

v x, y = 2 · x2 − 1 05 · x4 +
x6

6
+ x · y + y2, 32

with a search domain x, y ∈ −5, 5 and a global
minimum of v 0, 0 = 0.

The purpose of this evaluation is to analyze the
effect of the combination of the standard BHO with
the BBBC algorithm (22) and to compare with the
genetic algorithm (GA) and the harmony search
algorithm (HSA).

As Table 1 demonstrates, the combination of the
BHO and BBBC algorithms decreases the error
value after 50 iteration steps. As Figure 9 shows,
the results of BHBBBC algorithm are comparable
with the other three algorithms.

Table 2 demonstrates the impact of the numbers
of decision variables on the required iteration
steps to reach the defined accuracy.We added some
n-dimensional benchmark function as follows:

(xi) Elliptic function:

v x = 〠
n

i=1
106 i−1 / n−1 · x2i , 33

with a search domain of xi ∈ −100,100 and a
global minimum of v 0,… , 0 = 0.

(xii) Rosenbrock function:

v x = 〠
n−1

i=1
100 · xi+1 − x2i

2 + xi − 1 2 , 34

with a search domain of xi ∈ −∞,∞ and a global
minimum of v 1,… , 1 = 0.

(xiii) Styblinski-Tang function:

v x = 1
2
· 〠

n

i=1
x4i − 16 · x2i + 5 · xi , 35

with a search domain of xi ∈ −5, 5 and v 2 903534,
… , 2 903534 = −39 16599.

As Table 2 shows, the increased size of the problem led to
the increase of the required iteration steps to reach the
defined accuracy of a = 5 · 10−6.

6. Smart Scheduling of FMLM Delivery

Within the frame of this chapter, case studies are analyzed.
The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the smart schedul-
ing possibilities of smart scheduling to validate the usage of
Industry 4.0 inventions in FMLM delivery. Scenario 1 is
described in Figure 10.

Scenario 1 is a simple model with time window and con-
strained loading capacity, where the usability of the above-
mentioned algorithm is demonstrated. Scenario 1 includes
three different package delivery routes of three different
companies. The purpose of this demo problem is to assign
the open task (pickup as first mile operation) to a possible
route and deliver the product to the destination (delivery
as last mile operation) to minimize the costs of the delivery
(1), while constraint, like time window and capacity, is
taken into consideration ((7), (8), (9), and (10)). Table 3
shows the time window and the scheduled delivery and
pickup times.

The loading capacity of each delivery trucks is 180
large brown postal boxes (430mm× 300mm× 180mm),
and the initial loadings at the first destinations are q1,1 =
q2,1 = q3,1 = 100. The pickup time of the open task is between
9:00 and 12:00, and the delivery time must be between 12:00
and 15:00. Table 4 demonstrates the quantity of scheduled
pickup and delivery operations.

This simple optimization problem can be solved with the
1-dimensional version of the above-described BHBBBC algo-
rithm. The optimization algorithm resulted the following: the
open task can be picked up after the 2nd destination of the
2nd route, and the delivery is after the 4th destination
(Figure 11).

Scenario 2 shows the optimization results of a larger
system. There are four routes from four different package
delivery services. The initial routes were scheduled without
any cooperation. The scenario demonstrates the real-time
smart scheduling possibility of four open tasks using float-
ing car data captured from triangulation, vehicle reidentifica-
tion, GPS-based methods, or smartphone-based monitoring
(Figure 12).

As Figure 7 shows, the assignment of open tasks takes
into consideration not only the time window but also the
constrained capacity of delivery trucks. In the case of open
task 2, the pickup operation is scheduled to the nearest
scheduled delivery destination pSC2,4, but the delivery operation
cannot be scheduled after the nearest scheduled delivery pSC2,12,
because of the constrained truck capacity:

l2,10,2 pSC2,10,2, p
SC
2,11,2, p

OP
2 > l2,12,2 pSC2,13,2, p

SC
2,14,2, p

OP
2 36

As Figure 13 shows, in the case of Scenario 2, the nearest
pickup and delivery destination would lead to the overload of
the delivery truck, while in the case of a shifted delivery des-
tination, the loading capacity is not exceeded.
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The above-described optimization of the first mile last
mile supply chain can lead to increased efficiency, flexibility,
and availability, while the value of each environmental indi-
cators and operation costs are decreased.

7. Conclusions and Further Research Directions

Industry 4.0 solutions make it possible to improve traditional
supply chain solution in hyperconnected logistics systems.
This study developed a methodological approach for real-

time smart scheduling of the first mile last mile delivery of
cooperating delivery companies. In this paper, firstly, we
review and systematically categorized the recent works pre-
sented for the design of FMLM supply. Then, motivated from
the gaps in the literature, a model for cooperating FMLM
supply is developed. We proposed a general model. The
described model includes different delivery routes of different
companies, where the cooperation is based on Industry
4.0 solution including vehicle reidentification, GPS-based
methods, and smartphone-based monitoring. The smart
scheduling means the real-time optimization of the assign-
ment of open tasks to the scheduled routes depending on
the captured information from the running processes. The
smart scheduling problem was solved with a newly developed
metaheuristic combining the BHO and BBBC algorithms.
The sensitivity analysis showed the efficiency of the integra-
tion of both swarming heuristics.

The scientific contributions of this paper are the fol-
lowing: a model for the integrated real-time scheduling
of first mile and last mile operations in a package delivery

Table 1: Error values of BHO in the case of 10 benchmark functions after 50 iteration steps.

Evaluation function Standard BHO BHO & BBBC Genetic algorithm Harmony search

Ackley (23) 3.66E − 07 4.05E − 11 4.67E − 06 1.28E − 07
Bukin (24) 2.45E − 06 3.58E − 12 5.45E − 07 9.08E − 07
Cross-in-tray (25) 8.55E − 09 9.24E − 11 7.32E − 09 6.98E − 08
Easom (26) 1.18E − 05 1.05E − 10 2.09E − 04 8.18E − 09
Eggholder (27) 5.50E – 07 8.88E − 14 3.12E − 07 1.98E − 08
Himmelblau (28) 5.79E − 08 9.14E − 15 2.25E − 06 1.05E − 08
Lévi (29) 1.20E − 06 7.46E − 09 7.34E − 08 3.12E − 08
Matyas (30) 9.12E − 08 7.59E − 11 1.78E − 07 6.70E − 09
Modified sphere (31) 2.21E − 08 4.22E − 10 1.93E − 06 2.40E − 08
Three hump camel (32) 1.51E − 06 8.06E − 13 4.17E − 08 7.79E − 010
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Figure 9: Convergence of algorithms in the case of Himmelblau’s function (28).

Table 2: Number of required iteration steps to reach the predefined
accuracy.

Evaluation function n = 2 n = 10 n = 20 n = 100
Elliptic (33) 25 56 119 525

Rosenbrock (34) 34 47 155 712

Styblinski-Tang (35) 42 102 211 1232
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environment, where the hyperconnected operation is based
on Industry 4.0 solutions, and a new metaheuristic com-
bining the black hole optimization and the big bang big
crunch algorithm. The results can be generalized, because
the model can be applied to different supply chain applica-
tions, especially in the case of a multitier supply chain for
the automotive industry. The described methods make it
possible to support managerial decisions; the operation
strategy of the package delivery companies and the coop-
eration contract among them can be influenced by the
results of the above-described contribution.

However, there are also directions for further research. In
further studies, the model can be extended to a more complex
model including additional constraints, like availability of
human resources or the stochasticity of the parameters. This
study only considered the BHBBBC optimization as the pos-
sible solution algorithm for the described NP-hard problem.
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Figure 10: Demo problem of FMLM delivery with one open task, time window, and constrained capacity.

Table 3: Time window and scheduled delivery time of delivery routes (lower limit–scheduled time–upper limit).

Destination 1 Destination 2 Destination 3 Destination 4 Destination 5 Destination 6 Destination 7

Route 1 9:30–9:50–10:10
9:50–10:40–

10:45
10:30–11:15–

12:00
11:30–12:20–

13:00
12:00–12:55–

13:30
10:00–13:30–

14:00
—

Route 2 9:00–9:50–10:00
9:00–10:20–

12:45
10:00–11:00–

13:00
11:30–12:00–

14:00
12:00–12:35–

14:30
10:00–13:30–

15:00
13:00–14:00–

15:20

Route 3
10:00–10:00–

11:10
9:50–10:15–

11:45
11:30–11:05–

12:50
12:10–12:20–

15:00
13:00–13:25–

16:00
10:00–13:50–

16:00
12:00–14:30–

16:30

Table 4: Scheduled number of boxes to be picked up and delivered (pickup/delivery).

Destination 1 Destination 2 Destination 3 Destination 4 Destination 5 Destination 6 Destination 7

Route 1 30/— —/20 20/— —/30 80/— —/30 —

Route 2 20/— —/30 40/— —/10 10/— 20/— 30/—

Route 3 10/— 20/— 30/— —/30 40/— —/60 30/—
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Figure 11: Load of each route after scheduling the open task for the
route (route 3 is not available for the open task, because the load
exceed the maximum loading capacity at destination 3).
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In reality, other heuristic methods can be also suitable for the
solution of this problem. The convergence of the described
algorithm can be improved using enhanced operators, and

the behavior of the described metaheuristics to other optimi-
zation approaches can be tested. This should be also consid-
ered in the future research.
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Figure 12: Scenario 2 with five scheduled delivery routes and four open tasks for real-time smart scheduling.
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Figure 13: The load of the delivery truck depending on the assigned pickup and delivery destination. (a) Delivery from the nearest
destination. (b) Delivery of open task from a shifted destination.
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A multilayer network model for the exploratory analysis of production technologies is proposed. To represent the relationship
between products, parts, machines, resources, operators, and skills, standardized production and product-relevant data are
transformed into a set of bi- and multipartite networks. This representation is beneficial in production flow analysis (PFA) that is
used to identify improvement opportunities by grouping similar groups of products, components, and machines. It is
demonstrated that the goal-oriented mapping and modularity-based clustering of multilayer networks can serve as a readily
applicable and interpretable decision support tool for PFA, and the analysis of the degrees and correlations of a node can identify
critically important skills and resources. The applicability of the proposed methodology is demonstrated by a well-documented
benchmark problem of a wire-harness production process. The results confirm that the proposed multilayer network can support
the standardized integration of production-relevant data and exploratory analysis of strongly interconnected production systems.

1. Introduction

Industry 4.0 is a strategic approach to design optimal produc-
tion flows by integrating flexible and agile manufacturing
systems with Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) technology
[1] enabling communication between people, products, and
complex systems [2–4]. The integration of manufacturing
and information systems is, however, a challenging task [5].
Horizontal and intercompany integration should connect
the elements of the supply chain [6], while vertical integra-
tion should connect information related to the entire product
life cycle [7]. According to this new concept, the improve-
ment and optimization of production technologies based
on cyber-physical systems (CPS) are realized by the simul-
taneous utilization of information related to production
systems [8], products, models [9], simulators, and process
data [10, 11].

CPS- and Industry 4.0-type solutions also enable the
compositions of smaller cells providing more flexibility with
regard to production [12]. This idea leads to decentralized
manufacturing [13] and emerging next generation machine

systems [14]. This trend highlights the importance of the
relationship between flexibility and complexity [15].

The complexity of production systems can be divided
into the physical and functional domains [16]. To analyze
this aspect, our focus is on the production flow analysis of
production systems as production analysis has multiple per-
spectives according to the hierarchical decomposition of the
production system: (1) production flow analysis studies the
activities needed to make each part and machines to be used
to simplify the material flow. (2) Company flow analysis
studies the flow of materials between different factories to
develop an efficient system in which each facility completes
all the parts it makes. (3) Factory flow analysis plans the divi-
sion of the factory into groups or departments each of which
manufactures all the parts it makes and plans a simple unidi-
rectional flow system by joining these departments. (4)
Group analysis divides each department into groups, each
of which completes all the parts it makes—groups which
complete parts with no backflow, crossflow (between
groups), and no need to buy any additional equipment. (5)
Line analysis analyzes the flow of materials between the
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machines in each group to identify shortcuts in the plant
layout, and (6) tooling analysis tries to minimize setup time
by finding sequences that minimize the required additional
tooling for the following job [17].

Production flow analysis (PFA) is a technique to identify
both groups and their associated “families” by analyzing the
information in component process routes which show the
activities (often referred as operations) needed to make each
part and the machines to be used for each activity [18, 19].
Every production flow analysis begins with data gathering
during which nonvalue adding activity should be optimized
[20]. When dealing with large quantities of manufacturing
data, a representational schema that can efficiently represent
structurally diverse and dynamical system have to be taken
into consideration. Standards like ISO 18629, 10303 (STEP),
and 15531 (MANDATE) support information flow by stan-
dardizing the description of production processes [21]. Based
on these standards and web semantics, a manufacturing sys-
tem engineering (MSE) knowledge representation scheme,
called an MSE ontology model, was developed as a modeling
tool for production [22]. The MSE ontology model by its very
nature can be interpreted as a labeled network.

A simple multidimensional representation is proposed
that can unfold the complex relationships of production sys-
tems. Network models are ideal to represent connections
between objects and properties [23]. However, as a multidi-
mensional problem that requires flexibility due to the contin-
uously growing amount of information is in question and a
new multidimensional approach in the form of a multilayer
network [24] is presented.

For the analysis of the resultant ontology-driven labeled
multilayer network, techniques to facilitate cell formation
and competency assignment for operators were developed.

Manufacturing cell formation aims to create manufactur-
ing cells from a given number of machines and products by
partitioning similar machines which produce similar prod-
ucts. Standard cell formation problems handle products
and machines while their connections are represented by
two-layered bipartite graphs or machines-products incidence
matrices. Classical algorithms are based on clustering and
seriation of the incidence matrices. Recently, various alterna-
tive algorithms have been developed, for example, self-
organizing maps [25] of fuzzy clustering-based methods
[26]. What is common in most of these approaches is that
they only take two variables into account [27]. However,
complex manufacturing processes should be characterized
by numerous properties, like the type of products and
resources, and the required skills of operators should be also
taken into account at successful line balancing since the skills
of the operators are influencing the speed of the conveyor belt
[28]. Dynamic job rotation [29] also requires efficient alloca-
tion of the assembly tasks while taking into account the
constraints related to the available skills of the operators.

To handle these elements of the production line, the tra-
ditional cell formation problem was extended into a multidi-
mensional one. The main idea is to represent these problems
by multilayered graphs and apply modularity analysis to
identify the groups of items that could be handled together
to improve the production process.

An entirely reproducible benchmark problem was
designed to demonstrate our methodology. As an example,
the problem of process flow analysis of wire-harness produc-
tion was selected as this product is complex and varies signif-
icantly [30] as the geometries and components of the harness
vary depending on the final products [31]. Since there are
challenges in the selection of the cost-effective design [32]
and the demand for flexibility and a short delivery time urge
the definition of product families produced from the submo-
dules [33], the problem requires the advanced integration of
process- and product-relevant information.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows.
In Section 2, a multilayer network model is formalized that
was developed to represent production systems. In Section 3,
how production flow analysis problems can be interpreted as
network analysis tasks is discussed. Section 3.1 describes the
applicability of network science in PFA. Section 3.2 formalizes
the projection of the multilayer networks and studies how
conditional connections can be defined, while Section 3.3
applies this projection to calculate the node similarities. The
group formation task is described in Section 3.4, where the
results of this approach on benchmark examples are also pre-
sented. The detailed case study starts in Section 4 with the def-
inition of the wire-harness production use case. The details of
the problem are given in the Appendix. Section 4.1 demon-
strates the applicability of similarity and modularity analysis.
The workload analysis is given in Section 4.2, while inter-
esting applications related to the evaluation of the flexibil-
ity of operator-task assignment problems are discussed in
Section 4.3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Multilayer-Network Representation of
Production Systems

Essential information about the products to be assembled,
parts to be manufactured, materials to be used, methods and
techniques to convert the material to the required finished
components, and manpower to operate the plant is usually
available to a company, but rarely in an appropriate form for
ease of digestion by the manager [34]. In this section, we pro-
pose a network-basedmodel to study the relationship between
these elements.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the proposed network consists
of a set of bipartite graphs representing connections between
the sets of products p = p1,… , pNp

, machines/workstations

w = w1,… ,wNw
, parts/components c = C1,… , CNC

,
activities (operations) a = a1,… , aNa

, and their categorical
properties (referred as activity types) t = t1,… , tNt

and
skills of the operators needed to perform the given activity
s = s1,… , sNs

.
The relationships among these sets are defined by bipar-

tite graphsGi,j = Oi,Oj, Ei,j represented byA Oi,Oj biadja-
cency matrices, where Oi and Oj are used as a general
representation of a sets of objects, asOi,Oj, ∈ p,w, c, a, t, s .

The edges of these bipartite networks can represent mate-
rial, energy or information flows, structural relationships,
assignments, attributes, and preferences, and the edge weights
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can be proportional to the number of shared components/
resources or time/cost needed to produce a given product
(see Table 1).

The proposed model can be considered as an interacting
or interconnected network [24], where the family of bipartite
networks defines crossed layers. Since different types of con-
nections between the nodes can be defined, the model can
also be handled as amultidimensional network. Both of these
models are the special cases of multilayer networks, which
representation is beneficial, since the layers represent the
direct connections defined by the bipartite graphs, while the
interlayer connections help in term of the visualization of
the complex system by arranging the corresponding nodes
at the same place within the layers (as it is illustrated in
Figure 2).

The previously presented example serves only as an
illustration. For real-life applications, the model should be
extended and standardized. Manufacturing systems and their
information can be organized by following the 5Ms and
5Cs concepts. The 5Ms stand for materials (properties and
functions), machines (precision and capabilities), methods
(efficiency and productivity), measurements (sensing and
improvement), and modeling (prediction, optimization, and
prevention). The 5Cs stand for connection (sensors and
networks), cloud (data on demand and at anytime), content
(correlation and purpose), community (sharing and social),
and customization (personalization and value) [8]. Based on
the characteristic elements and connections of production
systems, the type of nodes and edges of their network [35]
can be defined, and the relevant information is summarized
in Tables 2–4. Although these concepts are already useful in
structuring information, as a standardized solution, the
applications of the ADACOR predicates that established rela-
tionships among the essential concepts of production man-
agement are recommended [36] (see Table 5).

Thanks to the recent standardization and integration
of enterprise resource planning (ERP), manufacturing exe-
cution systems (MES), shop floor control (SFC), and
product lifecycle management (PLM), it is straightforward
to identify the connections of the standardized variables

of production management and transform them into a
multidimensional network model. The model is capable
of representing information at different levels, so it can
support factory flow analysis and departmental flow analysis,
or, according to the concept of Industry 4.0, it can also inte-
grate interorganizational supply chains. The development of
organizational models is also supported, for this purpose,
solutions following the standard of UN/EDIFACT (the
United Nations rules for Electronic Data Interchange for
Administration, Commerce and Transport) could be used.

The extracted models lend themselves to be handled in
the databases of graphs [37, 38] or RDF-based ontologies
[39]. In our work, the related technical details of building
and storing graph-based decision systems are not the focus;
rather, how information from this model can be extracted
to support production flow analysis is of concern. In the next
section, such techniques are presented.

3. Production Flow Analysis Relevant
Operations on Networks

3.1. From Problems of Production Analysis to Tools of
Network Science. The main benefit of the multidimensional
network model is that it provides a transparent and easily
interpretable integration of process- and product-relevant
information and as well as facilitating the tools of network
science for production flow analysis.

The aim of production flow analysis (PFA) is to identify
bottlenecks and groups in products, components, and
machines to highlight possible improvements by redesigning
the layout, forming manufacturing cells, scheduling the
activities, or identifying line families of products based on
clustering the sequences of machine usage.

Modules/part families are sets of machines and parts that
are highly likely to work together in one group or be proc-
essed in a similar order. Since this definition is similar to
the concept of modules in networks, it is assumed that fining
modules in (multidimensional) networks can be considered
as a useful heuristical approach of PFA.

The application of heuristics in PFA is a well-accepted
approach since in most cases, the economic benefits are com-
plicated and time-consuming to calculate, and the resultant
complex optimization problems are not easy to solve with
classical optimization algorithms/operation research tools.
In this paper, we suggest that the following network analysis
tools should serve as a good heuristic solutions for specific
PFA problems:

(1) Calculation of the loads and usage frequencies—
identification of the bottlenecks

(i) Calculation of unknown dependencies

(ii) Analysis of node and edge centralities

(2) Group formation—clustering nodes and identifying
communities

(i) Rank-order-based clustering
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Figure 1: Illustrative network representation of a production
system. The definitions of the symbols are given in Table 1.
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(ii) Similarity-based clustering

(a) Calculation of node similarities of (pro-
jected) networks

(b) Clustering nodes and edges based on the
calculated similarities

(c) Joining of clusters of different objects to
form modules

(iii) Finding modules in the (multilayer) network

(3) Line formation—ordering modules to minimize
sequential transfers

(i) Ordering based on the ratio of in/out degrees—
Hollier’s method [40]

(ii) Application of graph layout techniques

Table 1: Definition of the biadjacency matrices of the bipartite networks used to illustrate how a production system can be represented by a
multidimensional network.

Notation Nodes Description Size

A Product (p)-activity (a) Activity required to produce a product Np × Na

W Activity (a)-workstation/machine (w) Workstation assigned for the activity Na × Nw

A ′ Activity (a)-activity (a′) Precedence constraint between activities Na × Na

B Product (p)-component/part (c) Component/part required to produce a product Np × Nc

P Product (p)-module (m) Module/part family required to produce a product Np × Np

C Activity (a)-component (c) Component/part built in or processed in an activity Na × Nc

M Activity (a)-module (m) Activity required to produce a module Na × Nm

T Activity (a)-activity type (t) Category of the activity Na × Nt

S Activity type (t)-skill (s) Skill/education required for an activity category Nt × Ns

O Skill (s)-operator (o) Skills of the operators Ns × No

OSZPWMCT

Figure 2: Visualization of the illustrative network as a multilayer/multiplex network highlights how the complex production system can be
grouped into modules based on the “viewpoints” of the layers.

Table 2: The edge types of the proposed multilayer network.

Flow type Attribute type

Definition Material, energy, or information flow between the nodes Representation of the property of the node

Edge weight
Physical attributes of the flow, like quantity, or during
discrete events, the frequency of the flow, like the

number of hours between events

Similarity measure, meaning the quantity of equal
attributes or the similarity of an attribute based on a

scale

Self-loop Inner activities Not interpreted, as self-similarities are trivial

Parallel edges
Multiple flows can be represented by multilayer/

multidimensional networks
Multiaspect similarities can be converted in to edge

weights

Serial connections Paths of the flow of different entities
Interpreted in terms of the time-varying case; shows

spreading of a property

Modularity Highly cooperative nodes Highly similar nodes
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3.2. Projections of the Multilayer Network and Calculation
of Undefined Connections. As Figure 3 illustrates, when
relationships among the Oi and Oj sets are not directly

defined, it is possible to evaluate the relationship between
its oi,k and oj,l elements as the number of possible paths or
the length of the shortest path between these nodes.

In the case of connected unweighted multipartite graphs,
the number of paths intersecting the O0 set can be easily
calculated based on the connected pairs of bipartite graphs as

AO0
Oi,Oj =A O0,Oi

T ×A O0,Oj 1

Conditional connections could also provide useful infor-
mation in terms of PFA. To demonstrate the problem, let us
have a look at Figure 4 which shows the network defined
in (2). In this example, although operators o1 and o3 do not
share anymachines, the fact thatmachinesm1 andm2 produce
identical products results in the A O2∣O1

O0,O0 projection
operators defining a connection between these operators.

A O0,O1 =

1 1 0 0

1 1 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1

,

A O0,O2 =

1 1 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 0

0 0 1 1 0

0 0 0 1 1

,

A O2∣O1
O0,O0 =

2 4 2 0 0

4 9 5 0 0

2 5 4 2 1

0 0 2 4 2

0 0 1 2 1

2

Table 3: Node types of the proposed network.

Event type Resource type Competency type

Fundamental properties
Occurrence probability,

failure rate, cycle time, etc.
Physical properties, quality parameters

(capacity, idle state, etc.)
Not generalizable, concept-dependent

quantity and quality parameters

Node degree Event frequency Resource usage metric Spreading competency

Modularity Example: event sequence
Example: resources with the same

usage parameters
Example: competencies possessed by

the same resources/operators

Table 4: Node edge matchings in the proposed network.

Flow type (edges) Attribute type (edges)

Event type (nodes)
Process steps (nodes) and their input-output

connections (edges)
Independent variables (nodes) and their settings

(edges)

Resource type (nodes)
Information exchange (edges) between

information systems (nodes)
Colleges working (nodes) on the same

workstations (edges)

Competency type (nodes)
Commitment reporting between (edges) and

jobs (nodes)
Same competency demanding (edges) jobs (nodes)

Table 5: The ADACOR predicates can be directly applied to define
layers of the network [36] (please note that we use the term activity
to refer to operations).

Predicates Description

ComponentOf(x,y) Product x is a component of product y

Allocated(x,y,t)
Operation x is allocated to resource y at

time t

Available(x,y,t)
Resource x is available at time t for

operation y

RequiresTool(x,y) Execution of operation x requires tool y

HasTool(x,y,t)
Resource x has tool y available in its

magazine at t

HasSkill(x,y) Resource x has property (skill) y

HasFailure(x,y,t)
A disturbance x occurred in resource y

at time t

Precedence(x,y)
Operation x requires previous execution

of y

UsesRawMaterial(x,y) Production order x uses raw material y

RequestSetup(x,y)
Operation x needs the execution of

setup y

HasProcessPlan(x,y) Production of x requires process plan y

OrderExecution(u,x,w,y)
Operation u is listed in process plan w

(describing production of y) for
production order x

HasRequirement(x,y) Operation x requires property y

HasGripper(x,y,t)
Resource x has gripper y in its magazine

at time t

ExecutesOperation(x,y) Work order x includes operation y
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Formally, in some cases, the A Oi∣Ok
Oj,Oj conditional

projections might be of interest defined by

A Oi∣Ok
Oj,Oj =A Oj,Oi

T × A Oj,Ok ×A Oj,Ok
T

×A Oj,Oi ,

3

where the resultant A Oi∣Ok
Oj,Oj network states that

the ith property set is analyzed based on the AOk
Oj,Oj

inner network defined by the inner projection of the objects
to the jth set.

The projections are not applicable for all types of edges
(e.g., the projection with precedence constraints does not
result in interpretable networks). Generally, the projections
calculate the number of paths between the nodes which num-
ber is directly interpretable (e.g., it can reflect the number of
assignable operators for a given workstation).

To support these calculations, it is beneficial to utilise the
adjacency matrix of the whole multiplex network obtained by
flattening or matricization:

AM =

01 A1,2 ⋯ A1,N

A2,1 01 ⋯ A2,N

⋮ ⋮ ⋯ ⋮

AN ,1 AN ,2 ⋯ 0N

, 4

where Ai,j is used to represent the A Oi,Oj biadjacency
matrices of the Gi,j bipartite graphs.

3.3. Calculation of Node Similarities. Node similarities can
reveal useful information with regard to PFA, for example,
if the similarities of the machines need to be defined based
on how many common parts they are processing. When the
machines are denoted as k and j, and Sk and Sj as the sets
of parts that are connected to these machines, the similarities
of the machines can be evaluated according to the Jaccard
similarity index [41]:

sim k, j =
Sk ∩ Sj

Sk + Sj − Sk ∩ Sj
5

Oi OjOi

O0

Oi 1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

4

A(O0, Oi) A(O0, Oi)
AO0(Oi, Oj)

Figure 3: Projection of a property connection.
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Figure 4: The advantage of complex conditional analysis using inner network.
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The proposed network-based representation is also bene-
ficial in similarity analysis. When O0 =w represents the set of
machines/workstations and Oi = c represents the set of com-
ponents, the aj,i = 1 edge weight stored at the intersection of
the jth row and ith column of the A O0,Oi biadjacency
matrix represents that the ith type of component is built
in at the jth workstation and the degree of the jth node,
kj =∑iaj,i is identical to the cardinality of the Sj set,
which means how numbers of component types are built
in at the jth workstation.

We can generate two projections for each bipartite net-
work. The first projection connects two Oo nodes (in our
case, two workstations) by a link if they are linked to the
same Oi node (same components). As Figure 5 illustrates,
the Sk ∩ Sj cardinality is identical to the j − k edge weight
of the projected network which represents how many identi-
cal components are built in at the kth and jth workstation:

AO0
O0,Oi =A O0,Oi

T ×A O0,Oi 6

The second projection connects theOi nodes (in our case,
two components/parts) by a link if they connect to the same
Oo node (workstations), which projection represents how
parts are connected by the machines:

AO0
O0,Oi =A O0,Oi ×A O0,Oi

T 7

When the similarities of more layers are taken into
account, multiple projections on the same machines can be
defined by the weighted sum of their projections:

A O0,O0 =〠
i

wiA O0,Oi ×A O0,Oi
T 8

3.4. Identifying Modules for Group Formation. Communities
are locally dense connected subgraphs in a network, so nodes
that belong to a community have a higher probability to link
to the other members of that community than to nodes that
do not belong to the same community. Our key idea is that
finding communities in (multilayer) networks of the pro-
posed models can be used to solve group/cell formation
problems of PFA. To formalize the cell formation problem,
we utilized the modularity measure introduced by Newman
[42] and improved for bipartite graphs by Barber [43].

A module of the network consists of a subgraph whose
vertices are more likely to be connected to one another than
to the vertices outside the subgraph. Modularity reflects

the extent, relative to a random configuration network,
to which edges are formed within modules instead of
between modules. The modularity can be determined for
each community of a network (in PFA, this means the
modularity of each production cell can be calculated). For a
network with nc communities, the following modularity
value is used to determine the modularity value of commu-
nity Qc in terms of each Cc community with Nc nodes
connected by Lc links, c = 1,… , nc:

Qc =
1
L

〠
i,j ∈Cc

ai,j −
kikj
L

=
Lc
L

−
kikj
L2

9

If the Qc modularity value of a cluster is a positive value,
then the subgraph Cc tends to be a community. The modular-
ity of the full network can be evaluated by summing Qc over
all nc communities, Q =∑cQc.

As can be seen, the definition of modularity perfectly fits
the problem of manufacturing cell formation. Therefore, we
propose a graph modularity maximization-based approach
for this purpose. In this study, we adapt the Newman [42],
LP-BRIM [44], and adaptive BRIM [43] algorithms available
in the BiMAT MATLAB toolbox [45].

To illustrate the applicability of this approach, Figure 6
visualizes a cell formation problem and how the extracted
modules can be assigned as manufacturing cells.

The efficiency of the formation of the cell can be evalu-
ated based on e, the total number of activities; e0, the number
of exceptional elements that are excluded from the cells; and
ev , the number of zeros in the cells [46]:

Γ = e − e0
e + ev

10

Table 6 compares the efficiencies of cell formation
achieved by the proposed clustering and the modularity-
based algorithms of cell formation with recently developed
advanced goal-oriented optimization results in several
benchmark problems of [46]. As can be seen, modularity-
based algorithms perform surprisingly well, the Γ values
(given as rounded parentages) are near to the optimized per-
formances, and most importantly, the number of machine-
part matchings outside of the modules (e0 values) and the
number of modules are much smaller in almost all cases than
the optimized reference solutions.
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AOi
[O0,Oi] = A[O0,Oi] × A(O0,Oi)T

AO0
[O0,Oi] = A[O0,Oi]T × A[O0,Oi]

A(O0,Oi)

Figure 5: Two different projections can measure how the neighboring node set generates connections among the objects.
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Based on this success, several modularity optimization
algorithms were applied. As will be demonstrated in the fol-
lowing section, the approach is also applicable when search-
ing for modules in multiple layers by the multilayer InfoMap
algorithm [47, 48].

4. Application to the Analysis of
Wire-Harness Production

To provide a detailed and reproducible case study for pro-
duction flow analysis, an open-source benchmark model of
modular wire-harness production was developed. The details
of the model are given in the Appendix. The multilayer net-
work model of the production flow analysis problem is
formed and analyzed in the MuxViz framework developed
for the interactive visualization and exploration of multilayer
networks [49]. The established network is depicted in
Figure 2.

4.1. Similarity and Modularity Analysis. Analysis of the
reducibility of a multilayer network provides useful informa-
tion about the similarities of the layers [50, 51]. To demon-
strate the applicability of this metric, the C, Z, S, O, and T
layers were analyzed (see Figure 7).

As can be seen in Figure 8, based on the reducibility of the
network two clusters were formed. The first cluster is related
to product-process (Z-T-C) layers, while the second collects
the operator-skills- (O-S-) relevant information. The impor-
tance of the definition of the activity types (layer T) is
also highlighted.

Although our network defines part families indirectly
in layer M and also groups of these activities (in layer T),
it is interesting to observe how the multilayer network
is structured and how the analysis of the modularity
of the network can form part and activity groups.
For this purpose, a multilayer InfoMap algorithm was
applied [47, 48].

Table 6: Cell formation efficiency of bipartite modularity optimization algorithms. The Γ values are given as rounded percentages.

Problem size
Optimization [46] Newman LP-BRIM Adaptive BRIM

Number of c Γ [%] e0 Number of c Γ [%] e0 Number of c Γ [%] e0 Number of c Γ [%] e0
14× 24 7 72 10 4 67 2 4 67 2 8 62 19

20× 20 5 43 50 4 41 48 4 40 48 4 41 50

24× 40 11 53 50 7 41 51 7 40 48 8 43 50

28× 46 10 45 60 4 37 58 3 33 49 5 39 63

30× 41 10 59 40 6 45 11 7 51 11 8 52 12

30× 50 12 60 75 9 44 59 10 47 66 9 44 63

37× 53 3 59 337 4 49 391 3 53 338 2 53 301
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Figure 6: Modularity analysis of the 30× 41 machine-part benchmark example.
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The analysis yielded useful and informative results. 26
modules were identified. Although layer M which represents
how the activities are grouped according to different prod-
ucts, this analysis was able to detect the modules of the

products m1,… ,m7 in terms of the types of the activities
t1,… , t16 . This result confirms that the analysis of the
modularity of the proposed multilayer network model is use-
ful in fine-tuning the existing part families based on multiple
aspects representing the layers of the model.

To demonstrate how such information is useful in the
early process-design phase to define technical modules, layer
T of the C-Z-S-O-T multilayer network is shown in Figure 9.
As can be seen, the most significant module is separated into

C

Z

S
O

T

Figure 7: Multilayer network representing the details of the work of the operators (built-in components, C; zones of the activities, Z; skills, S;
assignment of the operators to the workstations, O; and activity types, T) (see Table 1 for the detailed definition of the layers).

S

O

T

Z

SOCTZ

C

Figure 8: Analysis of the reducibility of the model provides useful
information about the similarities of the layers. In our case, the
two clusters related to product-process (Z-T-C) and operator-
skills (O-S) were revealed. The importance of the definition of the
activity types (layer T) is also highlighted.

Figure 9: Layer T of the network defines the types of activities. The
six clusters formed in this layer reflect the effects of how the
activities are distributed among the zones (defined by layer Z),
which illustrates the benefit of the multidimensional network-
based visual exploration of the production data.
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six smaller groups by following the structure of layer Z that
defines in which zone the activities occur. The central role
of the most frequent and widely distributed t10 type of activ-
ity (wire-terminal attachment) is also highlighted.

4.2. Workload Analysis. The balancing of modular produc-
tion is challenging due to the great diversity of products
[52]. Besides group formation, the analysis of the workloads
is also an important task in production flow analysis. The
proposed bipartite network-based model can be directly
applied for this purpose as the biadjacency matrices of the
layers result in simple calculations. To illustrate this applica-
bility, let us consider the analysis of how well the production
line is balanced. The equation La =MPp′ represents the activ-
ities of the production of the pth product (where Pp repre-
sents the pth column of the P product-module matrix). As
these activities are assigned to the workstations as Lw = diag
La W and T′Lw represents the number of activities grouped
by activity types and T′CC′Lw is the number of built-in com-
ponents at the workstations, the total activity time at the
workstations can be calculated by the following equation,
where θt represents the elementary activity times given
in the appendix:

Itime = T′Lw, T′CC′Lw θt 11

As Figure 10 illustrates, the calculations above can be
used to check how the process is balanced and how the com-
plexity of the product influences the workloads of the
workstations.

Although the presented workload analysis is not unique
to the proposed model, we believe that the results demon-
strated the rich information content and broad applicability
of multilayer networks which can also be interpreted as a
linear algebraic approach model of the system.

4.3. Analysis of the Flexibility of Operator Assignment. In the
early 80s, [53] suggested that organisational research should
incorporate network perspective. In the early 90s, six themes
(turnover/absenteeism, power, work attitudes, job design,
leadership, and motivation) dominated the research of
microorganisational behaviour [54]. Recently, multilayer
networks are becoming widely used in the analysis of social
networks where people interact with each other in multiple
ways like via mobile phone and emails [55–59]. In this paper,
we make the first attempt to integrate such analysis to the
modelling and optimisation of production process.

For successful line balancing of wire-harness production,
the skills of the operators influencing the speed of the con-
veyor belt should also be studied [28] and handled [60].
Dynamic job rotation [29] requires efficient allocation of
the assembly tasks while taking into account the constraints
related to the available skills of the operators. Figure 11
shows the distribution of the required skills as a function
of different product modules, M′TS. As can be seen, the
most in demand is the s3 terminal-attaching skill, while s6
is the visual testing skill which is required only once during
production. The abilities of the operators can also be calcu-
lated, for example, W′TSO′ yields how many activities can
be performed at a given operator-workstation assignment
(see Figure 11(a)).

The presented analysis can be useful in designing the
sessions of the operators by determining the components of
critical skills and knowledge. Figure 12 shows the layers S
and O of the network. Five groups of activity, skill, and oper-
ator nodes were identified with the help of multilayer modu-
larity analysis. The smallest module contains the t15 clip
installation activity type which requires specialist skills.

As can be seen, the skill s4 can be considered a key piece
of knowledge, because it is related to five types of activities.
Operators o9 and o10 possess specialist knowledge, while s3
consists of group-wise knowledge because it is the most
related to the operators.
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Figure 10: The workloads (number of activities, built-in components, and total activity times) can be easily calculated based on the
biadjacency matrices of the proposed model, which supports the balancing of the conveyor belt.
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The presented analysis demonstrated that the analysis of
the node degrees can identify the critically essential skills and
resources. Skills that have small degrees in the O layer can be
considered as the knowledge of specialist, while skills with
large degrees are quantified as group-wise knowledge. Skills
that have no links at the S layer are useless, while skills that
have a small degree at the O layer and high degree at the S
layer are critical, as this reflects that a small number of oper-
ators can be assigned to a large number of tasks which
requires this knowledge.

5. Conclusions

A multilayer network model was developed for production
flow analysis to represent the physical and functional domains

of production systems by taking into account the aspects of
the structure of the system, the variety of machines, products,
components, and operators and their interdependencies.

Most of the layers of the model are represented by a
bipartite graph, where edges represent material, energy, or
information flows and attributes of the objects represented
by the nodes of the graph. It was highlighted that the nodes
and connections could be easily defined based on standards
of process management. As the layers of the network repre-
sent different aspects of the production system, the proposed
model is flexible and easily extendable.

Following the introduction of the new modeling concept,
it was demonstrated how the tools of network science should
be used to support production flow analysis. Firstly, it was
shown that the analysis of the paths in the network provides
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useful information about hidden, previously undefined con-
nections. It was recognized that modularity analysis of the
network is a promising tool for forming groups in PFA,
and the performances of advanced (bipartite and multilayer)
network modularity algorithms (like InfoMap) are compara-
ble to the most advanced optimization algorithm tailored to
the problem of cell formation.

A detailed benchmark problem was developed to make
the research of multivariable algorithms of production flow
analysis reproducible. With the help of the studied wire-
harness process, the benefits of the modularity analysis of
problem-specific sets of layers were demonstrated. The
results confirm that the detected groups of activities are
useful in terms of fine-tuning of modules (part families).
Workload and capability-related network measures were
developed. Along with analysis of the node degrees and their
correlations, individual-, key-, and group-wise skills could be
identified. The biadjacency matrices of the network lead to
the calculation of workloads, and the investigation of how
the production line is balanced. Besides the numerical analy-
sis, visualizations were presented to demonstrate how multi-
layer networks provide insights into the critical factors of
interconnected production systems, and the results of which
confirm that multilayer networks can support the integration
of production-relevant data and decision-making related to
complex production systems.

Since the handling of the time-varying behaviour of pro-
cess systems is becoming ever more critical in the field of
cyber-physical systems, our future work will focus on the
integration of historical process data to define networks of
sequential procedures and temporal connections.

Appendix

Details of the Wire-Harness
Production Technology

To support the reproducible development of production flow
analysis and optimization algorithms, an open-source bench-
mark problem of a modular wire-harness production system
was developed. The core of the system is a paced conveyor
shown in Figure 13. Based on data published in [32, 61], Np
was based on 64 products and defined Nm as a combination
of 7 modules: m1 base module, m2 as left- or right-hand
drive, m3 normal/hybrid, m4 halogen/LED lights, m5 petrol/
diesel engine, m6 4 doors/5 doors, and m7 manual or
automatic gearbox. Na was defined 654 activities/tasks cate-
gorized into Nt which consisted of 16 activity types with
well-modeled activity times (see Table 7). In these activities,
Nc was equal to 64 different built-in part families (compo-
nent types) (among these are Ct = 180 terminals, Cb = 63
bandages, Cc = 25 clips, and Cw = 90 wires). The conveyor
Nw consisted of 10 workstations (tables). For every table
(workstation), one operator is assigned, No = 10. The
required Ns was also defined as 6 skills of the operators,
namely, s1—laying cable, s2—spot-tying, s3—terminal
attaching, s4—connector installing, s5—clip installing, and
s6—visual testing. Nz was also defined as 6 zones for the
workstations (see Figure 14) to study the distribution of

Figure 13: The wire-harness assembly pace conveyor [62]. The
conveyor (often referred to as rotary) contains assembly tables
consisting of connector and clip fixtures.

Table 7: Types of activities and the related activity times [61]. The
activity times are calculated based on fixed and proportional values,
for example, when an operator is laying four wires over one foot,
according to the t4 model, the activity time will be 1 × 6 9 s + 4 ×
4 2 = 23 7 s.

ID Activity Remark Unit Time (s)

t1
Point-to-point wiring

on chassis
Direct wiring

Number of
wires

4.6

t2 Laying in U-channel 4.4

t3 Laying flat cable 7.7

t4
Laying wire(s) onto

harness jig
Laying flat cable

Base time 6.9

Per wire 4.2

t5

Laying cable
connector

(one end) onto
harness jig

To the same
breakout

Base time 7.4

Per wire 2.3

t6
Spot-tying onto cable
and cutting it with a

pair of scissors
16.6

t7 Lacing activity

Base time 1.5

Per
additional
stitch

3.6

t8 Taping activity
Base time 1.8

Per stitch 5.0

t9
Inserting into tube

or sleeve
Base time 3.0

Per inch 2.4

t10
Attachment of wire

terminal

Terminal-block
fastening
(fork lug)

22.8

t11
Screw fastening
of terminal

17.1

t12
Screw-and-nut

fastening
of terminal

24.7

t13 Circular connector Installation only 11.3

t14
Rectangular
connector

Latch or
snap-on

24.0

t15 Clip installation 8.0

t16 Visual testing 120.0
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the fixtures on the tables. The related Z matrix is defined
based on the layout of the table and shows the relation-
ship between the activities and zones of the workstation,
which facilitates a detailed analysis of the workload in
the workstations. All of this information is represented
by a set of bipartite graphs defined in Table 1 and
depicted in Figure 2. The related dataset is freely and fully
available on the website of the authors: https://www.
abonyilab.com.
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Establishing mass-customization practices, in a sustainable way, at a time of increased market uncertainty, is a pressing challenge
for modern producing companies and one that traditional automation solutions cannot cope with. Industry 4.0 seeks to mitigate
current practice’s limitations. It promotes a vision of a fully interconnected ecosystem of systems, machines, products, and many
different stakeholders. In this environment, dynamically interconnected autonomous systems support humans in multifaceted
decision-making. Industrial Internet of Things and cyberphysical systems (CPSs) are just two of the emerging concepts that
embody the design and behavioral principles of these highly complex technical systems. The research within multiagent systems
in manufacturing, by embodying most of the defining principles of industrial CPSs (ICPSs), is often regarded as a precursor for
many of today’s emerging ICPS architectures. However, the domain has been fuzzy in specifying clear-cut design objectives and
rules. Designs have been proposed with different positioning, creating confusion in concepts and supporting technologies. This
paper contributes by providing clear definitions and interpretations of the main functional traits spread across the literature. A
characterization of the defining functional requirements of ICPSs follows, in the form of a scale, rating systems according to the
degree of implementation of the different functions.

1. Introduction

The need and pursuit for highly adaptable systems are not
an exclusive endeavour of Industry 4.0 and more generally
of what is understood as the 4th Industrial Revolution.
The motivation can be at least traced back to the aftermath
of the 1970s oil shock when mainly European and Ameri-
can companies strongly invested in technology and particu-
larly in the so-called flexible manufacturing systems (FMS)
[1], at the same time Japanese companies were developing
lean manufacturing principles. Even if the early incarna-
tions of FMS where relatively unsuccessful, the need went
on as mass customization became the excellence paradigm
in production [2].

Mass customization works generally in economies of
scale with relative stable markets. However, at a time
when unpredictable market demands are accompanied by
almost continuous and fast-paced innovation processes
and production sustainability is the new excellence para-
digm, the existing automation practices that had for some

years supported mass customization processes are starting
to subside.

For more than two decades now, researchers have turned
to distributed computation practices and artificial intelli-
gence in the quest for new metaphors for developing, design-
ing, and implementing more adaptive production systems [3,
4]. The idea of reconfigurable manufacturing systems (RMS)
[5], as a manufacturing system that is designed at the outset
for rapid change in structure, as well as in hardware and soft-
ware components, in order to quickly adjust production
capacity and functionality within a part family in sudden
changes in market or in regulatory requirements, emerged
almost in parallel. Along also came the concepts of holonic
manufacturing systems (HMS) [6] and bionic manufacturing
systems [7].

Collectively, these paradigms share quite a few important
design principles and ideology. Among them is the notion
that systems should be modular. Modularity is interpreted
therein in both physical and logical terms. Standardized
interfaces between the system’s modules are of paramount
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importance to ensure functional composability and scalabil-
ity. The modules themselves should denote a higher degree
of autonomy, and their functionalities are generally self-con-
tained, a principle that in some branches of robotics became
known as embodiment [8] and that has very close ties to the
current cyberphysical conceptualization.

The quick expansion of information technologies (IT),
especially those related to computer networks, in the late
90s to early 2000s has paved the way for the Industry 4.0
(I4.0) as web service-related technologies and service-
oriented architecture started to penetrate and dominate
industrial IT infrastructures [9, 10]. Even if they did not fun-
damentally change the ongoing enterprise processes, and
most notably left nearly untouched the field level control
layers of production facilities, they have opened up for a
more interoperable use of information.

From there, several relatively competing paradigms have
developed, namely, industrial Internet of Things (IIoT),
cloud automation/manufacturing (CA), cyberphysical pro-
duction systems (CPPS), and industrial cyberphysical sys-
tems (ICPS). It is difficult to pinpoint exactly which
properties pertain exclusively to which. It is also unclear if
some are manifestations of others. The so-called 4th Indus-
trial Revolution, or Industry 4.0, seems to be the overarching
umbrella for a lot of scientific and technical activities that are
generally anticipated to lead to the next generation of auto-
mation systems. So much so that this anticipation has moti-
vated several research efforts globally [11]: the H2020
Framework Programme for Research and Innovation under
the Factories of the Future Public-Private Partnership (EU);
the Industrial Internet Consortium, created by AT&T, Cisco
Systems, General Electric, IBM, and Intel in 2014 (US); the
Made in China 2025 initiative (CN); and globally many
other initiatives.

The authors position this paper within the CPPS/ICPS
thematic, detailed in greater extent in the subsequent section,
which they perceive as the involving paradigm for most of the
activities occurring within the factory of the future. As with
all the other paradigms, there is resounding fuzziness in con-
cepts and technologies and their relative roles in the creation
of next-generation automation systems. There are various
ideas regarding the functions and reference architectures of
such infrastructures, and these are spread and presented in
different contexts.

In the previous context, the present paper develops along
several contributing lines. Drawing from reference literature
in the fields of multiagent systems (MAS) applied to
manufacturing, CPPS/ICPS, and to a lesser extent from
cloud automation and more general literature in CPSs, the
paper synthetizes and functionally formulates the zero-tier
requirements that have been attributed to CPPSs in the
context of I4.0.

The requirement formulation is accompanied by a
corresponding structural model positioned at the same
abstraction level.

Both the requirements and the structural model are then
discussed in greater detail and are the base for developing a
scale that enables the classification ofCPPSs. Such scale ranges
from a system not fulfilling the minimum requirements to

be convertible to a minimal CPPS implementation up to how
a full featuredCPPSwould fulfil the synthetized requirements.

The authors trust that such a scale can be used as an
indicator of preparedness for tackling the challenges that
are believed to be workable for a system implemented under
the premises of I4.0. Simultaneously, the proposed scale can
be used as a tool to inform subsequent system design and
implementation directions towards target levels or func-
tional goals.

In the remainder of this paper, the methodology consid-
ered during the research presented herein is detailed in the
next section, followed by the main results and discussion.
The paper finishes with the main concluding thoughts and
pertinent research questions worth of a follow-up.

1.1. Materials and Methods. This work’s methodological
approach is based on traditional requirements engineering
(RE), sometimes also called requirement management
(RM). RE/RM is a systematic and disciplined approach to
the specification and management of requirements [12] and
in part a discipline of systems engineering [12, 13].

A requirement is therefore understood as [12]

(i) a condition or capability needed by a user to solve a
problem or achieve an objective;

(ii) a condition or capability that must be met or pos-
sessed by a system or system component to satisfy
a contract, standard, specification, or other formally
imposed documents;

(iii) a documented representation of a condition or capa-
bility as in (i) or (ii).

Requirements can be elicited frommany different sources
[13]: documents, systems in operation, and stakeholders.
Stakeholders are here understood as a person or organization
that has a direct or indirect influence on a system’s require-
ment [12].

The stakeholders are here addressed by their roles repre-
senting relevant concerns. General stakeholders for CPPSs
are the law, the product user, the plant customer including
the sales channel, the procurement channel for parts/mate-
rial (material inflow), the equipment operator/worker, the
production engineer (process, quality), the plant operator,
the plant owner, the equipment maintenance/installation,
and the equipment manufacturer.

Another source of requirements is documents. In the
context of this paper, relevant documents are laws, standards,
and publications. This work contains a literature review and
consolidation based on publications in the area. The selected
literature was obtained from a systematic analysis of publica-
tion arising mainly from members of several technical com-
munities, namely, the following IEEE technical committees:
industrial agents and industrial cyberphysical systems. The
selection was guided by a tool developed to analyse vast net-
works of coauthorships partially described in [14]. The
authors assume that to an important extent, the surveyed
publications are also reflecting the interests of the many dif-
ferent stakeholders. The authors also accept that this vision is
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debatable; however, given the novelty of the domain and the
degree of speculation around it, previously peer-validated
information entails an important level of consensus around
the views expressed that otherwise would be harder to attain.

At the same time and on the very same line, this contribu-
tion is intended to serve as source of requirements upon
which other contributions can be developed which will even-
tually consider more matured views from other stockholders.

One particular important differentiating factor from con-
ventional RE/RM lies in the fact that the present paper does
not concentrate on one specific system but rather on an
entire class of systems. Scope is normally defined as [12]
the range of things that can be shaped and designed when
developing a system. As such, it should be evident that the
present contribution has a metalevel positioning due to its
wider scope.

Further on this, potential CPPSs inherit the requirements
for existing systems in operation, and any particular design
derived from it will have to comply with, at least, similar
requirements applicable to its predecessor.

This contribution assumes these previous requirements
but focuses on the novel aspects that are perceived to pertain
particularly to the CPPS domain. When there was an align-
ment of requirements but the CPPS formulation supposed
an important reinterpretation, then the requirement was
included in the discussion.

The starting point for the subsequent discussion is the
adapted CPPS structural models presented in [15, 16]. Of
particular interest is the definition of CPPS (Figure 1)
understood here as an aggregation of human resources,
cyberphysical production modules (CPPM) (defined next),
subsystems, and aggregated products towards which it
establishes one or several cyberphysically formulated inter-
action interfaces. These interfaces are used for monitoring
and control of the CPPS operations as well as to tap into
the knowledge generated both by the human resources, the
CPPMs, and the subsystems during the production process
as well as knowledge generated by its aggregated products
throughout their life cycle. This internal knowledge is used
in different time scales to continuously improve operations
and to inform the strategic consumptions of capital, raw
materials and energy in their many forms. Cyberphysically
formulated products will also generate value for external
systems, as part of networks of things and services, towards
which they maintain interaction interfaces. The outcome of
such interactions is external knowledge. Access to it may be
offered as a value-adding service that can potentially help to
further improve CPPS operations.

The subsequent CPPM definition adheres to the notion
of module as detailed in [17] which states that a module is
tightly coupled within and loosely connected to the rest of
the system.

The CPPM definition (Figure 2) is adapted from and
envisions a CPPM as [16] a module consisting of three log-
ically aggregated entities: an equipment, a controller or com-
puting platform, and a cyberrepresentation of this whole.
The computing platform may be shared between several
cyberrepresentations if it provides access to the equipment
that they represent. The cyberrepresentation contains both

the interface and the algorithms that enable the module to
interact with other modules, human resources, or subsystems
without the need for reprogramming it and implements a
hardware abstraction layer that decouples the interaction
and execution logic from the equipment details.

The authors will consider these starting structural formu-
lations throughout the paper to support the discussion of the
design complexity of CPPS across the many different step-
wise implementations.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Engineering Requirements from the Specialized
Literature. The specialized literature offers many important
insights into the characteristics that belong to a CPPS.
However, these many different characteristics have been
defined at equally many abstraction levels. In general and
as previously discussed in [16, 18, 19], scientific contribu-
tions have therefore ranged from hardware in the loop
implementations up to reference architectures. This means
that the expectations that are posed upon system realization
also vary substantially. There is also normally a disconnec-
tion between reference architectures, where desirable char-
acteristics are embedded in a conceptual design, and their
subsequent realization that often does not adhere to the
conceptual principles.

The distance between conceptual design and concrete
implementations is also aggravated by the fact that many
different characteristics are normally specified without a
degree of obligation other than a mention that the character-
istic is desired.

In the following analysis, the authors, sustained by a sur-
vey of selected literature, proceed with formally specifying
requirements accordingly to [13] and also, but to a much
lesser degree, following a top-down decomposition approach
proper of axiomatic design processes [20].

The practical implications of this approach is that all the
synthetized CPPS characteristics are expressed in the form
object + degree of obligation + function and that each identi-
fied characteristic is at least expanded by one level in depth.
They are also formulated, to best effort degree, according to
independence axiom that postulates that an optimal design
always maintains the independence of functional require-
ments [20]. The objects of interest are drawn from the
CPPS/CPPM definitions presented before. The degree of
obligation is an enumeration with three possible values with
the following semantics [13]:

(i) Shall: the object must implement the function attrib-
uted to it.

(ii) Should: the object will, if possible, implement the
function attributed to it.

(iii) Will: the object may come to implement the func-
tion attributed to it at some point in the future.

The selected literature reflects an extremely wide set of
“desirable” characteristics of a CPPS. A considerable num-
ber of these are using different nomenclatures for similar
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functions. In the scope of this work, the authors have clus-
tered sufficiently close attributes into the following top-
level requirements: adaptability, convertibility, integrability,
predictability, usability, diagnosability, safety, and security.
Their top-level definition (level 1) provides typically a
(re)formulation that is closer to the normal interpretation
of similar concepts but is already functionally specified.
The subrequirements (level 1.X) provide further details that
conduce to and inform about the top level. A few require-
ments are very close or even taken from other authors.
These are properly identified. Some of the nomenclatures
were also taken from previous works on reconfigurable
manufacturing systems, in particular [5, 21, 22], but unless
otherwise stated has been reinterpreted and formulated in
a functional way.

From the top-level requirements, the authors would like
to discuss first the three that they believe are the main differ-
entiating requirements within a CPPS: adaptability, convert-
ibility, and integrability (Figure 3). At the core of almost all
research agendas in I4.0 lies the idea of constantly adapting
systems. Adaptation can happen in structure, function, or
both. As such, adaptation can only be implemented if the sys-
tem components can be integrated with each other (integra-
bility). It additionally requires a relative modular physical

structure (convertibility) to support a wide scope of adaptive
solutions beyond simple functional adaptation.

The extent to which different adaptability, convertibility,
and integrability functions are implemented is a direct mea-
surement of the degree of how cyberphysical, at the light of
I4.0, a production system really is.

The tables below (Tables 1–3) reflect the results of the
literature survey and the reformulation of many of the
spread and sparsely defined desired characteristics for these
three main requirements. The related literature sources
include only the ones that have more strongly stated or oth-
erwise contributed to the proposed RE/RM exercise. Similar
concepts and definitions will of course be found in other
papers in the specialized literature but they are either con-
tained by the cited sources or otherwise had generally
weaker requirements.

The adaptability requirements (Table 1) focus mainly on
the expectations on system behavior. It has been accepted for
many years now that the ability to adapt to changing condi-
tions is of paramount importance for production systems.
The notion of CPPS seems to encompass also the possibility
of structural adaptation whereby mobile equipment can even
change, in a more or less autonomous way, the factory layout.
The authors set a strong emphasis in this ability to adapt.
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Figure 1: CPPS structural model (adapted from [15]).
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Conditions that would cause a system to adapt could vary in
their emergency and implementation time frame and natu-
rally include faults and failures, surges, or drops in produc-
tion as well as the ramp up of new products. The literature
suggests a high degree of obligation in the implementation
of such functions. This reason has justified the use of the obli-
gation operator “shall” in most requirements in Table 1. The

two exceptions would be adaptability 1.2 where learning is
mentioned and adaptability 1.4 where collaboration is stated.

The justification for the lower degree of obligation in
adaptability 1.2 relates to the fact that this is something that
the specialized literature mentions quite frequently; however,
learning implies the generation and availability of a substan-
tial amount of data when applied at a system level. On
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Figure 2: CPPM structural model (adapted from [16]).
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IntegrabilityConvertibility
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Figure 3: Associations between the core requirements in CPPSs.

Table 1: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on adaptability.

Requirement/
subrequirement

(Re)formulation
Related literature

sources

Adaptability 1 The CPPS shall adapt its behavior and structure to changing conditions. [24–33]

Adaptability 1.1
The CPPS shall have the perception of environmental elements and events with respect to time or
space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status after some variables

have changed, such as time, or some other variables, such as a predetermined event [34].
[24, 34]

Adaptability 1.2 The CPPS should learn its future behavior from past experiences. [24]

Adaptability 1.3 The CPPS shall adapt in the most optimal way possible. [35]

Adaptability 1.4
The CPPMs and subsystems should collaborate with other CPPMs, subsystems, and human

resources in the same system during operation.
[24, 36, 37]

Adaptability 1.5
The CPPS shall autonomously attempt to overcome faults or otherwise support users in this

process.
[26, 29, 38]
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systems designed on the onset for frequent change (both
physical and logic), acquiring significant data may prove to
be a challenge. In this context, adaptability 1.2 is in principle
important but may not be implementable in the general case.

Collaboration (adaptability 1.4) is frequently cited as the
preferred mechanism to support adaptation. However, many
other forms of interaction [23] are possible, and collabora-
tion may not be desirable at all times. In some cases, compet-
itive interaction strategies may, for example, attain better
results. This is normally context dependent.

Table 2 shows the convertibility requirements. If adapta-
tion is reflected on how the system behaves, then convertibil-
ity is about the physical characteristics of the system that
ultimately allow it to make use of its adaptive behavior. Mod-
ularity is greatly recognized as the prevailing characteristic,
and a CPPS should ensure that its components can be com-
bined in different ways to adapt and generate new functions
when required. It therefore requires from its CPPMs a mini-
mal level of mechanical interfacing and compatibility.

Convertibility alone is only providing guarantees of
mechanical conformity. Surfaces, cabling, power lines, and
so on should match. Integrability covers therefore the logical
interoperability of the system. Cyberphysical system must be
put together along these two dimensions. The degree of obli-
gation is very high and supposes the existence of logical
abstractions that enable a CPPS to interpret and use the func-
tions of equipment that were previously unknown to it (inte-
grability 1). These include the usage of machine interpretable
languages and compatible logical interfaces (integrability 1.2
and integrability 1.3).

In the future, if the vision of I4.0 fully consolidates and
becomes a reality, the scope of action of CPPSs will extend

beyond just a cluster of CPPSs and may come to encompass
other CPSs that relate to it (integrability 1.1).

As mentioned before, this contribution assumes that the
existing requirements applicable to today’s production sys-
tem will also to a certain extent apply to CPPSs, and the
authors do not inspect or address them in their full range.
However, from these, there are a few that may require a fun-
damentally different approach or otherwise are challenges,
in particular predictability, usability, diagnosability, safety,
and security.

Predictability (Table 4) has been traditionally interpreted
in two ways: the behavior of the system is transparent and
explainable and the system behaves in a time-predictable
way. The authors believe that the first should be inherent to
any adaptive process in the industry and therefore interpret
predictability more towards the second direction (time pre-
dictably as in predictability). The obligation degree here is
maximum, and the general contract is that the CPPS delivers
a performance that is compatible with the processes under its
control (predictability 1.1). This does not necessarily mean
hard real-time performance but means a behavioral delivery
that enables planning and asserts production quality (pre-
dictability 1.2 and predictability 1.3).

Predictability is generally related to usability (Table 5).
No matter how adaptable the system is, without a proper
set of control tools that enable the straightforward operation
of the system (usability 1), CPPSs cannot be accepted. The
novelty in CPPS tools lies in that they must exploit and sup-
port the adaptive capabilities of the system and hence enable
the design of products along the entire range of possibilities
covered by the convertibility and integrability possibilities
of a given setup (usability 1.1).

Table 2: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on convertibility.

Requirement/
subrequirement

(Re)formulation
Related literature

sources

Convertibility 1
The CPPS shall have a modular physical structure that enables the rapid adjustment of its

production functionalities.
[21, 22]

Convertibility 1.1
The CPPM shall provide reusable physical interfaces that enable it to participate in distinct

production contexts.
[21, 22, 33, 35, 37]

Convertibility 1.2 The CPPS should provide interfaces that enable the physical composition of its CPPMs. [6]

Table 3: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on integrability.

Requirement/
subrequirement

(Re)formulation
Related literature

sources

Integrability 1
The CPPS shall provide mechanisms to integrate new heterogeneous components and systems

that are unknown to it.
[24, 36, 37]

Integrability 1.1
The CPPS will connect to other CPSs and extract information from them that is used to support its

operations.
[24, 26, 29, 36]

Integrability 1.2
The CPPM and subsystems shall provide reusable logical interfaces that enable the integration of

new equipment.
[6, 24, 29, 31, 38]

Integrability 1.3
The CPPS shall use as the basis of its operation a domain specific language that in a uniform way
enables CPPMs, subsystems, and human resources to describe their capabilities, operational

requirements, and status to the CPPS.
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In the scope of supporting operations, CPPS must also
ensure that operators are being informed at the right time
about the relevant events taking place in the system. But
the amount of events in a CPPS is, due to its adaptive
behavior, overwhelming. As such, the system must have
the ability to filter and direct only the relevant information
required to support the different decision-making processes
(usability 1.2).

The ability to understand what a complex system is doing
has ramifications not only to its normal operation but also, at
least as importantly if not more, to its behavior under distur-
bances. CPPS shall attempt to detect and diagnose faults and
failures within. Given their complex and compositional
structure, this may be a challenge depending on the size
and the intricacy of the underlying interactions. The obliga-
tion here is to do a best effort in diagnosability (Table 6)
and while operating in a fully traceable way. In a CPPS con-
text, traceability means to a great extent make a set of com-
plex causality flows understandable.

Safety (Table 7) is one of the emerging concerns within
the CPPS-related literature. It is an absolute obligation that
has so many different dimensions at the moment that make
it very difficult to characterize. Today’s safety regulations
apply mainly to fixed installations and conventional automa-
tion solutions. The regulations are scarcer when considering
autonomous machines and even more when considering
mobile autonomousmachines thatmay interactwith humans.
Most human-machine interactions are, in an industrial con-
text, assessed on an individual case.

The success of CPPS and I4.0 in general requires that
safety regulations are extended and come to include, in the
general case, situations where autonomous systems, perform-
ing structural adjustments in a production floor, can be
accepted and validated.

Security (Table 8) is a more tangible endeavour in
CPPSs. The obligation is to execute in a way that protects
the CPPS from harmful influence from its components or
external systems. Most of the readily available supporting

technologies are generally poor when it comes to fulfilling
security requirements. While this problem has already been
proven a challenge in running systems, it is aggravated in
the context of CPPSs due to their general low maturity.

2.2. Grading CPPSs according to Their Degree of
Implementation. Different system designs will adhere to the
requirements specified before to a different extent. Some sys-
tems may not adhere at all. This creates a range of possibili-
ties that collectively inform about the ability of evolving a
specific system or system design in order to tackle the emerg-
ing challenges envisioned by I4.0.

The authors therefore propose a scale that distinguishes
between the different stages at which a system or system
design may be. The proposed scale ranges from −1 to 5,
where −1 would apply to a system that, for different reasons,
cannot be transformed to reach a CPPS level of functional
delivery and a 5 would apply to a full-featured CPPS. Such
scales are relatively common in the software development
domain, for example, the Capability Maturity Model Integra-
tion (CMMI) rates software development organizations and
guides their development process in respect to the way that
software development process is conducted.

While the authors think that such a fully developed
model would be extremely complex to develop in the scope
of CPPSs due to the level of maturity of the entire field, they
believe that similar ideas can be usefully developed consider-
ing the requirements earlier detailed. The discussion of the
different levels is therefore presented next. A conceptual
exemplary system is discussed along each level to better illus-
trate evolve-ability challenges and potential.

Level 0—at this level, substantial engineering effort would
be required to evolve the system toCPPS-grade functionalities.

(i) Adaptability: the production system does not sup-
port adaptation. There are practical ways to revamp
the system to become adaptable but substantial
engineering effort is necessary.

Table 4: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on predictability.

Requirement/
subrequirement

(Re)formulation
Related literature

sources

Predictability 1 The CPPS shall operate in a time-predictable way.

Predictability 1.1
The CPPS shall operate at a time frame that is compatible to that of the physical processes it

seeks to control.
[24, 36, 37]

Predictability 1.2
The CPPS shall operate in a way that enables short-, medium-, and long-term planning of

production activities.

Predictability 1.3 The CPPS shall produce with predictable quality. [38]

Table 5: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on usability.

Requirement/
subrequirement

(Re)formulation
Related literature

sources

Usability 1 The CPPS shall provide tools for efficient development of diverse production processes. [29, 35]

Usability 1.1
The CPPS shall provide tools that enable the production of the full number of variants that could

be enacted considering the available resources and their potential configurations.
[21, 22]

Usability 1.2 The CPPS shall provide information that is tailored to the needs of specific users’ roles. [24, 36, 39]
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(ii) Convertibility: the equipment is generally not mod-
ular and/or follows essentially a mechanical mono-
lithic structure. Parts within the equipment can be
replaced, maintained, or serviced but replacing does
not lead to change in function.

(iii) Integrability: the equipment is not connected
through standardized interfaces in a consistent way
and many different interfaces and interaction proto-
cols are in place. Integration is handled in a case by
case basis.

(iv) Other requirements: the system fulfils the minimum
level of requirements for operating according to the
production objectives and applicable regulations.

A semiautomated workshop with several workstations
and/or machine tools is a typical scenario for a level 0 system.
In such a scenario, equipment is generally not integrated with
each other. Production is moved from the workstation/
machine to workstation/machine by a manual process or
otherwise by a fixed and indexed automated transportation
solution. The same production processes are always used at
the same workstations/machines or otherwise reconfigured
by an operator that manually introduces or selects new pro-
grams already available from the workstations/machines.
More advanced machines may also automatically act upon
the presence of workpieces if they are electronically tagged
in a way that enables a specific machine to execute a program
for that specific workpiece. The immediate steps that should
be taken to improve such a system, bringing it to the next
level, include improving its integrability. As legacy equip-
ment is frequently found in such environments, it is generally
not straightforwardly possible to use more advanced com-
munication protocols, for example, web service-based proto-
cols. Adapter devices will have to be considered in these cases

that create a harmonizing layer over legacy components and
act as command interpreters and translators. These adapter
devices are also usually a prerequisite for improved adapt-
ability. Convertibility issues will need to be addressed over
time by replacing the physical equipment with more modular
equipment where applicable.

Level −1—at this level, it is not practically possible to
evolve the system.

(i) Level −1 is defined after level zero since its starting
point is the same; however, there are either legal
restrictions (e.g., regulatory or IP protection) that
block any further system integration effort. Equip-
ment or systems exist in the form of self-contained
isolated islands.

Level 1—at this level, the system is in principle modular
and some of these modularity considerations have been
incorporated at design time to cater for potential long-term
changes.

(i) Adaptability: the production system is programmed
to cover all the foreseeable cases where decisions
may need to be taken and interactions between com-
ponents are static and permanent.

(ii) Convertibility: the equipment is generally modular
and it is possible to replace equipmentwith somewith
similar capabilities. These changes usually require a
nonnegligible system stoppage at least in the area
where the new equipment is being integrated.

(iii) Integrability: the equipment is in principle con-
nected using standard interfaces and/or communi-
cation protocols and it is controllable through
standard automation languages.

Table 6: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on diagnosability.

Requirement/
subrequirement

(Re)formulation
Related literature

sources

Diagnosability 1
The CPPS shall whenever possible autonomously detect and diagnose the root causes of product

defects [21] or otherwise actively support users in their identification.
[21, 22]

Diagnosability 1.1 The CPPS shall operate in a traceable way. [35]

Table 7: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on safety.

Requirement/subrequirement (Re)formulation Related literature sources

Safety 1 The CPPS shall operate in a safe way. [24, 40]

Table 8: Synthesis and reformulation of requirements on security.

Requirement/
subrequirement

(Re)formulation Related literature sources

Security 1 The CPPS shall operate in a secure way. [24, 36, 38, 40]

Security 1.1 The CPPS shall not allow harmful interference from other CPSs it interacts with.

Security 1.2 The CPPS shall provide secure access to its functions and modules.
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(iv) Other requirements: the system fulfils the minimum
level of requirements for operating according to the
production objectives and applicable regulations.

A system at level 1 generally denotes a relatively high
level of automation whereby processes and machines are
generally connected and influence each other. Communica-
tion occurs over standard industrial bus systems, and stan-
dard data formats are considered making it possible to
replace similar components. Generally, more than one bus
communication system is supported which improves the
opportunities for integrating new equipment. However, there
are different system islands that, although integrated, use
information flow and formats that are generally specifically
defined in the context of that island and cannot be automat-
ically interpreted or used elsewhere. The main challenge in
evolving such system lies in harmonizing the information
semantics and ensuring there is a minimal level of equipment
semantic interfacing that allows global commands to be
issued. These may come to include selectively (de)activating
the equipment, selecting specific programs within controllers
or machines, influencing and controlling workpiece plan-
ning, and scheduling and routing strategies.

Level 2—similar to level 1.

(i) Adaptability: same as the previous level. However,
the system is prepared so that similar modules may
be activated or deactivated as part of its operations.

(ii) Convertibility: the equipment is generally modular
and was designed in a way that with a minimal
stoppage can be integrated into the production
system.

(iii) Integrability: the equipment is in principle con-
nected using standard interfaces; additional effort
has been put in ensuring that modules with the same
function and same interfaces can be integrated with
a minimal or no reprogramming effort.

(iv) Other requirements: the system fulfils the minimum
level of requirements for operating according to the
production objectives and applicable regulations.

A level 2 system in a fairly tuned level 1 system where
great care has been put at design phase to enable the quick
replacement of equipment, a typical scenario is a produc-
tion line where different products are produced during dif-
ferent shifts and the line requires the addition and/or
removal of equipment, or tools, to support the different pro-
duction processes (i.e., there is a system preparation process
during shift changeovers). The system still features static
logical links to the different pieces of equipment which is
the main improvement point to reach a level 3 system.
Here, the strategy is to improve the logical interfaces ren-
dering them interpretable and discoverable to enable
dynamic orchestration of components. The adoption of
emerging standards such as OPC-UA and other web
service-based formats is a proper step in this direction. Such
interfaces will enable a substantial reduction of the prepara-
tion time as more processes may be easily designed and

implemented. At the same time, the integration of new
machines becomes easier.

Level 3—at this level, the system’s structure and behavior
are similar to level 2; however, equipment can be discovered
dynamically and functions and processes can be activated
and designed by orchestration of the different components.

(i) Adaptability: the production system is programmed
to cover all the main cases where decisions may need
to be taken; however, new cases can be easily intro-
duced by orchestrating the system’s components.
The system is reactive to the introduction of new
components and can use them as long as there is
an orchestration routine including them.

(ii) Convertibility: the equipment is modular and was
designed in a way that with a minimal stoppage
can be integrated into the production system.

(iii) Integrability: the equipment is in principle connected
using standard interfaces described in machine-
interpretable formats that support the recognition
and operation as previously described.

(iv) Other requirements: the system fulfils the minimum
level of requirements for operating according to the
production objectives and applicable regulations.
Its more dynamic and complex structure may also
enable the usage of advanced data collection and
processing practices for diagnosability.

A level 3 system is what would be attained if a factory
would be created at the present time with the best possible
available technology. It assumes the seamless integration
and harmonization of equipment functions. This means that
within the convertibility limits of the system, many different
production processes may be enacted in a practical way. This
requires the work of experts for designing these processes
and system orchestration routines. This includes both the
design for normal operations and recovery actions. These
routines are of varying complexity depending on the system’s
and products’ nature and size but once developed, the system
is able to follow and react to changes on them seamlessly.
Level 3 is particularly aligned with the objectives of the RAMI
4.0 model [41]. However, at this level, system autonomy is
still constrained. The system is still executing what it is being
told to do. Multilevel autonomous decision-making mecha-
nism is not by default included in the design which focuses
mainly in integrability aspects.

Level 4—at this level, the system has the ability to inter-
pret its structure and from it infer and make available possi-
ble orchestration routines. The system self-orchestrates
within its autonomy boundaries and calls upon human
resources to intervene for taking actions beyond its auton-
omy scope.

(i) Adaptability: the system has a high degree of auton-
omy which it uses to dynamically allocate different
resources during the production process. Newly
introduced equipment is immediately recognized
and brought into operation. The system can plan
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in function of the available resources and the current
production targets.

(ii) Convertibility: the equipment is modular and was
designed in a way it can be integrated without any
stoppage.

(iii) Integrability: the equipment is connected using stan-
dard interfaces described in machine-interpretable
formats that support the recognition and operation
as previously described.

(iv) Other requirements: the system fulfils the mini-
mum level of requirements for operating according
to the production objectives and applicable regula-
tions. Its more dynamic and complex structure
enables the usage of advanced data collection and
processing practices for diagnosability. In particu-
lar, the system has the ability of understanding
and inferring from different production contexts
which resources should be allocated to carry out
the required tasks.

Level 4 systems have been demonstrated, with limita-
tions, in scientific setups and prototypes. A fairly extensive
revision can be found in [42]. They draw upon the interface
discoverability and interpretability opportunities to take
autonomous decisions concerning the workflow of work-
pieces under dynamic conditions. They require a very good
cyberphysical alignment in respect to form and function
that usually is not available in today’s systems. The genera-
tion of self-orchestration routines requires the generaliza-
tion of functions. Among the many demonstrated systems
and proposed architectures, it is usual to consider high-
level functions such as transformation, transportation, and
coordination. They generally require a one-to-one mapping
between the cybercontrolling entity and its physical counter-
part with a high degree of embodiment that is generally
complex to attain and partly motivates this paper. A com-
plete discussion on these design issues can be found in
[16] and the references therein. The steps to level five are a
multidisciplinary open research question that will include a
substantial increase of the systems’ cyberphysical autonomy.

Level 5—this level reflects the ideal CPPS configuration
denoting very high cyberphysical autonomy that enables it
to even dynamically change its structure.

(i) Adaptability: the system has the ability to autono-
mously self-adjust including its physical structure.
These changes may come to include acquiring
missing functionality of components from a dig-
ital marketplace. The system plans and adjusts
at different time frames. The scope of self-
adjustment includes catering not only for produc-
tion disturbances but also for faults and failure
recovery.

(ii) Convertibility: components have a high mechanical
interoperability which otherwise can be adjusted by
the system itself. Components are usually mobile
or transferable by other components.

(iii) Integrability: the system has the ability to recognize
any new component or system that is added to it
and can generate new functionality by combining
the functions provided by the newly added compo-
nent or system with the ones existing.

(iv) Other requirements: all to their full extent.

2.3. Integrated Discussion. Even if most expectations con-
cerning what a CPPS should be are somehow dispersed in
the literature and detailed in different contexts, there is a
set of prevailing requirements that clearly suggest the domi-
nating characteristics. These requirements are, themselves,
prone to multiple interpretations. This makes it difficult to
draw the line where a system goes from a conventionally
automated system to a full-featured CPPS. The distinction
is harder since most of today’s systems already exhibit char-
acteristics that rightfully belong to CPPS.

Current research directions set an important focus on
interfacing and system integration aspects. These are very
important since, as suggested by the structural models in
Figures 1 and 2, they are the pillars of convertibility and inte-
grability. However, a smaller focus has been set on the
advanced behavioral aspects.

Previous research in MAS has partially covered some
ground in this direction. The functional requirements uncov-
ered as part of the RE/RM exercise in this contribution are
reflecting just that. The grading scale previously presented
shows that, on the more advanced levels, the key functions
are of behavioral nature and although interfacing aspects
are fundamental, they do not cater for the adaptability
requirements alone.

Most of today’s production systems can be positioned
between levels −1 to 2 in the scale. Level three is approaching
the research domain and reflects the best of what could now-
adays be achieved with advanced technologies, for example,
OPC-UA, coupled to mainstream AI. This possibility arises
from the fact that, generally, web service stacks are relatively
easy to integrate with current automation controllers. Such
integration will typically not change the controller’s native
programming languages, in a practice that is well aligned
with the traditional automation pyramid [43] also known
as the ISA-95 model.

The ISA-95 model has however been recently deemed
less adequate for the sound development for CPPSs, and
new models such as the RAMI 4.0 (DIN SPEC 91345 [41])
have emerged. The RAMI 4.0 model provides a better cover-
age on the nature of the communication between the
system’s components and introduces the idea of an adminis-
trative shell acting as a single point of information retrieval.
The administrative shell provides a broad coverage for col-
lecting information related to some of the main requirements
early specified but generally excludes the behavioral model-
ling of the components.

The authors believe that level 4 represents the current
research front and it is already making important assump-
tions regarding the nature of the physical part of the system.
The redesigning effort for transitioning from levels 3 to 4 is
still substantial, and the maturity of the current supporting
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technologies is generally low which currently undermines
their adoption.

Finally, level 5 takes a look into the future’s full-featured
CPPSs. Here, the degree of system autonomy and integration
is very high and the system complexity is maximal. While
level 4 would be attainable with a considerable engineering
effort in the direction of applied research, level 5 is still
beyond reach without a more multidisciplinary and more
fundamental research effort.

There is no doubt, therefore, that the systems of the
future will entail a much higher complexity along the dimen-
sions discussed in this paper. Physical complexity arising
from improving the system’s integrability and convertibility
should be quantifiable at large (number of parts, material
properties, interface types, etc.).

However, the quantification of behavioral complexity is
a more elusive task. Today’s production systems are
already extremely complex entities combining physical
and logical aspects. The fact that very few systems can be
brought to an operational status seamlessly is a clear sign
that there is already a certain degree of unknown behavior
generating unexpected effects. This inherent uncertainty is
important to understand the general complexity baseline
of production systems. To better substantiate the discus-
sion around increasing degrees of behavioral complexity
and associated uncertainty, it is helpful to introduce the
idea of “weak emergence” defined as [44] macrostate P of
a system S with microdynamic D is weakly emergent if P
can only be derived from D and S’s external conditions
but only by simulation.

At the light of the previous definition and assuming
that today’s systems could be set up seamlessly without
uncertainty, for a relatively small system and a reduced
number of fixed component interactions, it could be feasi-
ble to fully formally verify the system behavior. A larger
system would require the creation of black boxes, individu-
ally verified, and a subsequent verification of the whole
based on a selection of inputs and outputs in and from
these black boxes. In the current state of developments, this
would be believable up until level 3 in the scale discussed
before. Until level 3, the causality matrix of the system is
extremely complex but to a certain extent still possibly
manageable with some simplifications. At level 4, autono-
mous behavior is introduced. This dramatically complicates
the causality matrix because it removes operational con-
straints from the system decision-making processes. Level
5 is the theoretical limit case.

The richer the adaptive process, the bigger the effort in
creating traceable system information and the stronger the
requirements on the noncore requirements of CPPSs,
namely, diagnosability, predictability, safety, and security.
In this context, while the fulfilment of the core requirements
is what will ensure the anticipated sophistication in produc-
tion activities, it is the fulfilment of that most likely will dic-
tate their success. This makes them fundamental research
topics that need to be understood less at the light of levels
−1 to 2 but more at levels 3–5. Seamless operation of CPPS
will only be attained by managing and understanding design
complexity as a whole.

3. Conclusions

This paper proposes an RE/RM exercise that, drawing from
reference literature in supporting concepts for what is now
understood as I4.0, provides a synthetized interpretation of
the main requirements pending upon CPPS development.
Unlike most of the literature definitions, the set of require-
ments is functionally formulated to better pinpoint the
behavioral expectations related to CPPSs. However, even this
is prone to multiple interpretations. To partially overcome
this challenge, this contribution proposes a scale for classify-
ing CPPSs according to the degree to which they adhere to
the different requirements. The paper further discusses the
main implications of the different levels and positions of
the existing developments.

The authors hope that such contribution will shed a bet-
ter light on the science of engineering CPPSs by removing
partially the conceptual fuzziness and by providing a sound
basis for positioning existing systems and understanding
the cost of transitioning between different levels.

The discussion is as generalized as possible and targets
CPPSs and not their specific instances. The authors believe
that this metalevel positioning is very important within the
scope of I4.0 since it captures its system of systems nature
in a tangible way. It also highlights that the main design chal-
lenges require a holistic perspective that promotes and
respect the cyberphysical nature of the system components.
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